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Preface

In August 2006, the CERN Theory Unit announced to restructure its visitor program and to
create a "CERN Theory Institute", where 1-3 month long specific programs can take place.
The first such Institute was held from 14 May to 10 June 2007, focussing on "Heavy Ion
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Collisions at the LHC - Last Call for Predictions". It brought together close to 100 scientists
working on the theory of ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions. The aim of this workshop was
to review and document the status of expectations and predictions for the heavy ion program
at the Large Hadron Collider LHC before its start. LHC will explore heavy ion collisions at
∼ 30 times higher center of mass energy than explored previously at the Relativistic Heavy Ion
Collider RHIC. So, on the one hand, the charge of this workshop provided a natural forum for
the exchange of the most recent ideas, and allowed to monitorhow the understanding of heavy
ion collisions has evolved in recent years with the data fromRHIC, and with the preparation of
the LHC experimental program. On the other hand, the workshop aimed at a documentation
which helps to distinguish pre- from post-dictions. An analogous documentation of the "Last
Call for Predictions" [1] was prepared prior to the start of the heavy-ion program at the
Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider RHIC, and it proved useful in the subsequent discussion and
interpretation of RHIC data. The present write-up is the documentation of predictions for the
LHC heavy ion program, received or presented during the CERNTH Institute. The set-up of
the CERN TH Institute allowed us to aim for the wide-most coverage of predictions. There
were more than 100 presentations and discussions during theworkshop. Moreover, those
unable to attend could still participate by submitting predictions in written form during the
workshop. This followed the spirit that everybody interested in making a prediction had the
right to be heard.

To arrive at a concise document, we required that each prediction should be summarized
on at most two pages, and that predictions should be presented, whenever possible, in figures
which display measurable quantities. Full model descriptions were not accepted - the authors
were encouraged to indicate the relevant references for theinterested reader. Participants
had the possibility to submit multiple contributions on different topics, but it was part of
the subsequent editing process to ensure that predictions on neighboring topics were merged
wherever possible. The contributions summarized here are organized in several sections,
- though some of them contain material related with more thanone section -, roughly by
going from low transverse momentum to high transverse momentum and from abundant to
rare measurements. In the low transverse momentum regime, we start with predictions on
multiplicity distributions, azimuthal asymmetries in particle production and hadronic flavor
observables, followed by correlation and fluctuation measurements. The contributions on
hard probes at the LHC start with predictions for single inclusive high transverse momentum
spectra, and jets, followed by heavy quark and quarkonium measurements, leptonic probes
and photons. A final section "Others" encompasses those predictions which do not fall
naturally within one of the above-mentioned categories, ordiscuss the more speculative
phenomena that may be explored at the LHC.

We would like to end this Preface by thanking the TH Unit at CERN for its generous
support of this workshop. Special thanks go to Elena Gianolio, Michelle Mazerand, Nanie
Perrin and Jeanne Rostant, whose help and patience was invaluable.

Néstor Armesto
Nicolas Borghini
Sangyong Jeon
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Urs Achim Wiedemann

1. Multiplicities and multiplicity distributions

1.1. Multiplicity distributions in rapidity for Pb-Pb and p-Pb central collisions from a simple
model

S. Abreu, J. Dias de Deus and J. G. Milhano

The simple model [2] for the distribution of rapidity extended objects (longitudinal
glasma colour fields or coloured strings) created in a heavy ion collision combines the
generation of lower centre-of-mass rapidity objects from higher rapidity ones with asymptotic
saturation in the form of the well known logistic equation for population dynamics

∂ρ

∂(−∆)
=

1
δ

(ρ−Aρ2) , (1)

whereρ ≡ ρ(∆,Y) is the particle density,Y is the beam rapidity, and∆ ≡ |y| −Y. The Y-
dependent limiting value ofρ is determined by the saturation condition∂(−∆)ρ = 0−→ ρY =

1/A, while the separation between the low density (positive curvature) and high density
(negative curvature) regions is given by∂2

(−∆)ρ|∆0
= 0−→ ρ0 ≡ ρ(∆0,Y) = ρY/2. Integrating

(1) we get

ρ(∆,Y) =
ρY

e
∆−∆0
δ +1

. (2)

In the String Percolation Model [2] the particle density is proportional, once the colour
reduction factor is taken into account, to the average number of participantsρ ∝ NA; the
normalized particle density at mid-rapidity is related to the gluon distribution at small
Bjorken-x, ρ∝ eλY; and the dense-dilute separation scale decreases, from energy conservation,
linearly withY, ∆0 = −αY with 0< α < 1. Rewriting (2) in rapidity

ρ ≡ dN
dy
=

NA ·eλY

e
|y|−(1−α)Y

δ +1
. (3)

The valuesλ = 0.247,α = 0.269 andδ = 0.67 for the parameters in the solution (3) are fixed
by an overall fit [3] of Au-Au RHIC data [4].

In Fig. 1 we show the predicted multiplicity distribution for the 10% most central Pb-Pb
collisions at

√
sNN = 5.5 TeV with NA = 173.3 taken from the Glauber calculation in [5].

In Fig. 2 we show the predicted multiplicity distribution for the 20% most centralp-Pb
collisions at

√
sNN = 8.8 TeV with Npart = 13.07 also from [5]. In this case the solution (3)

have been modified to account for the asymmetric geometry andthe shift of the centre of
mass of the system relatively to the laboratory centre of mass [2]. The resulting rapidity shift
yc = −2.08 is marked in Fig. 2.

1.2. Multiplicities in Pb-Pb central collisions at the LHC from running coupling evolution
and RHIC data

J. L. Albacete
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dy from (3) for Pb-Pb (0-10% central) collisions at

√
sNN = 5.5 TeV withNA = 173.3
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Figure 2: dN
dy from asymmetric version of (3) [2] forp-Pb (0-20% central) collisions at

√
sNN = 8.8 TeV with Npart= 13.07.

Predictions for the pseudorapidity density of charged particles produced in Pb-Pb central

collisions at
√

sNN = 5.5 TeV are presented. Particle production in such collisionsis computed in the

framework ofkt-factorization, using running coupling non-linear evolution to determine the transverse

momentum and rapidity dependence of the nuclear unintegrated gluon distributions.

Predictions for the pseudorapidity density of charged particles produced in Pb-Pb central
collisions at

√
sNN = 5.5 TeV presented in [6] are summarized. Primary gluon production in

such collisions can be computed perturbatively in the framework of kt-factorization. Under
the additional assumption of local parton-hadron duality,the rapidity density of produced
charged particles in nucleus-nucleus collisions at energy

√
s and impact parameterb is given

by, [7]:
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dN

dyd2b
=C

4πNc

N2
c −1

∫ pkin d2pt

p2
t

∫ pt

d2ktαs(Q)ϕ

x1,
|kt + pt |

2

ϕ
x2,
|kt − pt |

2

 , (4)

where pt andy are the transverse momentum and rapidity of the produced particle, x1,2 =

(pt/
√

s)e±y and Q= 0.5max{|pt ±kt |}. The lack of impact parameter integration in this
calculation and the gluon to charged hadron ratio are accounted for by the constantC, which
sets the normalization. The nuclear unintegrated gluon distributions (u.g.d.),ϕ(x,k), entering
Eq. (4) are taken from numerical solutions of the Balitsky-Kovchegov evolution equation
including running coupling corrections, [8]:

∂N(Y, r)
∂Y

= R[N(Y, r)] −S[N(Y, r)] (5)

Explicit expressions for therunning, R[N], and subtraction, S[N], functionals in the r.h.s.
of Eq. (5) can be found in [8]. The nuclear u.g.d. are given by the Fourier transform of the
dipole scattering amplitude evolved according to Eq. (5),ϕ(Y,k) =

∫
d2r
2πr2 ei k·rN(Y, r), with

Y = ln(0.05/x)+∆Yev, where∆Yev is a free parameter. Large-x effects have been included by
replacingϕ(x,k)→ ϕ(x,k)(1− x)4. The initial condition for the evolution is taken from the
McLerran-Venugopalan model [9], which is believed to provide a good description of nuclear
distribution functions at moderate energies:

NMV(Y = 0, r) = 1−exp

−
r2Q2

0

4
ln

(
1

rΛ
+e

) , (6)

where Q0 is the initial saturation scale andΛ = 0.2 GeV. In order to compare Eq. (4)
with experimental data it is necessary to correct the difference between rapidity,y, and the
experimentally measured pseudorapidity,η. This is managed by introducing an effective
hadron mass,me f f. The variable transformation,y(η, pt,me f f), and its corresponding jacobian
are given by Eqs.(25-26) in [7]. Corrections to the kinematics due to the hadron mass are also

considered by replacingpt→mt =
(
p2

t +m2
e f f

)1/2
in the evaluation ofx1,2. This replacement

affects the predictions for the LHC by less than a 5%, [6].
The results for the pseudorapidity density of charged particles in central Au-Au collisions

at
√

sNN=130, 200 and 5500 GeV are shown in Fig. 3. A remarkably good description of
RHIC data is obtained withQ0=0.75÷1.25 GeV,∆Yev.3 andme f f=0.2÷0.3 GeV. Assuming
no difference between Au and Pb nuclei, the extrapolation of the fitsto RHIC data yields the

following band:
dNPb−Pb

ch
dη (

√
sNN=5.5TeV)|η=0≈ 1290÷1480 for central Pb-Pb collisions at the

LHC. The central value of our predictions
dNPb−Pb

ch
dη (

√
sNN=5.5TeV)|η=0 ≈ 1390 corresponds

to the best fits to RHIC data.

1.3. Identified hadron spectra in Pb-Pb at
√

sNN = 5.5 TeV: hydrodynamics+pQCD
predictions

F. Arleo, D. d’Enterria and D. Peressounko
The single inclusive charged hadronpT spectra in Pb-Pb collisions at the LHC, predicted by a

combined hydrodynamics+perturbative QCD (pQCD) approach are presented.
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Figure 3: Multiplicity densities for Au-Au central collisions at RHIC (experimental data taken
from [4]), and prediction for Pb-Pb central collisions at

√
sNN=5.5 TeV. The best fits to data

(solid lines) are obtained withQ0=1 GeV,∆Yev=1 andme f f=0.25 GeV. The upper limit of
the error bands correspond to∆Yev=3 andQ0=0.75 GeV, and the lower limit to∆Yev=0.5
andQ0=1.25 GeV, withme f f=0.25 GeV in both cases.

We present predictions for the inclusive transverse momentum distributions of pions,
kaons and (anti)protons produced at mid-rapidity in Pb-Pb collisions at

√
sNN = 5.5 TeV

based on hydrodynamics+pQCD calculations. The bulk of the spectra (pT . 5 GeV/c) in
central Pb-Pb at the LHC is computed with a hydrodynamical model – successfully tested
at RHIC [10] – using an initial entropy density extrapolatedempirically from the hadron
multiplicities measured at RHIC:dNch/dη|η=0/(0.5Npart) ≈ 0.75ln(

√
sNN/1.5) [11]. Above

pT ≈ 3 GeV/c, additional hadron production from (mini)jet fragmentation is computed from
collinearly factorized pQCD cross sections at next-to-leading-order (NLO) accuracy [12]. We
use recent parton distribution functions (PDF) [13] and fragmentation functions (FF) [14],
modified respectively to account for initial-state shadowing [15] and final-state parton energy
loss [16].

We use cylindrically symmetric boost-invariant 2+1-D relativistic hydrodynamics, fix-
ing the initial conditions for Pb-Pb atb = 0 fm and employing a simple Glauber prescription
to obtain the corresponding source profiles at all other centralities [10]. The initial source
is assumed to be formed at a timeτ0 = 1/Qs ≈ 0.1 fm/c, with an initial entropy density of
s0 = 1120 fm−3 (i.e. εo ∝ s4/3

0 ≈ 650 GeV/fm3) so as to reproduce the expected final hadron
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multiplicity dNch/dη|η=0 ≈ 1300 at the LHC [11]. We follow the evolution of the system
by solving the equations of ideal hydrodynamics including the current conservation for net-
baryon number (the system is almost baryon-free,µB ≈ 5 MeV). For temperatures above
(below)Tcrit ≈ 170 MeV the system is described with a QGP (hadron gas) equation of state
(EoS). The QGP EoS – obtained from a parametrization to recent lattice QCD results – is
Maxwell connected to the hadron resonance gas phase assuming a first-order phase transition.
As done for RHIC energies, we chemically freeze-out the system (i.e. fix the hadron ratios) at
Tcrit. Final state hadron spectra are obtained with the Cooper-Frye prescription atTfo ≈ 120
MeV followed by decays of unstable resonances using the known branching ratios. Details
can be found at [10].

Our NLO pQCD predictions are obtained with the code of ref. [12] with all scales set to
µ= pT . Pb-Pb yields are obtained scaling the NLO cross-sections by the number of incoherent
nucleon-nucleon collisions for each centrality class given by a Glauber model (Ncoll = 1670,
12.9 for 0-10%-central and 60-90%-peripheral). Nuclear (isospin and shadowing) correc-
tions of the CTEQ6.5M PDFs [13] are introduced using the NLO nDSg parametrization [15].
Final-state energy loss in the hot and dense medium is accounted for by modifying the AKK
FFs [14] with BDMPS quenching weights as described in [16]. The BDMPS medium-induced
gluon spectrum depends on a single scaleωc = 〈q̂〉 L2, related to the transport coefficient and
length of the medium. We useωc ≈ 50 GeV, from the expected energy dependence of the
quenching parameter and the measuredωc ≈ 20 GeV at RHIC [16]. The inclusive hadron
spectra in central Pb-Pb are suppressed by up to a factor∼10 (2),RPbPb≈ 0.1 (0.5), atpT =

10 (100) GeV/c.

Our predictions for the identified hadron spectra in Pb-Pb collisions at 5.5 TeV are shown
in Figure 4. The hydrodynamical contribution dominates over the (quenched) pQCD one up to
pT ≈ 4 (1.5) GeV/c in central (peripheral) Pb-Pb. As expected, the hydro-pQCDpT crossing
point increases with the hadron mass. In the absence of recombination effects (not included
here), bulk protons may be boosted up topT ≈ 5 GeV/c in central Pb-Pb at the LHC.

1.4. Multiplicities at the LHC in a geometric scaling model

N. Armesto, C. A. Salgado and U. A. Wiedemann
We present predictions for charged multiplicities at mid-rapidity in PbPb collisions, as well as

transverse momentum distributions at different pseudorapidities in pPb collisions, at LHC energies.

We use geometric scaling as found in lepton-proton and lepton-nucleus scattering, to determine

the evolution of multiplicities with energy, pseudorapidity and centrality. The only additional free

parameter required to obtain the multiplicities is fixed from RHIC data.

Geometric scaling - the phenomenological finding that virtual photon-hadron cross
sections in lepton-proton [17] and lepton-nucleus [18,19]collisions, are functions of a single
variable which encodes all dependences on Bjorken-x, virtuality Q2 and nuclear sizeA -
is usually considered as one of most important evidences in favor of saturation physics
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Figure 4: Spectra at y=0 for π±,K±, p, p̄ in 0-10% central (left) and 60-70% peripheral (right)
Pb-Pb at

√
sNN = 5.5 TeV, obtained with hydrodynamics+ (quenched) pQCD calculations.

at work [19] . In the scaling variableτA = Q2/Q2
s,A(x) the quantityQs,A, the saturation

momentum, shows a behavior with energy or Bjorken-x determined by lepton-proton data,
while the dependence onA is fixed by lepton-nucleus data [18]:

Q2
s,A(x) ∝ x−λA1/(3δ), λ = 0.288, δ = 0.79±0.02. (7)

To compute particle production, we assume that geometric scaling holds for the
distributions assigned to the projectile and target. Without invoking factorization, dimensional
analysis allows us to factor out the geometrical information. Then, the multiplicity at central
pseudorapidity can be written in the form [18] (withNpart∝ A)

2
Npart

dNAA

dη

∣∣∣∣∣∣
η∼0
= N0

(
s/GeV2

)λ/2
N

1−δ
3δ

part. (8)

The only new parameter isN0, a normalization constant which takes into account the parton-
hadron conversion and the change from mid-rapidity to mid-pseudorapidity. Once fixed for
a set of data (N0 = 0.47), this formula has predictive power and establishes a factorization
of the energy and centrality dependences in agreement with data. In Fig. 5 we show the
results of Eq. (8) compared to RHIC data (including those of intermediate energies [20])
and our prediction for the LHC, where our numbers fordNAA/dη|η∼0 are 1550÷ 1760 for
Npart= 350 and 1670÷1900 forNpart= 375, with the range in the predictions reflecting the
uncertainty coming fromδ, see Eq. (7). We note that these values are based on a

√
s-powerlaw

dependence in Eq. (2) and can be discriminated clearly from alog-extrapolation of RHIC data.
A more model-dependent application of this formalism [18] concerns particle production

in hadron-nucleus collisions at forward rapidities or large energies. Assuming factorization,
geometric scaling and a steeply falling parton distribution in the proton or deuteron, one gets
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Figure 5: Charged multiplicity at mid-pseudorapidity per participant pair, for four RHIC
energies and for LHC energies, from Eq. (8). The band shows the uncertainty coming fromδ,
see Eq. (7).

for one-particle distributions in two centrality classesc1 andc2

dNdAu
c1

Ncoll1dηd
2pt

/
dNdAu

c2

Ncoll2dηd2pt
≈

Ncoll2φA(pt/Qsat1)

Ncoll1φA(pt/Qsat2)
≈

Ncoll2Φ(τ1)

Ncoll1Φ(τ2)
, (9)

whereΦ is the geometric scaling function in lepton-hadron collisions. In this way, particle
ratios in hadron-nucleus collisions provide a check of parton densities in the nucleus through
geometric scaling. In Fig. 6 we show the results compared to RHIC data and our predictions
for the LHC. The definition of the centrality classes isNcoll1 = 13.6±0.3 (central), 7.9±0.4
(semicentral) andNcoll2 = 3.3±0.4 (peripheral). The suppression for mid-pseudorapiditiesat
the LHC turns out to be as large as that for forward pseudorapidities at RHIC.

1.5. Multiplicity and cold-nuclear matter effects from Glauber-Gribov theory

I. C. Arsene, L. Bravina, A. B. Kaidalov, K. Tywoniuk and E. Zabrodin
We present predictions for nuclear modification factor in proton-lead collisions at LHC energy 5.5

TeV from Glauber-Gribov theory of nuclear shadowing. We have also made predictions for baseline

cold-matter nuclear effects in lead-lead collisions at the same energy.

1.5.1. Introduction The system formed in nucleus-nucles (AA) collisions at LHC will
provide further insight into the dynamics of the deconfined state of nuclear matter. There
are also interesting effects anticipated for the initial state of the incoming nuclei related to
shadowing of nuclear parton distributions and the space-time picture of the interaction. These
should be studied in the more “clean” environment of a proton-nucleus collision. The initial-
state effects constitute a baseline for calculation of the density ofparticles at all rapidities
and affect therefore also high-p⊥ particle suppression and jet quenching, as well as the total
multiplicity.

Both soft and relatively high-p⊥, p⊥ < 10 GeV/c, particle production in pA at LHC
energies probe the low-x gluon distribution of the target nucleus at moderate scales, Q2 ∼ p2

⊥,
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Figure 6: RCP versuspt, Eq. (9), in dAu collisions at RHIC compared to experimental
data (upper and middle plots), and in pPb collisions at the LHC (lower plot), for different
pseudorapidities and centrality classes: central to peripheral (lower curves) and semicentral
to peripheral (upper curves). The bands reflect the uncertainty in the definition of the centrality
class.

and is therefore mainly influenced by nuclear shadowing. In the Glauber-Gribov theory [21],
shadowing at low-x is related to diffractive structure functions of the nucleon, which are
studied at HERA. The space-time picture of the interaction is altered from a longitudinally
ordered rescattering at low energies, to a coherent interaction of the constituents of the
incoming wave-functions at high energy. Shadowing affects both soft and hard processes.
Calculation of gluon shadowing was performed in our recent paper [22], where Gribov
approach for the calculation of nuclear structure functions was used. The Schwimmer model
was used to account for higher-order rescatterings. The gluon diffractive distributions are
taken from the most recent experimental parameterizations[23].

1.5.2. Particle production at LHC Shadowing will lead to a suppression both at mid- and
forward rapidities in p+Pb collisions at

√
s= 5.5 TeV as seen in Fig. 7. We have plotted the

curves for two distinct kinematical scenarios of particle production; one-jet kinematics which
may be well motivated for particle production atp⊥ < 2 GeV/c and two-jet kinematics that
apply for high-p⊥ particle producion. The uncertainty in the curves is due to uncertainty in
the parameterization of gluon diffractive distribution functions. Cronin effect is not included
in the curves of Fig. 7. We estimate it to be a 10% effect at these energies.
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Figure 7: Shadowing as a function of transverse for p+Pb collisions at
√

s= 5.5 TeV.

In Fig. 8 we present the suppresion due to cold-nuclear effects in Pb+Pb collisions at√
s= 5.5 TeV as a function of centrality (top) and rapidity (bottom). Also here we present the

results for two kinematics.

1.6. Stopping Power from SPS to LHC energies.

V. Topor Pop, J. Barrette, C. Gale, S. Jeon and M. Gyulassy
We investigate the energy dependence of hadron production and of stopping power based on

HIJING/BB̄ v2.0 model calculations. Pseudorapidity spectra andpT distributions for produced charged

particles as well as net baryons (per pair of partcipants) and their rapidity loss are compared to data at

RHIC and predictions for LHC energies are discussed.

In previous papers [24] we studied the possible role of topological baryon junctions
[25] [26], and the effects of strong color field (SCF) in nucleus-nucleus collisions at RHIC
energies. In the framework of HIJING/BB̄ v2.0 model, the new algorithm for junction anti-
junction J̄J loops provide a possible explanation for baryon/meson anomaly. The SCF effects
as implemented within our model gives a better description of this anomaly. At LHC energies,
due to higher initial energy density (or temperature) we expect an increase of the mean value
of the string tension (κ) [27].

The day 1 measurements at the LHC will include results on multiplicity distributions with
important consequences for our understanding of matter produced in the collisions [28], [29].
From our model calculations one expects dNch

PbPb/dη ≈ 3500 atη = 0 in central (0-5 %) Pb
+Pb collision. This correspond to≈ 17.5 produced charged hadrons per participant pair.
These values are higher than those obtained by requiring that both limiting fragmentation and
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Figure 8: Shadowing as a function of centrality (top) and rapidity (bottom) for Pb+Pb
collisions at

√
s= 5.5 TeV.

the trapezoidal shape of the pseudo-rapidity distributionpersist at the LHC [29]. Our model
predicts a characteristic violations of the apparently universal trend, seen up to maximum
RHIC energy. In contrast saturation models [5] offer a justification for the predicted very
weak

√
sNN dependence of event multiplicity.

Figure 9 presents predictions forpT spectra at midrapidity and NMFRch
PbPb of total

inclusive charged hadrons for central (0-5%) Pb+Pb andp+ p collisions at
√

sNN = 5.5 TeV.
The predicted NMFRπ

0

PbPbof neutral pions is also presented. From our model calculations
we conclude that baryon/meson anomaly, will persist at the LHC with a slight increasefor
increasing strength of the chromoelectric field (κ = ee f fE). A somewhat higher sensitivity to
κ is obtained for NMF of identified particles [27].

The net-baryon rapidity distribution measured at RHIC is both qualitatively and
quantitatively very different from those at lower energies indicating that a significantly
different system is formed near mid rapidity [30]. Fig. 10 (left panel) presents the energy
dependence of net-baryon at mid-rapidity per participant pair. Shown are the results for central
(0-5%) Au+Au collisions, which indicate a net decrease with increasing energy. This picture,
corroborated with an increase of the ratio ¯p/p to ≈ 1 suggests that the reaction at the LHC
is more transparent in contrast to the situation at lower energy. For central (0-5%) Pb+Pb
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Figure 9: Left: HIJING/BB̄ v2.0 predictions forpT spectra at mid-rapidity of total inclusive
charged hadrons for central (0-5%) Pb+Pb andp+ p collisions. Right: Predicted nuclear
modification factors for charged hadrons and for neutral pions.

collisions at
√

sNN = 5.5 TeV, our prediction for net-baryon per participant pairis ≈ 0.065
with Npart= 398, assumingκ = 5 GeV/fm. Similar values (open squares) are obtained within
pQCD+hydro model [31]. However, this model predicts (Fig. 15 fromref. [31]) much steeper
slopes of charged hadronpT spectra.

Figure 10: Left: HIJING/BB̄ v2.0 predictions for net-baryon (per participant pair) atmid-
rapidity as function of

√
sNN. Right: Average rapidity loss versus beam rapidity. The data

and dashed line extrapolation are from ref. [30] and from BRAHMS [32].

In our model the main mechanisms for baryon production are quark di-quark (q− qq)
strings fragmentation and JJ̄ loops in which baryons are produced approximatively in pairs.
The energy dependence is∝ (s/s0)−1/4+∆/2 similar with those predicted in ref. [25] (eq. 11)
with the assumption that J̄J is a dominant mechanisms. This dependence is obtained if we
choose for the parameters:s0 = 1 GeV2 the usual parameter of Regge theory,α(0) = 1/2
the reggeon (MJ

0) intercept andαP(0)= 1+∆ (where∆ ≈ 0.01) for the pomeron intercept. If
confirmed, the measurements at LHC energies will help us to determine better these values.
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In contrast, results from HIJING/BB̄ v1.10 model [26] (star symbol) give a slow energy
dependence with a higher pomeron interceptαP(0)= 1+0.08 and over-estimate the stopping
in the entire energy region.

Baryon conservation in the reactions can be used to predict rapidity loss and the energy
loss per baryon. The results are illustrated in Fig. 10 (right panel) for average rapidity loss
< δy> defined as in ref. [24]. The predicted values for RHIC and LHC energies, clearly depart
from the linear extrapolation for constant relative rapidity loss [30], which seems to be valid
only at lower energies (

√
sNN ≤ 20 GeV).

1.7. Investigating the extended geometric scaling region at LHC with polarized and
unpolarized final states

D. Boer, A. Utermann and E. Wessels
We present predictions for charged hadron production andΛ polarization in p-p and p-Pb

collisions at the LHC using the saturation inspired DHJ model for the dipole cross section in the

extended geometric scaling region.

At high energy, scattering of a particle off a nucleus can be described in terms of a
colour dipole scattering off small-x partons, predominantly gluons, in the nucleus. At very
high energy (smallx), the dipole amplitude starts to evolve nonlinearly withx, leading to
saturation of the density of these small-x gluons. The scale associated with this nonlinearity,
the saturation scaleQs(x), grows exponentially with log(1/x).

The nonlinear evolution of the dipole amplitude is expectedto be characterized by
geometric scaling, which means that the dipole amplitude depends only on the combination
r2
t Q2

s(x), instead of onr2
t andx independently. Moreover, the scaling behaviour is expected to

hold approximately in the so-called extended geometric scaling (EGS) region betweenQ2
s(x)

andQ2
gs(x) ∼ Q4

s(x)/Λ2.
The small-x DIS data from HERA, which show geometric scaling, were successfully

described by the GBW model [33]. To describe the RHIC data on hadron production ind-Au
in the EGS region a modification of the GBW model was proposed by Dumitru, Hayashigaki
and Jalilian-Marian (DHJ), incorporating scaling violations in terms of a functionγ+ [34].
This DHJ model also describesp-p data at forward rapidities [35].

1.7.1. DHJ model prediction for charged hadron productionUsing the DHJ model we can
make a prediction for thept-spectrum of charged hadron production in bothp-Pb and p-p
collisions at the LHC, at respectively

√
s= 8.8 TeV and

√
s= 14 TeV. Figure 11a shows the

minimum bias invariant yield for an observed hadron rapidity of yh = 2 in the centre of mass
frame, which for 1 GeV. pt . 10 GeV predominantly probes the EGS region. We note that
at this rapidity the result is not sensitive to details of theDHJ model in the saturation region
r2
t > 1/Q2

s. Further, from [34] we expect thatpt-independentK-factors are needed to fix the

+ We note that at central rapidities we cannot reproduce exactly the results of [34] for largept. Therefore, a
modification of the model may be needed to describe all RHIC data.
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normalization. We conclude that the LHC data on hadron production in bothp-Pb andp-p
collisions will provide valuable data to further study the dipole scattering amplitude near the
onset of saturation, particularly the behaviour of the functionγ, which is discussed in e.g. [36].

1.7.2. DHJ model prediction forΛ polarization Another interesting small-x observable is
the polarization ofΛ hyperons produced inp-A collisions,PΛ. This polarization, oriented
transversely to the production plane, was shown to essentially probe the derivative of the
dipole scattering amplitude, hence displaying a peak around Qs when described in the
McLerran-Venugopalan model [37]. If this feature persistswhen x-evolution of the dipole
scattering amplitude is taken into account,PΛ would be a valuable probe of saturation effects.
Using the DHJ model for thex-evolution of the scattering amplitude, we find thatPΛ displays
similar behaviour as in the MV model. This is depicted for fixed Λ rapidities of 2 and 4
in figure 11b. The position of the peak scales with the averagevalue of the saturation scale
〈Qs(x)〉. In the plotted region, the peak is located roughly at〈Qs(x)〉/2.

The figure also shows that, like in the MV model, in the DHJ model |PΛ| scales
approximately linearly withxF , which means that at the LHC it is very small due to

√
s

being very large: rapidities around 6 are required forPΛ to be on the 1% level, although there
is a considerable model uncertainty in the normalization.

We conclude that the polarization ofΛ particles inp-Pbcollisions is an interesting probe
of 〈Qs(x)〉, but is probably of measurable size only at very forward rapidities.
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Figure 11: a. Charged hadron production. b.Λ polarization. In both plots,Aeff = 20, and
parton distributions and fragmentation functions of [34] and [37] were used.

1.8. Inclusive distributions at the LHC as predicted from the DPMJET-III model with chain
fusion

F. Bopp, R. Engel, J. Ranft and S. Roesler
DPMJET-III with chain fusion is used to calculate inclusivedistributions of Pb-Pb collisions at

LHC energies. We present rapidity distributions as well as scaled multiplicities at mid-rapidity as

function of the collision energy and the number of participants.
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Figure 12: Multiplicity distributions in minimum bias and 0-10% central collisions in Pb-Pb
collisions in the fullηcm range and for|ηcm| ≤ 2.5 (from DPMJET-III).

Monte Carlo codes based on the two–component Dual Parton Model (soft hadronic
chains and hard hadronic collisions) are available since 10–20 years: The present codes are
PHOJET forhhandγh collisions [38,39] and DPMJET-III based on PHOJET forhA and AA
collisions [40]. To apply DPMJET–III to central collisionsof heavy nuclei, the percolation
and fusion of the hadronic chains had to be implemented [41].

In figures 12 and 13 we apply this model to minimum bias and central collisions of heavy
nuclei at the LHC and at RHIC. We find an excellent agreement toRHIC data on inclusive
distributions.

The behaviour of the inclusive hadron production becomes particular simple if we plot
it in the form dN

dηcm
/

Npart
2 . Npart is the number of participants in the AA collisions. In figure 14

we plot this quantity as function ofNpart and as function ofEcm, in both plots we find a rather
simple behaviour.

The limiting fragmentation hypothesis was proposed in 1969by Beneckeet al [42].
If we apply it to nuclear collisions we have to plotdN

dηcm
/

Npart
2 as function ofηcm− ybeam. In

figure 15 we plot central and less central Au-Au collisions atRHIC and LHC energies in this
form. We find that DPMJET-III shows in the fragmentation region only small deviations from
limiting fragmentation.

1.9. Some “predictions” for PbPb and pp at LHC, based on the extrapolation of data at
lower energies

W. Busza

The global characteristics of multiparticle production inpp, pA, AA and evene+e−
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Figure 13: (left) Central RHIC and LHC collisions. (right) LHC Pb-Pb collisions from
DPMJET-III.

Figure 14: dN
dηcm

/
Npart

2 (left) overNpart (right) overEcm, Pb-Pb and Au-Au collisions.
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Figure 15: dN
dηcm

/
Npart

2 in Au-Au collisions overηcm−ybeam(left) central, (right) less central.

collisions, over the entire energy range studied to date, show remarkably similar trends.
Furthermore it is a fair characterization of the data to say that the data appears simpler than
current explanations of it. These trends allow us to “predict”, with high precision, several
important results which will be seen in pp and PbPb collisions at LHC.

Such predictions are valuable from a practical point of view. More important, if they turn
out to be correct, and the trends seen to date are not some accidental consequence of averaging
over many species and momenta, the observed trends must be telling us something profound
about how QCD (most likely how the vacuum) determines particle production. At a minimum,
if the current belief is correct that the intermediate statebetween the instant of collision and
final free-streaming of the produced particles is very different ine+e− and AA colisions, or
for that matter, in pp collisions, AA collisions below SPS energies and AA collisions at the
top RHIC energy, the global characteristics of multiparticle productions must be insensitive
to the intermediate state. One consequence is that no successful prediction of any selected set
of global properties can be used as evidence that a particular model correctly describes the
intermediate state.

On the other hand, if these “predictions" turn out to be false, it will be a strong indicator
of the onset of some new physics at LHC.

So what are these universal simple trends?
We find [43,44], as a first approximation, that

(i) The global distributions of charged particles factorize into an energy dependent part and
a geometry, or incident system, dependent part.

(ii) At a given energy, in pA and AA the distributions do depend in detail on the colliding
systems or geometry (eg. impact parameter). However the total number of produced
particles is simply proportional to the total number of participantsNpart (or wounded
nucleons, in the language of Bialas and Czyz). [Note: there is a systematic difference in
the constant of proportionality in pA and AA, that can be attributed to the leading particle
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effect in pp collisions]

(iii) The total charged particle densitydN/dη (whereη is the pseudorapidity), and the directed
and elliptic flow parametersν1 andν2 satisfy extended longitudinal scaling. Furthermore,
over most of its range the “limiting curve" is linear.

(iv) The mid-rapidity (in the cm system) particle densitydN
dη |y=0 and the elliptic flow

parameterν2 both increase linearly withln
√

s. It is not clear if this is the origin or
consequence of item (iii) above. [Note: for elliptic flow, (iii) and (iv) are directly related
only if we postulate that at all energies there is a “pedestal" in the value ofν2, i.e. there
is a part of the source of flow that is independent of energy]

In the figures 16, 17 and 18 we use the above observed trends at lower energies to “predict"
LHC results. A more detailed version of this work will be submitted to Acta Physica Polonica.

1.10. Multiplicities and J/ψ suppression at LHC energies

A. Capella and E. G. Ferreiro
We present our predictions on multiplicities andJ/ψ suppression at LHC energies. Our results

take into account shadowing effects in the initial state and final state interactions with the hot medium.

We obtain 1800 charged particles at LHC and theJ/ψ suppression increases by a factor 5 to 6 compared

to RHIC.

1.10.1. Multiplicities with shadowing correctionsAt high energy, different mechanisms
in the initial state-shadowing-, that lower the total multiplicity, have to be taken into
account. The shadowing makes the nuclear structure functions in nuclei different from the
superposition of those of their constituents nucleons. Itseffect increases with decreasingx
and decreases with increasingQ2. We have included a dynamical, non linear of shadowing
[49], controlled by triple pomeron diagrams. It is determined in terms of the diffractive
cross sections. Our results for charged particles multiplicities at RHIC and LHC energies
are presented in Fig. 19. In absence of shadowing we obtain a maximal multiplicity,
dNAA/dy= A4/3. With shadowing corrections the multiplicity behaves asdNAA/dy= Aα,
with α = 1.13 at RHIC andα = 1.1 at LHC.

1.10.2. J/ψ suppressionAn anomalousJ/ψ suppression -that clearly exceeds the one
expected from nuclear absorption- has been found inPbPb collisions at SPS. Such a
phenomenon was predicted by Matsui and Satz as a consequenceof deconfinement in a dense
medium. It can also be described as a result of final state interaction of thecc pair with
the dense medium produced in the collision:comovers interaction[50]. Here we present
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Figure 16:

our results for the ratio of theJ/ψ yield over the average number of binary nucleon-nucleon
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Figure 17:

collisions at RHIC and LHC energies:

RJ/ψ
AB (b) =

dNJ/ψ
AB (b)/dy

n(b)
=

dNJ/ψ
pp

dy

∫
d2sσAB(b) n(b, s) Sabs(b, s) Sco(b, s)

∫
d2sσAB(b) n(b, s)

. (10)

Sabs refers to the survival probability due to nuclear absorption and Sco is the survival
probability due to the medium interactions. The data ondAu collisions at RHIC favorize
a smallσabs= 0 mb, soSabs= 1 [51]. The interaction of a particle or a parton with the
medium is described by the gain and loss differential equations which govern the final state
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Figure 18:

Figure 19: Multiplicities of charged particles
with (solid lines) and without (dashed lines)
shadowing corrections at RHIC and LHC.

Figure 20: J/ψ production at RHIC and LHC.
Dashed: J/ψ shadowing, pointed: comovers
suppression, continuous: total suppression.

interactions:

τ
dρJ/ψ(b, s,y)

dτ
= −σco ρ

J/ψ(b, s,y) ρmedium(b, s,y) , (11)

whereρJ/ψ andρco = ρmediumare the densities ofJ/ψ and comovers. We neglect a gain term
resulting from the recombination ofc-c into J/ψ. Our equations have to be integrated between
initial time τ0 and freeze-out timeτ f . We use the inverse proportionality between proper time
and densities,τ f /τ0 = ρ(b, s,y)/ρpp(y). Our densities can be either hadrons or partons, soσco

represents an effective cross-section averaged over the interaction time. We obtain the survival
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probabilitySco(b, s) of theJ/ψ due to the medium interaction:

Sco(b, s) ≡ NJ/ψ( f inal)(b, s,y)

NJ/ψ(initial )(b, s,y)
= exp

[
−σco ρ

co(b, s,y)ℓn

(
ρco(b, s,y)
ρpp(0)

)]
. (12)

The shadowing produces a decrease of the medium density. Because of this, the shadowing
corrections on comovers increase theJ/ψ survival probabilitySco. On the other side, the
shadowing corrections onJ/ψ decrease theJ/ψ yield. Our results for RHIC and LHC are
presented in Fig. 20. We use the same value of the comovers cross-section,σco = 0.65 mb
that we have used at SPS energies. We neglect the nuclear absorption. The shadowing is
introduced in both the comovers and theJ/ψ yields.

1.11. Heavy ion collisions at LHC in a Multiphase Transport Model

L.-W. Chen, C. M. Ko, B.-A. Li, Z.-W. Lin and B.-W. Zhang

The AMPT model [52] is a hybrid model that uses the HIJING model [53] to generate the
initial conditions, the ZPC [54] for modeling the partonic scatterings, and the ART model [55]
for treating hadronic scatterings. In the default version [56], the initial conditions are strings
and minijets from the HIJING model and particle production is based on the Lund string
fragmentation, while in the string melting version [57], the initial conditions are valence
quarks and antiquarks from hadrons produced in the HIJING model and hadronization is
described by a coordinate-space coalescence model. Using the AMPT model, we predict in
the following the hadron rapidity and transverse momentum distributions, the elliptic flows
of both light and heavy hadrons, the two-pion and two-kaon correlation functions in Pb+Pb
collisions at center-of-mass energy of

√
sNN = 5.5 TeV at LHC [58].

Shown in the left window of Fig. 21 are the charged hadron pseudorapidity distribution
and the rapidity distributions of identified hadrons obtained with (lines with circles) and
without (solid lines) nuclear shadowing of nucleon parton distribution functions. Compared
to results from the AMPT model for RHIC [59], the distributions at LHC are significantly
wider and higher. For mid-pseudorapidity charged hadrons,the distribution shows a clear
plateau structure with a value of about 4500 and 2500, respectively, without and with nuclear
shadowing. The latter is more than a factor of three higher than that at RHIC. The transverse
momentum spectra of identified midrapidity hadrons are shown in the right window of Fig. 21
by lines with circles. The inverse slope parameters, particularly for kaons and protons with
transverse momenta below 0.5 GeV/c and 1 GeV/c, respectively, are larger than those at RHIC
(solid lines) as a result of stronger final-state rescatterings at LHC than at RHIC. Similar to
that observed at RHIC, the proton spectrum is below that of pions at low transverse momenta,
but they become comparable at about 2 GeV/c.

Hadron elliptic flows based on a parton scattering cross section of 10 mb, which is needed
to describe observed hadron elliptic flows at RHIC [57], are shown in Fig. 22. The left window
gives the elliptic flows of light and heavy quarks as functions of their transverse momenta, and
they display the expected mass ordering at low transverse momenta, i.e., the elliptic flow is
smaller for quarks with larger masses. At larger transversemomenta, the elliptic flows of
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from same collisions as well as central Au+Au collisions at
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Figure 22: Elliptic flows of quarks (left window), light hadrons (middle window), and heavy
mesons (right window) in Pb+Pb collisions at

√
sNN = 5.5 TeV andb= 8 fm from the AMPT

model with string melting and a parton scattering cross section of 10 mb.

heavy quarks become, however, larger than those of light andstrange quarks, which peak
at around 1-1.5 GeV/c. The elliptic flows of pions and protons at LHC are shown in the
middle window of Fig. 22. Compared to corresponding ones at RHIC for Au+Au collisions
at
√

sNN = 200 GeV and same impact parameter shown in the figure, the elliptic flow of pions
at LHC is larger while that of protons is smaller. As at RHIC [60], elliptic flows of heavy
mesons are estimated from those of quarks using the quark coalescence or recombination
model [61, 62] and are shown in the right window of Fig. 22. While elliptic flows of heavy
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mesons are dominated by those of heavy quarks, particularlyfor bottomed mesons, those of
heavy mesons with hidden charm or bottom, i.e., quarkoniaJ/ψ andΥ consisting of a heavy
quark and its antiquark, at transverse momentumpT are simply twice those of their constituent
heavy quarks atpT/2.
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Figure 23: Correlation functions for midrapidity charged pions (left windows) and kaons
(right window) with 300< pT < 1500 MeV/c from the AMPT model with string melting and
a parton cross section of 10 mb for central (b = 0 fm) Pb+Pb collisions at

√
sNN = 5.5 TeV

(solid lines) and Au+Au collisions at
√

sNN = 200 GeV (dashed lines).

From the positions and momenta of pions or kaons at freeze out, their correlation
functions in the longitudinally comoving frame can be calculated using the program
Correlation After Burner [63] to take into account their final-state strong and Coulomb
interactions. Shown in the left and right windows of Fig. 23 are, respectively, one-dimensional
projections of the correlation functions of midrapidity (−0.5 < y < 0.5) charged pions and
kaons with transverse momentum 300< pT < 1500 MeV/c and their comparison with
corresponding ones for central Au+Au collisions at

√
sNN = 200 GeV at RHIC, which have

been shown to reproduce reasonably measured ones for pions [64]. The correlation functions
at LHC are seen to be narrower than at RHIC.

Table 1: Radii from Gaussian fit to correlation functions.

Rout(fm) Rside(fm) Rlong(fm) λ Rout/Rside

RHIC (π) 3.60 3.52 3.23 0.50 1.02
LHC (π) 4.23 4.70 4.86 0.43 0.90

RHIC (K) 2.95 2.79 2.62 0.94 1.06
LHC (K) 3.56 3.20 3.16 0.89 1.11

Fitting the correlation functions by the Gaussian functionC2(Q,K ) = 1 +
λexp(−∑

i R
2
ii (K)Q2

i ), whereK is the average momentum of two mesons. Extracted radii of
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the emission source are shown in Table I. Predicted source radii at LHC are larger than those
at RHIC, consistent with the narrower correlation functions at LHC than at RHIC. In both
collisions, radii of the emission source for pions are larger than those for kaons. The smaller
lambda parameter for pions than for kaons is due to the large halo in the pion emission source
from decays of omega mesons. Also, the emission source is non-Gaussian and shifted in the
direction of pion or kaon transverse momentum.

1.12. Multiplicity distributions and percolation of strings

J. Dias de Deus and C. Pajares
In the framework of percolations of strings the rapidity distributions for central AA collisions are

shown for SPS, RHIC and LHC energies. The obtained value for LHC is lower than the one predicted

for the rest of models but larger than the linear energy extrapolation from SPS and RHIC.

Multiparticle production is currently described in terms of color strings stretched
between the partons of the projectile and the target these color strings may be viewed as
small areas in the transverse spaceπr2

0, r0 ≃ 0.2− 0.3 fm, filled with color field created
by the colliding partons. Particles are produced via emision of qq̄ pairs in this field. With
growing energy and/or atomic number of colliding nuclei, the number of strings grows, and
they start to overlap, forming clusters, very much similar to disks in the two dimensional
percolation theory. At a certain critical density a macroscopical cluster appears that marks the
percolation phase transition [65]. A cluster behaves as a single string with a higher color field
~Qn corresponding to the vectorial sum of the color changes of each individual ~Q1 string. The
resulting color field covers the areaSn of the cluster. As~Qn =

∑ ~Q1, and the individual string
colors may be oriented in an arbitrary manner respective to one another, the average~Q1i · ~Q1 j

is zero and~Q2
n = n~Q2

1.
In this way, the multiplicityµn and the averagep2

T of particles< p2
T >n produced by a

cluster ofn strings, are given by

µn =

√
nSn

S1
µ1 ; 〈p2

T〉n =
√

nS1

Sn
〈p2

T〉1 (13)

whereµ1 and〈p2
T〉1 are the mean multiplicity and the mean transverse momentum of particles

produced by a simple string with a transverse areaS1 = πr2
0.

Equation (13) is the main tool of our calculations. In order to compute the multiplicities
we generate strings according to the quark gluon string model and using a Monte Carlo code.
Each string is produced at an identified impact parameter. From this, knowing the transverse
area of each string, we identify all the clusters formed is each collision and subsequently
compute for each of them the rapidity multiplicity spectrum.

In figure 24 is shown the results, (see reference [3] for details) for central Au-Au
collisions at different energies, including the curve for

√
sNN = 5.5 TeV. The value at

midrapidity 8.5 is similar to other computations in the sameframework (7.3 [66], 8.6 [67]).
This strong reduction of the multiplicities relative to simple multicollision models, due to the
interaction of strings, was anticipated 12 years ago [68]. Nowdays models have incorporated
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Figure 24: LHC prediction, together with RHIC data and results.

effects, like strong shadowing or triple pomeron couplings to suppress their original values.
However, our value is smaller than the one obtained by most ofthe other existing models.
Only, the extrapolation of the observed geometrical scaling in lN to AA given a close value:
9.5. The linear log of energy extrapolation of the SPS and RHIC values gives a lower value
of around 6.5.

At SPS and RHIC has been observed an aproximated limiting fragmentation scaling,
which is well reproduced in our approach. A clear breaking ofthis scaling is predicted at
LHC.

1.13. Shear Viscosity to Entropy within a Parton Cascade

A. El, C. Greiner and Z. Xu
The shear viscosity is calculated by means of the perturbative kinetic partonic cascade BAMPS

with CGC initial conditons for various saturation momentumscaleQs. η/s≈ 0.15 stays approximately

constant when going from RHIC to LHC.

The measured momentum anisotropy parameterv2 at RHIC energy can be well
understood if the expanding quark-gluon matter is assumed to be described by ideal
hydrodynamics. This suggests that a strongly interacting and locally thermalized state of
matter has been created which behaves almost like a perfect fluid. Since the initial situation of
the quark-gluon system is far from thermal equilibrium, it is important to understand how and
which microscopic partonic interactions can thermalize the system within a short timescale
and can be responsible as well for its (nearly) ideal hydrodynamical behaviour. Furthermore
one would like to know the transport properties of the QGP, most prominently the shear
viscosity.
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momentum anisotropy (right).

A kinetic parton cascade (BAMPS) [69,70] has been developedwith strictly perturbative
QCD inspired processes including for the first time inelastic (”Bremsstrahlung”) collisions
gg↔ ggg. The multiparticle back reation channel is treated fully consistently by respecting
detailed balance within the same algorithm. In [70] it is demonstrated that the inelastic
processes dominate the total transport collision rate and thus contribute much stronger
to momentum isotropization then elastic ones. Within a default setting of minijet initial
conditions, the overall build up of elliptic flowv2 can be reasonably described [71] (a more
dedicated study is presently undertaken [72]).

One can thus expect to see thermalization of a QGP on a short time scale less than
1 f m/c for LHC relevant initial conditions as can be seen in the evolution in time of the
temperature and the momentum isotropy depicted in Fig. 25. We apply Bjorken expanding
geometry in one dimension. For the initial condition a simple Color Glass Condensate
(CGC) gluon distribution is assumed: The initial partons are described by the boost-invariant
form of the distribution functionf (x, p)|z=0 =

c
αsNc

1
τ f
δ(pz)Θ(Q2

s− p2
T) at a characteristic time

τ0 = c/(αsNcQs).
Due to 3→ 2 collisions the particle number first decreases (see Fig. 25) [73]. This is in

contrast to the idealistic ”Bottom-Up” scenario of thermalization, where an ongoing particle
production in the soft sector (pT < αsQS) is predicted with a strong increase in the total
particle number. The present calculation show that the particle number roughly stays constant.
For the above simple CGC parametrizationQs= 2 GeV corresponds to RHIC energy whereas
Qs≈ 3−4 GeV is expected for LHC.

For all energies a nearly ideal hydrodynamical behavior is observed after 0.5 f m/c
(middle Fig. 25). The thermalization time lies in the same range when looking at the
momentum isotropy. It is of crucial importance to extract out of these simulations the
transport properties of QCD matter to quantify the dissipative properties of the fluid. Using
standard dissipative hydrodynamics in expanding geometryshear viscosity and ratioηs can

be calculated [73]:η = τ
4

(
Txx+Tyy−2 ·Tzz

)
ands= 4n−n · ln (λ), whereλ denotes the gluon

fugacity. As depicted in Fig. 26, the valueηs ≈ 0.15 proves to be a universal number within
the BAMPS simulations, being nearly independent ofQS. This is in line also with full 3-
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dim calculations employing minijets and Glauber geometry for the initial condition [72].
η
s basically only depends on the employed coupling strengthαs (taken to be 0.3 as default
setting). Hence, within BAMPS, we do not expect any change inthe shear viscosity ratioη/s
when going from RHIC to LHC.

1.14. Hadron multiplicities, pT spectra and net-baryon number in central Pb+Pb collisions
at the LHC

K. J. Eskola, H. Honkanen, H. Niemi, P. V. Ruuskanen and S. S. Räsänen

We summarize here our recent LHC predictions [31], obtainedin the framework of
perturbative QCD (pQCD)+saturation+hydrodynamics (EKRT model for brief) [74]. This
model has successfully predicted [74,75] the charged particle multiplicities in central Au+Au
collisions at different

√
sNN, and it also describes the low-pT spectra of pions and kaons at

RHIC quite well [31,76].
Primary parton production in the EKRT model is computed fromcollinearly factorized

pQCD cross sections [77] by extending the calculation towards smallerpT until the abundant
gluon production vertices overlap and gluon fusions [78] saturate the number of produced
partons (gluons). The saturation scale is determined asp0 = psat from a saturation
condition [74] NAA (p0,

√
s) · π/p2

0 = c · πR2
A , whereNAA (p0,

√
s) is the average number of

partons produced at|y| ≤ 0.5 andpT ≥ p0. With a constantc = 1 the framework is closed.
For central Pb+Pb collisions at the LHCpsat≈ 2 GeV. We obtain the initial conditions for
the cylindrically symmetric boost invariant (2+1)-dimensional hydrodynamical description
by converting the computed transverse energyET(psat) and net-baryon numberNB(psat) into
densitiesǫ(r, τ0) andnB(r, τ0) using binary collision profiles and formation timeτ0 = 1/psat.

Assuming a fast thermalization atτ0, and zero initial transverse fluid velocity, we proceed
by solving the standard equations of ideal hydrodynamics including the current conservation
equation for net-baryon number. In the Equation of State we assume an ideal gas of gluons
and massless quarks (Nf = 3), the QGP, with a bag constantB at T > Tc, and a hadron
resonance gas of all states withm< 2 GeV atT < Tc. Taking B1/4 = 239 MeV leads to
first-order transition withTc = 165 MeV. Final state hadron spectra are obtained with Cooper-
Frye procedure on a decoupling surface atTdec followed by strong and electromagnetic
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2- and 3-body decays of unstable states using the known branching ratios. Extensive
comparison [31,76] with RHIC data suggests a single decoupling temperatureTdec= 150 MeV
which is also used to calculate the predictions for the LHC. For details, see [31].

Our predictions [31] for the LHC multiplicities, transverse energies and net-baryon
number aty= η = 0 for 5% most central Pb+Pb collisions at

√
sNN = 5.5 TeV are summarized

in table 2. Note that the predicted charged particle multiplicity dNch/dη is 2570, i.e. only a
third of the initial ALICE design value (see also [75]). Whereas the multiplicity of initially
produced partons and observable hadrons are close to each other, the transverse energy is
reduced by a factor as large as 3.4 in the evolution from initial state to final hadrons. Due to
this reduction the very high initial temperature,T0 & 1 GeV, possibly observable through the
emission of photons, need not lead to contradiction betweenpredicted and observedET .

Table 2:

dN
dy

tot dN
dη

tot dN
dy

ch dN
dη

ch dN
dy

B dE
dy

T dE
dη

T dN
dy
π± dN

dy
π0 dN

dy
K± dN

dy
p dN

dy
p̄

p/p̄

4730 4240 2850 2570 3.11 4070 3710 1120 1240 214 70.8 69.6 0.98

Our prediction for the charged hadronpT spectrum is the lower limit of the red band
(HYDRO, the width corresponding toTdec= 120. . .150 MeV) in the l.h.s. of figure 27 [31].
The correspondingpT distributions ofπ+ andK+ are shown in the r.h.s. of the figure (solid
lines). The pQCD reference spectra, obtained by folding theLO pQCD cross sections with the
nuclear PDFs and fragmentation functions (KKP) and accounting for the NLO contributions
with a

√
sNN-dependentK-factor from [79], are also shown (pQCD) on the r.h.s. The yellow

bands (pQCD+E-loss) show the results with parton energy losses includedas in [80]. We thus
predict the applicability region of hydrodynamics at the LHC to bepT . 4. . .5 GeV, i.e. a
wider region than at RHIC.
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1.15. Melting the Color Glass Condensate at the LHC

H. Fujii, F. Gelis, A. Stasto and R. Venugopalan
The charged particle multiplicity in central AA collisionsand the production of heavy flavors in

pA collisions at the LHC is predicted in the CGC framework.

1.15.1. Introduction In the Color Glass Condensate (CGC) framework, fast (largex) partons
are described as frozen light cone color sources while the soft (small x) partons are described
as gauge fields. The distribution of the fast color sources and their evolution with rapidity is
described by the JIMWLK evolution equation; it is well approximated for large nuclei by the
Balitsky-Kovchegov (BK) equation. When two hadrons collide, a time dependent color field
is produced that eventually decays into gluons [81]. When the projectile is dilute (e.g.,AA
collisions at forward rapidity or pA collisions),k⊥ factorization holds for gluon production,
thereby simplifying computations. For quark production,k⊥ factorization breaks down and is
recovered only for large invariant masses and momenta.

1.15.2. Particle multiplicity in central AA collisionsThe k⊥ factorized cross-sections are
convolutions over “dipole" scattering amplitudes in the projectile and target. Initial conditions
for the BK evolution of these are specified at an initialx = x0 (chosen here to bex0 ≈ 10−2).
In this work [82], we consider two initial conditions, basedrespectively on the McLerran-
Venugopalan (MV) model or on the Golec-Biernat–Wusthoff (GBW) model.We adjust the
free parameters to reproduce the limiting fragmentation curves measured at RHIC from

√
s=

20 GeV to
√

s= 200 GeV. The value ofαs in the fixed couplingBK equation is tuned to
obtain the observed rate of growth of the saturation scale.The rapidity distributiondN/dy
is converted into the pseudo-rapidity distributiondN/dη by asuming the produced particles
havem∼ 200 MeV. A prediction for AA collisions at the LHC is obtainedby changing

√
s to
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Figure 28: Number of charged particles per unit of pseudo-rapidity at the LHC energy.

5.5 GeV. From Fig. 28, we can inferdNch/dη|η=0= 1000−1400; the two endpoints correspond
to GBW and MV initial conditions respectively.

1.15.3. Heavy quark production in pA collisionsThe cross-section for the production of a
pair of heavy quarks [83] is the simplest process for whichk⊥-factorization breaks down [84]
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in pA collisions. This is due to the sensitivity of the cross-section to 3- and 4-point correlations
in the nucleus. Integrating out the antiquark and convoluting with a fragmentation function,
one obtains the cross-section for open heavy flavor production, e.g.,D mesons. Alternatively,
one can use the Color Evaporation Model to obtain the cross-section for quarkonia bound
states. The nuclear modification ratio is displayed in figure29. The main difference at the
LHC compared to RHIC energy is that this ratio is smaller thanunity already at mid rapidity,
and decreases further towards the proton fragmentation region.
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1.16. RpA ratio: total shadowing due to running coupling

E. Iancu and D. N. Triantafyllopoulos
We predict that theRpA ratio at the most forward rapidities to be measured at LHC should be

strongly suppressed, close to “total shadowing” (RpA ≃ A−1/3), as a consequence of running coupling

effects in the nonlinear QCD evolution.

We present predictions for the nuclear modification factor,or “RpA ratio”, at forward
pseudorapidities (η > 0) and relatively large transverse momenta (p⊥) for the produced
particles, in the kinematical range to be accessible at LHC.These predictions are based on
a previous, systematic, study of theRpA ratio within the Color Glass Condensate formalism
with running coupling [85]. The ratio can be approximated by

RpA ≃
1

A1/3

ΦA(Y, p⊥)

Φp(Y, p⊥)
, (14)

where Y = η + ln
√

s/p⊥ and Φ(Y, p⊥) is the unintegrated gluon distribution of the
corresponding target hadron at fixed impact parameter. Whenthe energy increases one expects
more and more momentum modes of this distribution to saturate to a value of order 1/αs, and
the corresponding saturation momentum reads

Q2
s(Y) = Λ2exp

√

B(Y−Y0)+ ln2 Q2
s(Y0)

Λ2
, (15)

with Λ = 0.2 GeV, B = 2.25 andY0 = 4. The initial condition for the nucleus and the
proton are taken asQ2

s(A,Y0) = 1.5 GeV2 and Q2
s(p,Y0) = 0.25 GeV2 respectively, so that
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Q2
s(A,Y0) = A1/3Q2

s(p,Y0) for A = 208. The functional form of this expression is motivated
by the solution to the nonlinear QCD evolution equations with running coupling [86, 87],
while the actual values of the numbersB andY0 have been chosen in such a way to agree with
the HERA/RHIC phenomenology. As shown in Fig. 30, with increasingY the two saturation
momenta approach to each other and clearly for sufficiently largeY, a nucleus will not be
more dense than a proton [87].
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For momentap⊥ larger thanQs, the gluon distribution satisfies geometrical scaling [86,
88], i.e. it is a function of only the combined variablep⊥/Qs(Y):

Φ(p⊥,Y) ∝
[
Q2

s(Y)

p2
⊥

]γ (
ln

p2
⊥

Q2
s(Y)
+c

)
, (16)

with γ = 0.63 and c = O(1). This holds within the scaling windowQs . p⊥ . Qg,
where lnQ2

g(Y)/Q2
s(Y) ∼ [ln Q2

s(Y)/Λ2]1/3 and for largeY this is proportional toY1/6. The
geometrical scaling lines for a proton and a nucleus are shown in Fig. 30. Note that, sinceQg is
increasing much faster thanQs, acommon scaling windowexists, atQs(A,Y) . p⊥ .Qg(p,Y)
(and for sufficiently largeY), where the gluon distributions for both the nucleus and theproton
are described by Eq. (16).

Within this window, it is straightforward to calculate theRpA ratio. This is shown in
Fig. 31 for two values of pseudorapidity. The upper, dotted,line is the asymptotic prediction
of a fixed-coupling scenario, in which the ratioQ2

s(A,Y)/Q2
s(p,Y) = const. = A1/3, while the

lowest, straight, curve is the line of total shadowingRpA = 1/A1/3. Our prediction with running
coupling is the line in between and it is very close to total shadowing. This is clearly a
consequence of the fact that the proton and the nuclear saturation momenta approach each
other with increasing energy.

Note finally that in the present analysis we have neglected the effects of particle number
fluctuations (or “Pomeron loops”). This is appropriate since Pomeron loops effects are
suppressed by the running of the coupling [89], and thus can be indeed ignored at all energies
of phenomenological interest (in particular, at LHC).
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Figure 31: The ratioRpA as a function ofp2
⊥ at
√

s= 8.8TeV.

1.17. LHCdNch/dη and Nch from Universal Behaviors

S. Jeon, V. Topor Pop and M. Bleicher
RHIC dNch/dη containstwo universal curves, one for limiting fragmentation and one for the

transition region. By extrapolating, we predict dNch/dη andNch/Npart at the LHC energy.

Data from RHIC at all energies clearly show limiting fragmentation phenomena [90] for
very forward and very backward rapidities. In reference [91], we have shown that in the RHIC
dN/dη (normalized to the number of colliding nucleon pairs) spectra at various energies, there
are in facttwo universal curves. This fact is not readily visible if one compares the dN/dη
from different energies directly. It is, however, clearly visible inthe slope d2N/dη2 as shown
in the left panel in figure 32 In this panel, we have plotted dN/dη per participant pair from the
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Figure 32: Evidence of two universal curves in RHIC dN/dη data. The slope d2N/dη2 is
inverted for visibility. In the left panel,ymax≈ ln(
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s/mN) are matched whereas in the right

panel, the shoulders of dN/dη are matched.

PHOBOS collaboration for
√

sNN = 19.6,62.4,130,200 GeV as a function ofη−ymax with the
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corresponding d2N/dη2.
Even though the curves all look similar in dN/dη, it is rather obvious in d2N/dη2 that

the true universal behavior is maintained only up to about 50% of the maximum height. More
interestingly, there emerges another universal behavior beyond that point as shown in the right
panel in Fig.1. In this panel, we have shifted dN/dη vertically and horizontally to match the
shoulder. Thecommonstraight line in d2N/dη2 in this region clearly show that the shoulder
region in dN/dη is a quadratic function ofη. Moreover thecurvatureof the quadratic function
is independent of the colliding energy. The universality ofthese two curves also implies that
(dN/dη)η=0 will at most grow like ln2(

√
sNN/mN) and the total number of produced particle

Nch can at most grow like ln3(
√

sNN/mN).
Parameterizing the d2N/dη2 with simple functions in two slightly different ways (for

details see reference [91], we can easily extrapolate to theLHC energy as shown in figure 33.
Our prediction is slightly higher than purely linear extrapolation carried out by W. Busza in
reference [44].
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Figure 33: Predictions for 6% central Au-Au collisions at LHC. Curves and rows labeled
Param I & II are our predictions. For comparison, HIJING predictions with two different
minijet parameters and Kharzeev and Levin formula [7] extrapolated to LHC are also shown.

1.18. Hadron multiplicities at the LHC

D. Kharzeev, E. M. Levin and M. Nardi
We present the predictions for hadron multiplicities inpp, pA and AA collisions at the LHC

based on our approach to the Color Glass Condensate.

We expect that at LHC energies, the dynamics of soft and semi-hard interactions
will be dominated by parton saturation. In this short note wesummarize our results for
hadron multiplicities basing on the approach that we have developed and tested at RHIC
energies in recent years [7, 92–94]; a detailed descriptionof our predictions for the LHC
energies can be found in reference [5]. In addition, we will briefly discuss the properties
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of non-linear evolution at high energies, and their implications; details will be presented
elsewhere [95]. Our approach is based on the description of initial wave functions of
colliding hadrons and nuclei as sheets of Color Glass Condensate. We use a corresponding
ansatz for the unintegrated parton distributions, and compute the inclusive cross sections of
parton production usingk⊥-factorization. The hadronization is implemented throughthe local
parton-hadron duality – namely, we assume that the transformation of partons to hadrons is
a soft process which does not change significantly the angular (and thus pseudo-rapidity)
distribution of the produced particles. Because of these assumptions, we do not expect our
results be accurate for the transverse momentum distributions in AA collisions, but hope that
our calculations (see figure 34a) will apply to the total multiplicities.

This work

(2/Npart)dNAA/dη
 η=0, Centrality 0-6 %
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Figure 34: (a) Charged hadron multiplicity in Pb-Pb collisions as a function of pseudo-rapidity
at
√

sNN = 5.5 TeV; also shown are predictions from other approaches (from [5]); (b) Energy
dependence of charged hadron multiplicity per participantpair in central AA collisions for
different approaches to parton evolution (curves 1 and 2); also shown is the logarithmic fit,
dashed curve (from [95]).

While our approach has been extensively tested at RHIC, an extrapolation of our
calculations to the LHC energies requires a good theoretical control over the rapidity
dependence of the saturation momentumQs(y). The non-linear parton evolution in QCD
is a topic of vigorous theoretical investigations at present. Recently, we have investigated the
role of longitudinal color fields in parton evolution at small x, and found that they lead to the
following dependence of the saturation momentum on rapidity [95]:

Q2
s(Y) =

Q2
s(Y= Y0) exp

(
2αS
π (Y−Y0)

)

1+BQ2
s(Y= Y0)

(
exp

(
2αS
π (Y−Y0)

)
−1

) , (17)

whereB= 1/(32π2) (πR2
A/αS); RA is the area of the nucleus, andαS is the strong coupling

constant. At moderate energies, equation (17) describes anexponential growth of the
saturation momentum with rapidity; when extrapolated to the LHC energy this results in the
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corresponding growth of hadron multiplicity, see curve "1"in figure 34b. At high energies,
equation (17) predicts substantial slowing down of the evolution, which results in the decrease
of hadron multiplicity as shown in figure 34b by the curve "2".In both cases, the growth of
multiplicity is much slower than predicted in the conventional "soft plus hard" models, see
figure 34. We thus expect that the LHC data on hadron multiplicities will greatly advance the
understanding of QCD in the strong color field regime.

1.19. CGC at LHC

B. Kopeliovich and I. Schmidt
Data strongly indicate the localization of glue in hadrons within small spots. This leads to a small

transverse overlap of gluons in nuclei, i.e. to weak CGC effects. We predict a weak Cronin effect for

LHC, not considerably altered by gluon shadowing.

There are many experimental evidences for the localizationof the glue in hadrons within
spots of small size,r0 ≈ 0.3 fm [96, 97]. Correspondingly, the mean transverse momentum
of gluons in the proton should be rather large, about 700 MeV/c. One of the manifestation
of this phenomenon is a weak Cronin enhancement for gluons. Indeed, the Cronin effect is
a result of the interplay between the primordial transversemomentum,〈k2

T〉, of the incoming
parton and the additional momentum,∆〈k2

T〉, gained in the nucleus (broadening). The relative
significance of the latter controls the magnitude of the Cronin enhancement. Apparently, the
larger the original〈k2

T〉 is, the weaker is the Cronin effect. ThepT-slope of the cross section
also matters: the steeper it is, the stronger is the nuclear enhancement.

Although a rather strong Cronin effect was observed in fixed target experiments, the
production of high-pT hadrons is dominated by scattering of valence quarks [98]. One can
access the gluons only at sufficiently high energies. Relying on the above consideration,a
very weak Cronin enhancement was predicted in [98] at

√
sNN = 200 GeV, as is depicted in

figure 35. A several times stronger effect was predicted in [99]∗, and a suppression, rather
than enhancement, was the expectation of the color glass condensate (CGC) model [100]. The
latest data from the PHENIX experiment at RHIC support the prediction of [98].

At LHC energies one can access quite small values of Bjorkenx, such that the lifetime
of gluonic fluctuations,tc ≈ 0.05/(xmN) [101], becomes longer than the nuclear size. Then
one might expect coherence effects, in particular pronounced signatures of CGC. However,
the longitudinal overlap of gluons is not sufficient, since they also have to overlap in impact
parameter, which is something problematic for small gluonic spots. The mean number of
gluons overlapping with a given one in a heavy nucleus is,〈n〉 = 3π

4 r2
0〈TA〉 = πr2

0ρARA = 0.3,
and such a small overlap results in a quite weak CGC and gluon shadowing. The latter is
confirmed by the NLO analysis of nuclear structure functionsperformed in [15]. Missing this
important observation, one could easily overestimate boththe CGC and gluon shadowing.

Thus, we expect that the effects of CGC, both the Cronin enhancement and shadowing

∗ The extremely strong gluon shadowing implemented into the HIJING model is ruled out by the recent NLO
analysis [15] of DIS data.
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Figure 35: Nucleus-to-proton ratio for pion production versuspT . Dashed and solid curves
correspond to calculations without or with gluon shadowing[98].

suppression, to be rather weak at the LHC, and nearly compensating each other. Therefore in
this case the nucleus-to proton ratio is expected to approach unity from below at highpT .

1.20. Fluctuation Effects on RpA at High Energy

M. Kozlov, A. I. Shoshi and B.-W. Xiao
We discuss a new physical phenomenon forRpA in the fixed coupling case, the total gluon

shadowing, which arises due to the effect of gluon number fluctuations.

We study the ratio of the unintegrated gluon distribution ofa nucleushA(k⊥,Y) over the
unintegrated gluon distribution of a protonhp(k⊥,Y) scaled up byA1/3

RpA=
hA (k⊥,Y)

A
1
3 hp (k⊥,Y)

. (18)

This ratio is a measure of the number of particles produced ina proton-nucleus collision
versus the number of particles in proton-proton collisionstimes the number of collisions. The
transverse momentum of gluons is denoted byk⊥ and the rapidity variable byY.

In the geometric scaling region shown in Fig. 36a the small-x physics is reasonably
described by the BK-equation which emerges in the mean field approximation. Using the BK-
equation one finds in the geometric scaling regime in the fixedcoupling case that the shape of
the unintegrated gluon distribution of the nucleus and proton as a function ofk⊥ is preserved
with increasingY, because of the geometric scaling behaviourhp,A(k⊥,Y) = hp,A(k2

⊥/Q
2
s(Y)),

and therefore the leading contribution to the ratioRpA is k⊥ andY independent, scaling with
the atomic numberA asRpA = 1/A1/3(1−γ0), whereγ0 = 0.6275 [87]. This means that gluons
inside the nucleus and proton are somewhat shadowed sincehA/hp = Aγ0/3 lies between total
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(hA/hp = 1) and zero (hA/hp = A1/3) gluon shadowing. Thepartial gluon shadowingcomes
from the anomalous behaviour of the unintegrated gluon distributions which stems from the
BFKL evolution.

We have recently shown [102] that the behaviour ofRpA as a function ofk⊥ andY in the
fixed coupling case is completely changed because of the effects of gluon number fluctuations
or Pomeron loops at high rapidity. According to [103] the influence of fluctuations on the
unintegrated gluon distribution is as follows: Starting with an intial gluon distribution of the
nucleus/proton at zero rapidity, the stochastic evolution generates an ensamble of distributions
at rapidity Y, where the individual distributions seen by a probe typically have different
saturation momenta and correspond to different events in an experiment. To include gluon
number fluctuations one has to average over all individual events,hf luc.

p,A (k⊥,Y) = 〈hp,A(k⊥,Y)〉,
with hp,A(k⊥,Y) the distribution for a single event. The main consequence of fluctuations is
the replacement of the geometric scaling by a new scaling, the diffusive scaling [103, 104],
〈hp,A(k⊥,Y)〉 = hp,A

(
ln(k2

⊥/〈Qs(Y)〉2))/[DY]
)
. The diffusive scaling, see Fig. 36a, sets in

when the dispersion of the different events is large,σ2 = 〈ρs(Y)2〉 − 〈ρs(Y)〉2 = DY ≫ 1,
i.e., Y≫ YDS = 1/D, whereρs(Y) = ln(Q2

s(Y)/k2
0) andD is the diffusion coefficient, and is

valid in the regionσ ≪ ln(k2
⊥/〈Qs(Y)〉2) ≪ γ0σ

2. The new scaling means that the shape
of the unintegrated gluon distribution of the nucleus/proton becomes flatter and flatter with
increasing rapidityY, in contrast to the preserved shape in the geometric scalingregime. This
is the reason why the ratio in the diffusive scaling regime [102]

RpA(k⊥,Y) ≃ 1

A
1
3

(
1− lnA1/3

2σ2

)

[
k2
⊥

〈Qs(A,Y)〉2

] lnA1/3

σ2

(19)

yields total gluon shadowing, RpA= 1/A1/3, at asymptotic rapidityY (at fixedA). This result
is universal since it does not depend on the initial conditions. Moreover the slope ofRpA as a
function ofk⊥ descreases with increasingY. The qualitative behaviour ofRpA at fixedαs due
to fluctuation effects is shown in Fig. 36b.

The above effects of fluctuations onRpA are valid in the fixed coupling case and at very
large energy. It isn’t clear yet whether the energy at LHC is high enough for them to become
important. Moreover, in the case where fluctuation effects are neglected but the coupling
is allowed to run, a similar behaviour forRpA is obtained [85], including the total gluon
shadowing. It remains for the future to be clarified how important fluctuation or running
coupling effects are at given energy windows, e.g., at LHC energy.

1.21. Particle Production at the LHC: Predictions from EPOS

S. Porteboeuf, T. Pierog and K. Werner
We present EPOS predictions for proton-proton scattering and for lead-lead collisions at different

centralities at LHC energies. We focus on soft physics and show particle spectra of identified particles

and some results on elliptical flow. We claim that collectiveaffects are already quite important in

proton-proton scattering.
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Figure 36: (a) Phase diagram of a highly evolved nucleus/proton. (b)Rp,A versusk⊥ at
different rapiditiesY4≫ Y3≫ Y2≫ Y1.

EPOS is a consistent quantum mechanical multiple scattering approach based on partons
and strings, where cross sections and the particle production are calculated consistently, taking
into account energy conservation in both cases [105]. A special feature is a careful treatment
of projectile and target remnants.

Nuclear effects related to Cronin transverse momentum broadening, parton saturation,
and screening have been introduced into EPOS [106].

Furthermore, high density effects leading to collective behavior in heavy ion collisions
are also taken into account ("plasma core") [107].

We first show in fig. 37 pseudorapidity and transverse momentum spectra of charged
particles and of different identified hadrons, as well as some particle ratios, inproton-proton
scattering at 14 TeV. As for heavy ions, the default version of EPOS considers also in proton-
proton scattering the formation of a core (dense area), witha hydrodynamical collective
expansion. Whereas such "mini-plasma cores" are negligible in proton-proton scattering at
RHIC, they play an important role at the LHC, which can be seenfrom the difference between
the full curves (full EPOS, including "mini-plasma") and the dotted curves ("mini-plasma
option turned off"). The effect is even more drastic when we investigate the multiplicity
dependence of particle production, see fig. 37.

In the following, we investigate lead-lead collisions at 5.5 TeV. In fig. 38, we plot the
centrality dependence of particle yields for charged particles and different identified hadrons.
We observe an increase by roughly 2.5 for pions, and a bigger factor for the heavier particles.

In fig. 39, we show pseudorapidity spectra, for different particles, at different centralities.
The pseudorapidity density of charged particles atη = 0 is around 2500, for central collisions.

In fig. 40, we show nuclear modification factorsRAA (ratios with respect to proton-
proton, divided byNcoll), considering charged particles and different identified hadrons. The
peak structure of the baryon results is related to the concave form of the baryon spectra from
the radially flowing core in PbPb collisions. All curves are well below one, indicating strong
screening effects.
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Figure 37: Proton-proton scattering at 14 TeV: pseudorapidity distributions of charged
particles (upper row left), and of different identified hadrons (upper row middle), as
well as tranverse momentum spectra of different identified hadrons atη = 0 (upper row
right),transverse momentum dependence of particle ratiosat η = 0 (middle row),the average
transverse momentum of charged particles and of different identified hadrons atη = 0
(lower row). The full lines refer to the "mini-plasma option", the dotted ones refer to the
"conventional option (mini-plasma turned off)".

In fig. 41, we finally show the transverse momentum dependenceof the elliptical flow.
The full line is the full calculation, the dashed one only thecore contribution. The big
difference between the two is due to the fact that highpt jets are allowed to freely leave
the core (no jet quenching).

1.22. Forward hadron production in high energy pA collisions

K. L. Tuchin
We present a calculation ofπ, D andB production at RHIC and LHC energies based upon the

KKT model of gluon saturation.

In this proceedings we present a calculation of forward hadron production in pA
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Figure 38: Lead-lead collisions at 5.5 TeV: centrality dependence of particle yields (central
pseudorapidity density per participant), for charged particles and different identified hadrons.
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and of different identified hadrons, at different centralities. For each plot, from top to bottom:
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collisions at RHIC and LHC. The theoretical framework for inclusive gluon production
including the effect of gluon saturation was set up in Ref. [108]. It has been successfully
applied to study the inclusive light hadron production at RHIC [109]. Since the KKT model
of Ref. [109] works so well at RHIC we decided to extend it to the LHC kinematical region.
Doing so we explicitly neglect a possible effect of gluon saturation in a proton which is
perhaps a good approximation for the nuclear modification factor. The results of calculation
of inclusive pion production are shown in Fig. 42.
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Figure 42: Nuclear modification factor for pion production at RHIC and LHC.

Production of heavy quarks at smallx is also affected by gluon saturation in a way similar
to that of gluons [110]. The main difference, however, is that the effect of gluon saturation
is postponed to higher energies/rapidities for heavier quarks as compared to lighter quarks
and gluons. This is because the relevantx is proportional tom⊥ = (m2+k2

⊥)1/2 and hence is
higher for heavier quarks at the same values of

√
s,y,k⊥. In Fig. 43 and Fig. 44 the nuclear

modification factors for open charm and beauty are shown. Thecalculations are based upon
the theoretical result of Ref. [111] and the KKT model [108].

If the nuclear modification factor is measured to as high transverse mass as possible,
we can observe transition from the geometric scaling (described by the KKT model) to the
collinear factorization regime. This is shown in Fig. 45. Had the geometric scaling held for
all m⊥ andx < 0.01, the nuclear modification factor would have been described by the solid
line. However, one expect the breakdown of the geometric scaling as illustrated by the dotted
lines.

A more detailed description of the theoretical approach to the heavy quark production as
well as discussion of the obtained results will be provided in a forthcoming publication.

1.23. Rapidity distributions at LHC in the Relativistic Diffusion Model

G. Wolschin
Stopping and particle production in heavy-ion collisions at LHC energies are investigated in a
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Figure 43: Nuclear modification factor for open charm production at RHIC and LHC.
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Figure 44: Nuclear modification factor for open beauty production at RHIC and LHC. Note,
that the calculations of [111] break down aty = 0 at RHIC (x is not small enough); the
corresponding result (solid line) is shown for completeness.

Relativistic Diffusion Model (RDM). Using three sources for particle production, the energy- and

centrality dependence of rapidity distributions of net protons, and pseudorapidity spectra of charged

hadrons in heavy systems are studied from SPS to LHC energies. The transport coefficients are

extrapolated from Au+ Au at RHIC energies (
√

sNN=19.6 - 200 GeV) to Pb+ Pb at LHC energies

of
√

sNN= 5.52 TeV. Rapidity distributions for net protons, and pseudorapidity spectra for produced

charged particles are calculated at LHC energies.

Net-proton and charged-hadron distributions in collisions of heavy systems have
been calculated in a three-sources Relativistic Diffusion Model (RDM) for multiparticle
interactions from SPS to LHC energies. Analytical results for the rapidity distribution of net
protons in central collisions, and produced charged hadrons are found to be in good agreement
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Figure 45: Dependence of the nuclear modification factor on quark mass. Solid line isRpA for
quarks. Geometric scaling is expected to break down atm⊥ ∼ Qgeom≃ Q2
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behavior ofRpA.

with the available data (Figs. 46, 47) at RHIC.
An extrapolation of the transport coefficients for net protons, and produced hadrons to

Pb + Pb at LHC energies of
√

sNN= 5.52 TeV has been performed in [112, 113], and the
corresponding rapidity distributions have been calculated as shown in Figs. 46, 47.

The net-proton result for LHC is shown for particle contentsof 7 % and 14 % in the
central source, respectively [112]. Kinematical constraints will modify the result at large
values of the rapidity y. For produced particles, the curves(A) - (D) in Fig. 47 are discussed
in [113]. The essential parameters relaxation time, diffusion coefficients or widths of the
distribution functions of the three sources, and number of particles in the local equilibrium
source will have to be adjusted to the ALICE data.

2. Azimuthal asymmetries

2.1. Transverse momentum spectra and elliptic flow: Hydrodynamics with QCD-based
equations of state

M. Bluhm, B. Kämpfer and U. Heinz
We present a family of equations of state within a quasiparticle model adjusted to lattice

QCD and study the impact on azimuthal flow anisotropies and transverse momentum spectra within

hydrodynamic simulations for heavy-ion collisions at energies relevant for LHC.

2.1.1. Introduction The equation of state (EoS) represents the heart of hydrodynamic
simulations for ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions. Here, we present a realistic EoS for
QCD matter delivered by our quasiparticle model (QPM) faithfully reproducing lattice QCD
results. The approach is based on [114–118] adjusted to the pressurep and energy density
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Figure 46: Net-proton rapidity spectra [112] in
the Relativistic Diffusion Model (RDM), solid
curves: Transition from the double-humped
shape at SPS energies of

√
sNN = 17.3 GeV to

a broad midrapidity valley at RHIC (200 GeV)
and LHC (5.52 TeV).
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Figure 47: Produced charged hadrons
for central Au + Au collisions at RHIC
compared with 200 A GeV PHOBOS data,
and diffusion-model extrapolation to Pb+Pb
at LHC energies of 5520 GeV. See [113] for
curves [A] to [D] at LHC energies.

e of Nf = 2+ 1 quark flavors [119, 120]. As the QPM EoS does not automatically fit to
the hadron resonance gas EoS in the confinement region, we construct a family of EoS’s by
an interpolation between the hadron resonance gas ate1 = 0.45 GeV/fm3 and the QPM at
flexible em (cf. [121] for details). In this way, the influence of detailsin the transition region
on hydrodynamic flow can be studied, since fore< e1 ande> em the EoS is uniquely given
by the resonance gas and the QCD-based QPM, respectively. InFigure 48, we exhibit the
EoS family in the formp= p(e) and the corresponding speed of soundv2

s = ∂p/∂e. For LHC,
baryon density effects are negligible.
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Figure 48: Left panel: Family of EoS’sp(e) labelled in the following as QPM(em) with em =

4.0, 2.0, 1.25, 1.0 GeV/fm3 (solid curves) combining QPM adjusted to lattice data [119,120]
and hadron resonance gas at matching pointem. For comparison the bag model EoS (dashed
line) is shown. Right panel: correspondingv2

s.
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2.1.2. Predictions for heavy-ion collisions at LHCWe concentrate on two extreme EoS’s,
QPM(4.0) and the bag model EoS being similar to QPM(1.0). We calculate transverse
momentum spectra and elliptic flowv2(pT) using the relativistic hydrodynamic program
package [122, 123] with initial conditions for Pb+Pb collisions at impact parameterb = 5.2
fm. For the further initial parameters required by the program we conservatively guesss0 =

330 fm−3, n0 = 0.4 fm−3 andτ0 = 0.6 fm/c for initial entropy density, baryon density and
time. Within the QPM these translate intoe0 = 127 GeV/fm3, p0 = 42 GeV/fm3 andT0 =

515 MeV. The freeze-out temperature is setT f .o. = 100 MeV. In Figure 49, we exhibit our
results at midrapidity for various primordial hadron species. Striking is the strong radial flow
as evident from the flatpT-spectra and a noticeably smallerv2(pT) than at RHIC in particular
at low pT [121]. Details of the Eos in the transition region as mapped out by our family are
still visible.
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Figure 49: Transverse momentum spectra (left panels) and azimuthal anisotropy (right panels)
for directly emitted pions, kaons and protons (upper row) and strange baryons (lower row).
Solid and dashed curves are for EoS QPM(4.0) and the bag modelEoS, respectively.

2.2. The centrality dependence of elliptic flow at LHC

H.-J. Drescher, A. Dumitru and J.-Y. Ollitrault
We present predictions for the centrality dependence of elliptic flow at mid-rapidity in Pb-Pb

collisions at the LHC.

The centrality and system-size dependence of elliptic flow (v2) provides direct
information on the thermalization of the matter created in the collision. Ideal (non-viscous)
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hydrodynamics predicts thatv2 scales like the eccentricity,ε, of the initial distribution of
matter in the transverse plane. Our predictions are based onthis eccentricity scaling, together
with a simple parameterization of deviations from hydrodynamics [124]:

v2 =
hε

1+K/0.7
, (20)

where the scale factorh is independent of system size and centrality, but may dependon the
collision energy. The Knudsen numberK can be expressed as

1
K
=
σ

S
dN
dy

1
√

3
.

It vanishes in the hydrodynamic limit. dN/dy is the total (charged+ neutral) multiplicity per
unit rapidity,S is the transverse overlap area between the two nuclei, andσ is an effective
(transport) partonic cross section.

The model has two free parameters, the “hydrodynamic limit”h, and the partonic cross
sectionσ. The other quantities,ε, S, dN/dy, must be obtained from a model for the initial
condition. Here, we choose the Color Glass Condensate (CGC)approach, including the
effect of fluctuations in the positions of participant nucleons, which increaseε [125]. The
model provides a perfect fit to RHIC data for Au-Au and Cu-Cu collisions with h= 0.22 and
σ = 5.5 mb [124].

We now briefly discuss the extrapolation to LHC. The hydrodynamic limit h is likely to
increase from RHIC to LHC, as the QGP phase will last longer; however, we do not have a
quantitative prediction forh. We predict only the centrality dependence ofv2, not its absolute
value. Figure 50 is drawn withh= 0.22.

The second parameter isσ, which parameterizes deviations from ideal hydrodynamics,
i.e., viscous effects. We consider two possibilities: 1)σ = 5.5 mb at LHC, as at RHIC. 2)
σ ∼ 1/T2 (on dimensional grounds, assuming that no non-perturbative scales arise), where
the temperatureT ∼ (dN/dy)1/3. This gives the value 3.3 mb in figure 50.

The remaining quantities (S, dN/dy and ε) are obtained by extrapolating the CGC
from RHIC to LHC, either with fixed-coupling (fc) or running-coupling (rc) evolution of
the saturation scaleQs. The multiplicity per participant increases by a factor of 3(resp. 2.4)
with fc (resp. rc). The eccentricityε is 10% larger with fc (solid curve in figure 50) than
with rc (dash-dotted curve) evolution. Deviations from hydrodynamics (theK-dependent
factor in equation (20)) are somewhat smaller than at RHIC:v2 is 90% (resp. 80%) of the
hydrodynamic limit for central collisions ifσ = 5.5 mb (resp. 3.3 mb). Our predictions lie
between the dashed and dotted curves, up to an overall normalization factor. The maximum
value ofv2 occurs forNpart between 60 (σ ≈ const.) and 80 (σ ∼ 1/T2).

Elliptic flow will be a first-day observable at LHC. Both its absolute magnitude and its
centrality dependence are sensitive probes of initial conditions, and will help to improve our
understanding of high-density QCD.

2.3. Elliptic flow from pQCD+saturation+hydro model

K. J. Eskola, H. Niemi and P. V. Ruuskanen
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Figure 50: v2 as a function ofNpart at mid-rapidity for Pb-Pb collisions at LHC (
√

sNN =

5.5 TeV). solid- and dash-dotted lines:ε scaling (K = 0 in (20)); dashed- and dotted lines: incl.
incomplete thermalization, with two values of the partoniccross section. Squares: PHOBOS
data for Au-Au collisions at RHIC [126]. The vertical scale is arbitrary (see text).

We have previously predicted multiplicities and transverse momentum spectra for the
most central LHC Pb+Pb collisions at

√
sNN = 5.5 TeV using pQCD+ saturation+ hydro

(EKRT model) [31, 74]. We now extend these calculations for non-central collisions and
predict low-pT elliptic flow. Our model is in good agreement with RHIC data for central
collisions, and we show that our extension of the model is also in good agreement with
minimum biasv2 data from RHIC Au+Au collisions at

√
sNN = 200 GeV.

We obtain the primary partonic transverse energy production and the formation time
in central AAcollisions from the EKRT model [74]. With the assumption of immediate
thermalization we can use these to estimate the initial state for hydrodynamic evolution. For
centrality dependence we consider here two limits which correspond to models eWN and eBC
in [127], where the profile and normalization are obtained from optical Glauber model, once
the parameters in central collisions are fixed. In the eWN (eBC) model the energy density
profile and normalization are proportional to the density and the number of wounded nucleons
(binary collisions), respectively. These energy density profiles are used to initialize boost
invariant hydro code with transverse expansion. We use the bag model equation of state with
massless gluons and quarks (Nf = 3), and hadronic phase with all hadronic states up to a mass
2 GeV included. Phase transition temperature is fixed to 165 MeV. Decoupling is calculated
using standard Cooper-Frye formula, and all decays of unstable hadronic states are included.
Freeze-out temperature is fixed from RHICpT spectra for the most central collisions and
is 150 MeV for binary collision profile [31] and 140 MeV for wounded nucleon profile. The
same freeze-out temperatures are used at the LHC. Both initializations give a good description
of the low-pT spectra for different centralities at RHIC.
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Figure 51:

The left panel of figure 51 shows our calculations forpT dependence of minimum bias
v2 for positive pions. RHIC results are compared with STAR [128] and PHENIX [129]
data. Our minimum bias centrality selection (0−80%) corresponds to the one used by STAR
collaboration. Solid lines are calculations with the eBC model and dashed lines are from the
eWN model. Thin lines are our results for RHIC Au+Au collisions at

√
sNN = 200 GeV and

thick lines show our predictions for the LHC Pb+Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 5.5 TeV. Largest
uncertainty inv2 calculations for pions comes here from the initial transverse profile of the
energy density. Sensitivity to initial time and freeze-outtemperature is much weaker. In
general the eWN profile leads to weaker elliptic flow than the eBC profile. At the LHC the
lifetime of the QGP phase is longer, which results in stronger flow asymmetry than at RHIC.
On the other hand the magnitude of transverse flow is also larger, which decreases thev2

value at fixedpT . The net effect is that, for a given profile,v2 of low-pT pions is larger at the
LHC than at RHIC. Since jet production at the LHC starts to dominate over the hydrodynamic
spectra at largerpT than at RHIC [31], we expect that the hydrodynamic calculations should
cover a largerpT range at the LHC. Thus we predict that the minimum biasv2 of pions at
fixed pT is larger at the LHC than at RHIC, and can reach values as high as 0.2.

Our model clearly overshoots the protonv2 data from STAR [128] and PHENIX [129].
A more detailed treatment of the hadron gas dynamics and freeze-out is needed to describe
both the proton spectra and elliptic flow simultaneously. However, we can still predict the
changein the behaviour ofv2 of protons when going from RHIC to the LHC. This is shown in
the r.h.s. of figure 51. Although the flow asymmetry increasesat the LHC, for more massive
particles like protons the overall increase in the magnitude of radial flow is more important
than for light pions. This results in smallerv2 at the LHC than at RHIC in the wholepT range
for protons. Even ifv2 at fixedpT is smaller at the LHC,pT-integratedv2 is always larger at
the LHC for all particles, due to the increase in the relativeweight at largerpT ’s.
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2.4. From RHIC to LHC: Elliptic and radial flow effects on hadron spectra

G. Kestin and U. Heinz

Using (2+1)-d ideal hydrodynamics [130], we computed the evolution from AGS to LHC
energies of thepT-spectra and elliptic flow at midrapidity for several hadrons [131]. While
ideal fluid dynamics begins to break down below RHIC energies, due to viscous effects in
the late hadronic stage which persist even at RHIC [132], itsvalidity is expected to improve
at the LHC where the elliptic flow saturates in the quark-gluon plasma (QGP) stage, and
effects from late hadronic viscosity become negligible [133].Early QGP viscous effects seem
small at RHIC [132, 134], and recent results from Lattice QCDindicate little change of its
specific shear viscosityη/s from RHIC to LHC [135]. The followingideal fluiddynamical
predictions for soft (pT . 2−3 GeV/c) hadron production in (A≈200)+(A≈200) collisions at
the LHC should thus be robust.

For Au+Au at RHIC we use standard initial (s0=117/fm3, nB0=0.44/fm3 at
τ0=0.6 fm/c, corresponding todNch/dy(y=b=0)=680) and final conditions (ef =75 MeV/fm3,
Tf =100 MeV) [130, 134]. For the LHC we assumedNch/dy(y=b=0)=1200 (the lower end
of the predicted range), usings0=271/fm3 andnB0=0 atτ0=0.45 fm/c, keeping the product
T0τ0 andTf unchanged. Predictions for other multiplicities, for interpolation to the actually
measured LHC value, can be found in [131].
1. Elliptic flow of pions and protons:Figure 52 shows the pion and proton elliptic flow at
RHIC and LHC. While the total (pT-integrated) pion elliptic flow increases from RHIC to
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Figure 52: (Color online) Pion and proton elliptic flow as function of pT for b=7 fm Au+Au
collisions at RHIC (s0=117 fm−3) and LHC (s0=271 fm−3).

LHC by about 25% [133], very little of this increase (∼ 5%) is of ideal fluid dynamical origin,
most of it stemming from thedisappearanceof late hadronic viscous effects between RHIC
and LHC. At fixedpT , Figure 52 shows adecreaseof v2, reflecting a shift of the momentum
anisotropy to largerpT by increased radial flow, which flattens the LHCpT-spectra, affecting
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yields are assumed to freeze out atTc=164 MeV.

the heavier protons more than the lighter pions (Figure 53, right column). These radial flow
effects onv2(pT) are very small for pions but clearly visible for protons.
2. pT -dependence of hadron ratios:Hydrodynamic flow, which leads to flatterpT-spectra
for heavy than light particles, is a key contributor to the observed strong rise of the ¯p/π and
Λ/K ratios at lowpT at RHIC [134]. Figure 53 shows that this rise is slower at LHC than
at RHIC (left column) sinceall spectra are flatter at LHC due to increased radial flow (right
column) while their asymptotic ratios atpT→∞ (given by their fugacity and spin degeneracy
ratios [134]) remain similar.

2.5. Differential elliptic flow prediction at the LHC from parton transport

D. Molnár

Introduction. General physics arguments and calculations for a class of conformal
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field theories suggest [136, 137] that quantum effects impose a lower bound on transport
coefficients. For example, the shear viscosity to entropy densityratio is above a small value
η/s& 0.1 (“most perfect fluid” limit). Dissipative effects can therefore never vanish in a finite,
expanding system. On the other hand, ideal (nondissipative) hydrodynamic modelling of
Au+Au collisions at RHIC (

√
sNN ∼ 100 GeV) is rather successful, leading many topostulate

that the hot and dense QCD matter created is in fact such a “most perfect fluid” (at least during
the early stages of the RHIC evolution). We predict here how differential elliptic flowv2(pT)
changes from RHIC to LHC collision energies (Pb+Pb at

√
sNN = 5.5 TeV), if the quark-gluon

system created at both RHIC and the LHC has a “minimal” shear viscosityη/s= 1/(4π).

Covariant transport theory is a nonequilibrium framework with two main advantages: i)
it has a hydrodynamic limit (i.e., capable of thermalization); and ii) it is alwayscausal and
stable. In contrast, hydrodynamics (whether ideal, Navier-Stokes, or second-order Israel-
Stewart theory [138]) shows instabilities and acausal behavior in certain, potentially large,
regions of the hydrodynamic “phase space”.

We consider here Lorentz-covariant, on-shell Boltzmann transport theory, with a 2→ 2
rate [54,139]

pµ1∂µ f1 = S(x, ~p1)+
1
π

∫

2

∫

3

∫

4
( f3 f4− f1 f2)W12→34 δ

4(p1+p2−p3−p4)

The integrals are shorthands for
∫
i ≡

∫
d3pi/(2Ei). For dilute systems,f is the phase space

distribution of quasi-particles, while the transition probability W = s(s−4m2)dσ/dt is given
by the scattering matrix element. Our interest here, on the other hand, is to study the theory
near its hydrodynamic (local equilibrium) limit.

Near local equilibrium, the transport evolution can be characterized via transport
coefficients of shear and bulk viscosities (η,ζ) and heat conductivity (λ) that are determined by
the differential cross section. For the massless dynamics (ǫ = 3p equation of state) considered
hereη ≈ 0.8T/σtr, ζ = 0, andλ ≈ 1.3/σtr, τπ ≈ 1.2λtr [138, 140] (σtr andλtr are thetransport
cross section and mean free path, respectively).

Minimal viscosity and elliptic flow. Finite cross sections lead to dissipative effects that
reduce elliptic flow [141, 142]. For a system near thermal andchemical equilibrium
undergoing longitudinal Bjorken expansion,T ∼ τ−1/3, s≈ 4n ∼ T3, and thusη/s= const
requires a growingσtr ∼ τ2/3. With 2→ 2 processes chemical equilibrium is broken, therefore
σtr also depends on the density throughµ/T ∼ lnn (becauses= 4(n−µ/T)). We ignore this
weak logarithm and takeσtr(τ)=σ0,tr(τ/0.1 fm)2/3 withσ0,tr large enough to ensure that most
of the system is at, or below, the viscosity bound (thus we somewhatunderestimateviscous
effects, i.e., overestimatev2(pT)).

For AA at b= 8 fm impact parameter we use the class of initial conditions in [139] that
has three parameters: parton density dN/dη, formation timeτ0, and effective temperatureT0

that sets the momentum scale. Because of scalings of the transport solutions [139],v2(pT/T0)
only depends on two combinationsσtr dN/dη ∼ A⊥τ0/λtr andτ0. This may look worrisome
because dN/dη at the LHC is uncertain by at least a factor of two. However, the “minimal
viscosity” requirementT λtr ≈ 0.5 fixesσtrdN/dη (e.g., with dN/dη(b=0) = 1000 at RHIC,
σ0,tr ≈ 2.7 mb), while on dimensional groundsτ0 ∼ 1/T0.
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This means that themain difference between LHC and RHIC is in the typical momentum
scale T0 (gold and lead nuclei are basically identical), and therefore to good approximation
one expects the simple scaling vLHC

2 (pT) ≈ vRHIC
2 (pTTLHC

0 /TRHIC
0 ). From gluon saturation

physics we estimater ≡ TLHC
0 /TRHIC

0 ≈ 1.3− 1.5 at b = 8 fm via Gribov-Levin-Ryshkin

formula as applied in [143] (we takeTeff ∼ Qs∼
√
〈p2

T〉).
As depicted in figure 54, at a givenpT the scaling predicts a strikingreductionof v2(pT)

at the LHC relative to RHIC. This is the opposite of both idealhydrodynamic expectations
and what was seen going from SPS to RHIC (wherev2(pT) increased slightly with energy).
Experimental determination of the scaling factorr ≡ QLHC

s /QRHIC
s would provide a further

test of gluon saturation models.

Pb+Pb, min. visc
Au+Au, min. visc

τ0 = 0.6 fm, b = 8 fm

QLHC
s /QRHIC

s = 1.5

pT [GeV]

v 2

3210

0.3

0.2
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0

Figure 54: Differential elliptic flow at RHIC and the LHC, assuming a “minimally viscous”
quark-gluon systemη/s= 1/(4π) at both energies.

We note that higher momenta at the LHC would also imply somewhat earlier
thermalizationτ0 ∼ 1/T0. This is expected to prolong longitudinal Bjorken cooling at the
LHC, changing the scale factor inv2(pT) from r towardsr1−1/3 = r2/3 ≈ 1.2−1.3.

3. Hadronic flavor observables

3.1. Thermal model predictions of hadron ratios

A. Andronic, P. Braun-Munzinger and J. Stachel
We present predictions of the thermal model for hadron ratios in central Pb+Pb collisions at LHC.

Based on the latest analysis within the thermal model of the hadron yields in central
nucleus-nucleus collisions [144], the expected values at LHC for the chemical freeze-
out temperature and baryochemical potential areT=161±4 MeV and µb=0.8+1.2

−0.6 MeV,
respectively. For these values, the thermal model predictions for hadron yield ratios in central
Pb+Pb collisions at LHC are shown in Table 3. We have assumed no contribution of weak
decays to the yield of pions, kaons and protons.

The antiparticle/particle ratios are all very close to unity, with the exception of the ratio
p̄/p, reflecting the expected small, but nonzero,µb value. The errors are determined by the
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Table 3: Predictions of the thermal model for hadron ratios in central Pb+Pb collisions at
LHC. The numbers in parantheses represent the error in the last digit(s) of the calculated
ratios.

π−/π+ K−/K+ p̄/p Λ̄/Λ Ξ̄/Ξ Ω̄/Ω

1.001(0) 0.993(4) 0.948−0.013
+0.008 0.997−0.011

+0.004 1.005−0.007
+0.001 1.013(4)

p/π+ K+/π+ K−/π− Λ/π− Ξ−/π− Ω−/π−

0.074(6) 0.180(0) 0.179(1) 0.040(4) 0.0058(6) 0.00101(15)

errors ofµb in case of antiparticle/particle ratios and by the errors ofT for all other ratios.

Table 4: Predictions for the relative abundance of resonances at chemical freeze-out.
φ/K− K∗0/K0

S ∆++/p Σ(1385)+/Λ Λ∗/Λ Ξ(1530)0/Ξ−

0.137(5) 0.318(9) 0.216(2) 0.140(2) 0.075(3) 0.396(7)

Assuming that the yield of resonances is fixed at chemical freeze-out, we show in Table 4
predictions for the relative yield of various resonance species. We emphasize that the above
hypothesis needs to be checked at LHC, in view of the data at RHIC [145], which may indicate
rescattering and regeneration of resonances after chemical freeze-out.

3.2. (Multi)Strangeness Production in Pb+Pb collisions at LHC. HIJING/BB̄ v2.0
predictions.

V. Topor Pop, J. Barrette, C. Gale, S. Jeon and M. Gyulassy
Strangeness and multi-strangeness particles production can be used to explore the initial transient

field fluctuations in heavy ion collisions. We emphasize the role played by Junction anti-Junction (JJ̄)

loops and strong color electric fields (SCF) in these collisions. Transient field fluctuations of SCF on

the baryon production in central (0-5 %) Pb+Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 5.5 TeV will be discussed in

the framework of HIJING/BB̄ v2.0 model, looking in particular to the predicted evolution of nuclear

modification factors (RAA ) from RHIC to LHC energies. Our results indicate the importance of a good

description of the baseline elementaryp+ p collisions at this energy.

In previous publications [146] we studied the possible roleof topological baryon
junctions [25], and the effects of strong color field (SCF) in nucleus-nucleus collisions at
RHIC energies. We have shown that the dynamics of the production process can deviate
considerably from that based on Schwinger-like estimates for homogeneous and constant
color fields. An increase of the string tension fromκ0= 1 GeV/fm, to in medium mean
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valuesof 1.5-2.0 GeV/fm and 2.0-3.0 GeV/fm, for d+Au and Au+Au respectively, results
in a consistent description of the observed nuclear modification factors (NMF)RAA in both
reactions and point to the relevance of fluctuations on transient color fields. The model
provides also an explanation of the baryon/meson anomaly, and is an alternative dynamical
description of the data to recombination models [147].

Strangeness enhancement [148], strong baryon transport, and increase of intrinsic
transverse momentakT [149] are all expected consequences of SCF. These are modeled in
our microscopic models as an increase of the effective string tension that controls the quark-
anti-quark (qq̄) and diquark - anti-diquark (qqqq) pair creation rates and the strangeness
suppression factors. A reduction of the strange (s) quark mass fromMs=350 MeV to the
current quark mass of approximatelyms=150 MeV, gives a strangeness suppression factor
γ1

s ≈ 0.70. A similar value ofγ1
s (0.69) is obtained by increasing the string tension from

κ0=1.0 GeV/fm to κ=3.0 GeV/fm [146]. Howeover, if we consider that Schwinger tunneling
could explain the thermal character of hadron spectra we candefine an apparent temperature
as function of the average value of string tension (< κ >), T =

√
3< κ > /4π [150]. The

predictions at LHC for initial energy density and temperature areǫLHC ≈ 200 GeV/fm3 and
TLHC ≈ 500 MeV, respectively [151]. Both values would lead in the framework of our model
to an estimated increase of the average value of string tension to κ ≈ 5.0 GeV/fm at LHC
energy.

Figure 55: HIJING/BB̄ v2.0 predictions including SCF effects for NMF of identified particles.
The results for proton and lambda particles are for inclusive measurements.

Thep+p cross sections serve as a baseline reference to calculate NMF for A+A collisions
(RAA ). In p+ p collisions high baryon/mesons ratio (i.e. close to unity) at intermediatepT

were reported at
√

sNN= 1.8 TeV [152]. These data could be fitted assuming a string tension
κ=2.0 GeV/fm. This value is used in our calculations at

√
sNN= 5.5 TeV. This stresses the

need for a referencep+ p measurements at LHC energies.
The predictions for NMFRPbPbof identified particles at the LHC energy are presented in

Fig. 55 for two values of the string tension. From our model weconclude that baryon/meson
anomaly, will persist at the LHC with a slight increase for increasing strength of the
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chromoelectric field. The NMFRPbPb also exhibit an ordering with strangeness content at
low and intermediatepT . The increase of the yield being higher for multi-strange hyperons
than for (non)strange hyperons (RPbPb(Ω) > RPbPb(Ξ) > RPbPb(Λ) > RPbPb(p) ). At high
pT > 4GeV/c for κ=3.0 GeV/fm, a suppression independent of flavours is predicted due to
quench effects. In contrast, this independence seems to happen atpT > 8 GeV/c for κ=5.0
GeV/fm.

As expected, a higher sensitivity to SCF effects on thepT dependence of multi-strange
particle yield ratio is predicted. As an example, Fig. 56 presents our results for the ratio
(Ω−+Ω+)/Φ in central (0-5%) Pb+Pb collisions andp+ p collisions. The results and data at
RHIC top energy are also included (left panel).

Figure 56: Predictions of HIJING/BB̄ v2.0 for the (Ω+ +Ω−)/Φ ratio as function ofpT

for RHIC (left panel) and LHC (right panel) energies. The experimental data are from
STAR [153].

The mechanisms of (multi)strange particles production is very sensitive to the early phase
of nuclear collisions, when fluctuation in the color field strength are highest. Their mid-
rapidity yield favors a large value of the average string tension as shown at RHIC and we
expect similar dynamical effects at LHC energy. The precision of these predictions depens on
our knowledge of initial conditions, parton distribution functions at low Bjorken-x, the values
of the scale parameterp0, constituent and current (di)quark masses, energy loss forgluon and
quark jets.

3.3. Antibaryon to Baryon Production Ratios in Pb-Pb and p-pcollision at LHC energies of
the DPMJET-III Monte Carlo

F. Bopp, R. Engel, J. Ranft and S. Roesler
A sizable component of stopped baryons is predicted forpp andPbPbcollisions at LHC. Based

on an analysis of RHIC data within framework of our multichain Monte Carlo DPMJET-III the LHC

predictions are presented.

This addendum to Ranft’s talk about the main DPMJET III prediction addresses
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baryon stopping. The interest is a component without leading quarks. Where the flavor
decomposition is not determined by final state interactionsthe valence-quarkless component
can be enhanced by considering net strange baryons.

In models, in which soft gluons can arbitrarily arrange colors, a configuration can appear
in which the baryonic charge ends up moved to the center. The actual transport is just an
effect of the orientation of the color-compensation during thesoft hadronisation. Various
other ideas about fast baryon stopping exist but to have it caused by such an “initial” process
is an attractive option.

The “Dual-Topological” phenomenology of such baryon transport processes was
developed 30 years ago [154]. Critical are various baryonium-exchange intercepts which
were estimated at that time. Some ambiguity remains until today for the quarkless compo-
nent (also called “string junction" exchange denoted as{S J}) and a confirmation of the flat
net-baryon distribution indicated by RHIC data at LHC wouldbe helpful.

Nowadays it is postulated that at very high energy hadronic scattering can be understood
as extrapolation of BFKL Pomeron exchanges [155] and their condensates in the minimum
bias region. BFKL Pomerons are described by ladders of dispersion graphs, in which soft
effects are included using effective gluons. In principle these soft effects include the color
compensating mechanism usually modelled as two strings neutralizing triplet colors. A
necessary ingredient in this approach areOdderonsexchanges with Pomeron-like intercepts
and with presumably much smaller couplings. As these Odderons can produce a baryon
exchange of the type discussed above, a small rather flat net baryon component is expected.

Experimentally, the first indication for a flat component came from never finalized
preliminary ZEUS data at HERA. As RHIC runspp or heavy ionsinstead ofpp̄ this question
could be addressed much better than before and the data seem to require a flat contribution. In
a factorizing Quark-Gluon-String model calculation [156]the best fit to RHIC BRAHMSpp
data at

√
s= 200 GeV required diquarks with a probability ofǫ = 0.024 to involve a quarkless

baryonium-exchange with an interceptα{S J} = 0.9.
To obtain such a quarkless baryonium-exchange in the microscopic generator DPMJET

III [157] a new string interaction reshuffling the initial strings was introduced. It introduces
an exchange with a conservative intercept ofα{S J} = 0.5. With this baryonium addition
good fits were obtained for various baryon ratios inp− p and d− Au RHIC and π − p
FERMILAB processes [158]. There are of course a number of more conventional baryon
transport mechanisms implemented in the model. As the string interaction requires multiple
Pomeron exchanges the new mechanism is actually only a 10% effect at pp RHIC. It is,
however, important for heavy ion scattering or at LHC energies.
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For pp LHC the DPMJET III
prediction for the pseudo rapidity
of p, p̄, andp− p̄ is shown in the
Figure on the right. The new
baryon stopping is now a 40%
effect. Of course, with the effective
intercept of 0.5 the present
implementation of the baryon
stopping is a rather conservative
estimate. For an intercept of 1.0 the
value atη = 0 would roughly
correspond to the present value of
η = 4

We now turn to DPM-
JET III prediction for
centralPbPbLHC. For
the most central 10%
of the heavy ion events
the pseudorapidity pro-
ton andΛ distributions
are given in figures be-
low. The PbPb results
are preliminary, as the
model is not well tested
in this region.
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3.4. Statistical model predictions for pp and Pb-Pb collisions at LHC

I. Kraus, J. Cleymans, H. Oeschler, K. Redlich and S. Wheaton
Predictions for particle production at LHC are discussed inthe context of the statistical model.

Moreover, the capability of particle ratios to determine the freeze-out point experimentally is studied,

and the best suited ratios are specified. Finally, canonicalsuppression in p-p collisions at LHC energies

is discussed in a cluster framework. Measurements withpp collisions will allow us to estimate the

strangeness correlation volume and to study its evolution over a large range of incident energies.

Particle production in heavy-ion collisions is, over a wideenergy range, consistent with
the assumption that hadrons originate from a thermal sourcewith a given temperatureT and
a given baryon chemical potentialµB. In the framework of the statistical model, we exploit
the feature that the freeze-out points appear on a common curve in theT − µB plane. The
parameterization of this curve, taken from reference [159], is used to extrapolate to the LHC
energy of

√
sNN = 5.5 TeV:T ≈ 170 MeV,µB ≈ 1 MeV.

For the given thermal conditions, particle ratios in central Pb-Pb collisions were
calculated; numerical values are given in reference [160].As soon as experimental results
become available, the extrapolation can be cross-checked with particle ratios that exhibit
a large sensitivity to the thermal parameters. The ratios shown in figure 57 (left) hardly
vary over a broad range ofT andµB. This feature can be used to investigate the validity
of the statistical model at LHC: Especially the prediction for the K/π ratio is limited to a
narrow range. It would be hard to reconcile experimental results outside of this band with the
statistical model.

Antiparticle over particle ratios, on the other hand, strongly depend onµB (figure 57,
middle panel). Most of all, the ¯p/p ratio almost directly translates to the baryon chemical
potential, since theT dependence is very weak. Better suited for the temperature
determination are ratios with large mass differences, i.e.Ω/π andΩ/K, which increase in
the studied range by 25% per 10 MeV change inT. The astonishing similarity betweenK and
π in this respect is caused by the huge contribution of 75% fromresonance decays to pions
for the given thermal conditions [161].

In collisions of smaller systems, the strange-particle phase-space exhibits a suppression
beyond the expected canonical suppression. A modification of the statistical model is
proposed in references [162, 163], which is based on the assumption that strangeness
conservation is maintained in correlated sub-volumes of the fireball. The size of these clusters,
which could be smaller than the volume defined by all hadrons,was estimated from relative
strangeness production in collisions of small systems at top SPS and RHIC energy. The
radiusRC of a spherical cluster is of the order of 1 - 2 fm and shows only aweak energy
dependence. Additionally it is not clear at which stage of the interaction the strangeness
abundance is formed. Possibly the early, dense phase is crucial, so the cluster size should be
the same at RHIC and LHC, or, on the contrary, the total numberof particles at the late stage
of hadronisation is relevant; thusRC should increase as the multiplicity will increase with
colliding energy.
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Figure 57: Left: RatiosRof particles with unequal strangeness content as a functionof µB for
T = 170 MeV (left) and as a function ofT for µB = 1 MeV (right).
Middle: Antiparticle/particle ratiosR as a function ofµB for T = 170 MeV (left) (the
horizontal line at 1 is meant to guide the eye). Particle ratios R involving hyperons as a
function ofT for µB = 1 MeV (right).
Right: RatiosR of particles in the grand-canonical ensemble and with suppressed strange-
particle phase-space in different canonical volumes indicated by the spherical radiusRC,
calculated atµB = 1 MeV andT = 170 MeV.

Instead of precise predictions as shown for Pb-Pb collisions, the correlation volume will
be extracted from measurement. As displayed in figure 57 (right), especially theΩ/π ratio
varies over orders of magnitude in a reasonable range of the correlation length. This allows
for a good estimate of the cluster size which will give us moreinsight into the mechanism of
strangeness production.

3.5. Universal behavior of baryons and mesons’ transverse momentum distributions in the
framework of percolation of strings

L. Cunqueiro, J. Dias de Deus, E. G. Ferreiro and C. Pajares

The clustering of color sources [65] reduces the average multiplicity and enhances
the average〈pT〉 of an event in a factorF(η) with respect to those resulting from pure
superposition of strings:

〈µ〉 = NsF(η)〈µ〉1, 〈p2
T〉 = 〈p2

T〉1/F(η) (21)

where Ns is the number of strings andF(η) =
√

(1−e−η)/η is a function of the density
of strings η [164]. The invariant cross section can be written as a superposition of the
transverse momentum distributions of each cluster,f (x, pT) (Schwinger formula for the decay
of a cluster), weighted with the distribution of the different tension of the clusters,W(x)
(W(x) is the gamma function whose width is proportional to 1/k wherek is a determined
function of η related to the measured dynamical transverse momentum and multiplicity
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Figure 58: Left:RCP for neutral pions (solid) and antiprotons (dashed). Right:p̄ to π0 ratio
for the centrality bins 0-10% (solid) and 60-92% (dashed). RHIC results in black and LHC
predictions in blue.

fluctuations) [67,165–167]:

dN

dp2
Tdy
=

∫ ∞

0
dxW(x) f (pT , x) =

dN
dy

k−1
k

1

〈p2
T〉1i

F(η)
1

(1+
F(η)p2

T

k〈p2
T 〉1i

)k
. (22)

For (anti)baryons, equation (21) must be changed to〈µB̄〉 = N1+α
s F(ηB̄)〈µ1B̄〉 to take

into account that baryons are enhanced over mesons in the fragmentation of a high density
cluster. The parameterα = 0.09 is fixed from the experimental dependence of ¯p/π on Npart.
The (anti)baryons probe higher densities than mesons,ηB = Nα

sη. On the other hand, from
the constituent counting rules applied to the highpT behavior we deduce that for baryons
kB = k(ηB)+ 1. In figure 58, we show the ratiosRCP and p̄/π0 defined as usual, compared
to RHIC experimental data for pions and antiprotons together with the LHC predictions. In
figure 59 left we show the nuclear modification factorRAA for pions and protons for central
collisions at RHIC. LHC predictions are also shown. We note that pp collisions at LHC
energies will reach enough string density for nuclear-likeeffects to occur. In this respect, in
figure 59 right, we show the ratioRCP for pp→ πX as a function ofpT , where the denominator
is given by the minimum bias inclusive cross section and the numerator is the inclusive cross
section corresponding to events with twice multiplicity than minimum bias. According to our
formula (22) a suppression at largepT occurs.

3.6. Bulk hadron(ratio)s at the LHC-ions

J. Rafelski and J. Letessier
The expected LHC-heavy ion yields of strange and non-strange hadrons, mesons and baryons,

are evaluated within the statistical hadronization model.

This summary of our recent work on bulk hadronization in LHC-ion interactions is based
on methods and ideas presented in [168], with the present update using the results obtained
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Figure 59: Left: Nuclear modification factor forπ0 (solid) andp̄ (dashed) for 0-10% central
events, RHIC results in black and LHC predictions in blue. Right: RCP for pions in pp
collisions at LHC.

for strangeness production in [169]. This presentation is more specific regarding the yields
in order to allow “first-day" understanding of the mechanisms of hadronization dynamics of
the deconfined quark–gluon plasma phase formed in most central

√
sNN = 5520 GeV Pb–Pb

reactions at the LHC.
Our detailed results rely on SHARE-2.2 suite of programs [170], which have been

extensively tested, with several typos, and errors corrected compared to earlier releases
SHARE-1.x [171], and SHARE-2.1 . An important feature of theSHARE suite of
programs is that one can obtain the particle multiplicitiesfor any consistentmixedset of
extensive/intensive bulk matter parameters and/or particle yields. What ‘consistency’ means
can be understood considering the variables in the Gibbs-Duham relation:

PV+E = TS+
∑

a

µaNa, µa =
∑

i∈a
T lnγi +biµB+ siµS , (23)

where the extensiveV (volume), E ≡ Vǫ (energy),S ≡ Vσ (entropy), Ni ≡ Vρi (particle
number) appears along with intensiveP (pressure),T (temperature), andµi (particle chemical
potential). Aside of the above strict constraint, other qualitative constraints arise and thus, in
our approach, we allow for a deviation from prescribed parameter values within a margin of
a few percent, to be chosen in a quasi-fit procedure in order toalleviate inconsistencies in the
choices made.

Considering the limited central rapidity experimental coverage, we refer instead of
the total volumeV to the range associated with the central rapiditydV/dy, thusdS/dy=
(dS/dV)(dV/dy) is the entropy (multiplicity) yield per unit of rapidity. One can show that
dS/dy is conserved in the hydrodynamic expansion of the bulk matter, thus the final observed
entropy (multiplicity) content per unit of rapidity is the outcome of the initial state entropy
production.

The soft hadron production at LHC-Ion relies on the following input:
I The entropy content:dS/dy≡ hadron multiplicity — this is normalizer of all particle
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yields for which the predictions most widely vary. The straight line extrapolation as function
of ln

√
sNN implies an increase ofdS/dy by only a factor 1.65 from RHIC top energy reach√

sNN = 200 GeV to the LHC-ion top energy of
√

sNN = 5520 GeV. The charged particle
yield per unit rapidity is expected, in this case, at abouthch = 1150. Since this extrapolation
is done based on PHOBOS multiplicity, only partial Ks weak interaction decay is allowed
for. We will also state the correspondinghvis

ch which is computed assuming acceptance of
weak decays akin to the STAR detector. The entropy content determines up to about 15% the
energy contentdE/dy≃ ThdS/dy which thus increases, in essence, by the same factor. We
note that model differences in hadronization temperatureTh which are in the range of up to
20% impact accordingly the thermal energy content.

However, one can wonder if the factor 1.65 correctly accounts for the 28-fold reaction
energy increase between RHIC and LHC-ion. The widening of the particle production rapidity
window accounts for much of the collision energy increase. How this widening occurs i.e the
strength of stopping, determines the central rapidity energy deposition. We thus consider in
the second example the case with 3.4-fold increase in entropy/multiplicity content per unit
of rapidity. This value is fine-tuned such that the visible charged hadron yield is identical to
the TPC-visible charged hadron multiplicity yield in the chemical equilibrium model, where
the hadronization volume was set to beV = 6200fm3 (our 3rd table entry). This allows to
compare the yields of both models normalized to same hadron yield.

II The strangeness contentds/dy= ds̄/dyand/or (ds/dy)/(dS/dy)= s/S. The production
of strangeness has been evaluated within pQCD, for a given entropy content. The final
strangeness yield does not depend in a significant way on how the parton entropy content
is implemented in the early reaction times where thermal distributions are reached (e.g., high
T, low chemical abundances, lowT, high chemical abundances). This is so, since strangeness,
being a relatively strongly interacting probe, does not convey a detailed information about the
earlyτ < 2 fm/c times of the heavy ion collision. For the case of a greater (3.4-times increased)
entropy/multiplicity content, the pQCD computation suggestss/S ≃ 0.037 yield, which is
10–15% above QGP chemical equilibrium, the lower entropy variant (extrapolated factor
1.65 increase in multiplicity) implies for QGP-strangeness a small excess above chemical
equilibrium, we will uses/S ≃ 0.034. For the third case, the hadron chemical equilibrium,
the ratios/S = 0.025 results. Thus, strangeness enhancement, where it is notwashed out by
a lower hadronization temperature, is the salient feature of the non-equilibrium hadronization
picture we have developed and present here.

III The net baryon stoppingd(b− b̄)/dy is unknown, and will be difficult to measure. An
extrapolation of the energy per baryon retained per unit of rapidity yieldsE/b≃ 412±20 GeV
at LHC. This value is consistent with the here considered twocases, when, as an example,
we fix λq = 1.0056 which determines the baryon and hyperon chemical potentialsµB andµS.
We note, in passing, that in all the cases considered here, wefind for the baryon asymmetry
at LHC (b− b̄)/(b+ b̄) ≃ 0.015, which is 6–7 orders of magnitude larger compared to the
conditions prevailing in the early universe.

There are constrains which we use to fully determine the system properties:
1) For the chemical non-equilibrium hadronization we will use Th = 140 MeV while for
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chemical equilibrium we adoptTh = 162 MeV. Both values are taken from the study of
highest RHIC energies. The lowerT arises due to supercooling expansion, leading to sudden
hadronization [172], and thus, we also impose a bias forE/TS> 1.
2) Strangeness balance〈s〉 = 〈s̄〉 in the central unit of rapidity.
3) Net charge per net baryon ratioQ/b= 0.4 (value in colliding nuclei) is implemented. Since
the net baryon number is rather small, the charge asymmetry is for all purposes invisible, the
purpose of this exercise is to assure physical consistency and to fix the isospin asymmetry
statistical parameterλ3.

Our results are presented in detail in the table. We note thatthe total charged hadron
multiplicity will be a first-day observable at LHC and hence much of the uncertainty we
have in discussing the absolute hadron yields will disappear. When comparing hadronization
models at fixed total hadron yield one sees clear differences in yield pattern:
a) Multi-strange hadron yields are, in general, greatly enhanced in our non-equilibrium
approach as compared to yields assuming chemical equilibrium hadronization, yet single
strange yields are often similar, since the differences in hadronization (temperature) conditions
compensate for the strangeness yield enhancement;
b) The yields of non-strange resonances are, in general, significantly greater in the chemical
equilibrium model, due to the higher hadronization temperature.
c) This suppression is compensated in resonances with single and partial multi-strange content
(η,η′).
The above differences, already seen at RHIC, are much more striking at LHC,since the
specific strangeness per entropy yield enhancement is by factor 1.5. Even the visible K+/π+vis
ratio is increased from the RHIC level, to K+/π+vis ≃ 0.17 –0.18, however this enhancement
effect is much better visible once weak decays have been vetoed in the pion yield, in which
case, we predict K+/π+ ≃ 0.21. While the yield of nucleons may be difficult to determine,
the measurement of baryon resonances such as∆(1230) could help considerably in the
characterization of the baryon yield.
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T[MeV] 140∗ 140∗ 162∗

dV/dy[ fm3] 2036 4187 6200∗

dS/dy 7517 15262 18021
dhch/dy 1150∗ 2351 2430
dhvis

ch/dy 1351 2797∗ 2797
1000· (λq,s−1) 5.6∗, 2.1 5.6∗, 2.1 5.6∗, 2.0
µB,S[MeV] 2.4, 0.5 2.3, 0.5 2.7, 0.6

γq, s 1.62, 2.42 1.6∗, 2.6 1∗, 1∗

s/S 0.034∗ 0.037∗ 0.025
E/b 420∗ 428 408

E/TS 1.02 1.05 0.86
P/E 0.165 0.164 0.162

E/V[MeV/fm3 ] 530 538 400
P[MeV] 87 88 65

p 25/45 49/95 66/104
b− b̄ 2.6 5.3 6.1

(b+ b̄)/h− 0.335 0.345 0.363
0.1 ·π± 49/67 99/126 103/126

K± 94 207 175
φ 14 33 23
Λ 19/28 41/62 37/50
Ξ− 4 9.5 5.8
Ω− 0.82 2.08 0.98
∆0, ∆++ 4.7 9.3 13.7
K∗0(892) 22 48 52

η 62 136 127
η′ 5.2 11.8 11.5
ρ 36 73 113
ω 32 64 104
f0 2.7 5.5 9.7

K+/π+vis 0.165 0.176 0.148
Ξ−/Λvis 0.145 0.153 0.116

Λ(1520)/Λvis 0.043 0.042 0.060
Ξ(1530)0/Ξ− 0.33 0.33 0.36

φ/K+ 0.15 0.16 0.13
K∗0(892)/K− 0.236 0.234 0.301

Table: LHC predictions, two variants
of our non-equilibrium hadronization
model are shown on left, the chemi-
cal equilibrium model results are stated
for comparison in the right column.
To obtain results n the first column,
we considered an overall hadron yield
chosen to increase at central rapidity
by factor 1.65 compared to PHOBOS
results (star ‘*’ indicates a fixed in-
put value). The chemical equilibrium
model shown on right is matched in
the middle column by assuming a TPC-
visible charged hadron yield to be the
same, 2797. These characteristic prop-
erties along with the entropy content,
and chemical conditions at hadroniza-
tion, are stated in the two top sections
of the table. In the third section, we
show bulk properties at hadronization,
with specific strangeness content pre-
scribed as arising in pQCD computa-
tion [169], except for the equilibrium
model in which case the specific yield
s/S is a consequence of the equilib-
rium assumption. One notes for the
equilibrium model that the energy den-
sity and pressure at hadronization is
smaller, which agrees with the greater
volume of hadronization required to
obtain the same hadron yield. This is
due to particle density scaling roughly
with γ2

qT3, the change inγq outweighs
that inT. When we present the hadron
yields, we give (separated by slash)
the ranges with/without weak decays
for protons p, π and Λ. Clearly the
properties of the detector will impact
the uncorrected yields. We also note
that, while baryon density in rapidity
can vary depending on dynamics of
the reaction, the specific total baryon
yield, compared to that of mesons, re-
mains nearly constant and model inde-
pendent. The difference to the equilib-
rium model is most pronounced in the
multi-strange hadronΞ, ω andφ yields.
The ratios or resonances with the stable
decay product are shown in the bottom
section of the table.
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4. Correlations at low transverse momentum

4.1. Pion spectra and HBT radii at RHIC and LHC

Yu. M. Sinyukov, S. V. Akkelin and Iu. A. Karpenko
We describe RHIC pion data in central A+A collisions and make predictions for LHC based on

hydro-kinetic model, describing continuous 4D particle emission, and initial conditions taken from

Color Glass Condensate (CGC) model.

Hydro-kinetic approach to heavy ion collisions proposed inRef. [173] accounts for
continuous particle emission from 4D volume of hydrodynamically expanding fireball as
well as back reaction of the emission on the fluid dynamics. The approach is based on the
generalized relaxation time approximation for relativistic finite expanding systems,

pµ

p0

∂ f (x, p)
∂xµ

= − f (x, p)− f l.eq.(x, p)
τrel(x, p)

, (24)

where f (x, p) is phase-space distribution function (DF),f (l.eq.)(x, p) is local equilibrium
distribution andτrel(x, p) is relaxation time,τrel(x, p) as well as f l.eq are functional of
hydrodynamic variables. Complete algorithm described in detail in Ref. [174] includes:
solution of equations of ideal hydro; calculation of a non local equilibrium DF and emission
function in the first approximation; solution of equations for ideal hydro with non-zero right-
hand-side that accounts for conservation laws at the particle emission during expansion;
calculation of "improved" DF and emission function; evaluation of spectra and Bose-Einstein
correlations. Here we present our results for the pion momentum spectra and interferometry
radii calculated for RHIC and LHC energies in the first approximation of the hydro-kinetic
approach.

For simulations we utilize ideal fluid model [175–177] and realistic equation of state
(EoS) that combines high temperature EoS with crossover transition [178] adjusted to the
QCD lattice data and EoS of hadron resonance gas with partialchemical equilibrium [175–
177]. The gradual disappearance of pions during the crossover transition to deconfinement
and different intensity of interactions of pions in pure hadronic and "mixed" phases are taken
into account in the hydro-kinetic model (HKM), but resonance contribution to pion spectra
and interferometry radii is not taken into account in the present version of the HKM. We
assume the following initial conditions at proper timeτ0 = 1 fm/c for HKM calculations:
boost-invariance of a system in longitudinal direction andcylindrical symmetry with Gaussian
energy density profile in transverse plane. The maximal energy densities at RHIC,ǫ0 = 30
GeV/fm3 and at LHC,ǫ0 = 70 GeV/fm3, were calculated from Ref. [179] in approximation of
Bjorken expansion of free ultrarelativistic partons tillτ0 and adjusted for transverse Gaussian
density profile. The (pre-equilibrium) initial transverseflows atτ0 were estimated assuming
again a free-streaming of partons, with transverse modes distributed according to CGC
picture, from proper time≈ 0.1 fm/c till τ0 = 1 fm/c. Finally, we approximate the transverse
velocity profile byvT = tanh(α · rT

RT
) whereα = 0.2 both for RHIC and LHC energies and we

suppose the fitting Gaussian radius for RHIC top energy,RT = 4.3, to be the same for LHC
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Figure 60: Comparison of the single-particle momentum spectra of pions and pionRout, Rside, Rlong radii
measured by the PHENIX Collaboration for Au+Au central collisions (HBT radii data were recalculated for
0−5% centrality) at RHIC with the HKM calculations, and HKM predictions for Pb+Pb central collisions at
LHC. For the sake of convenience the calculated one-particle spectra are enhanced in 1.4 times.

energy. Our results for RHIC and predictions for LHC are presented in Fig. 60. The relatively
small increase of the interferometry radii with energy in HKM calculations is determined by
early (as compare to sharp freeze-out prescription) emission of hadrons, and also by increase
of transverse flow at LHC caused by longer time of expansion. It is noteworthy that in the
case of EoS related to first order phase transition, the satisfactory fitting of the RHIC HBT
data requires non-realistic high initial transverse flows at τ0 = 1 fm/c: α = 0.3.

4.2. Mach Cones at central LHC Collisions via MACE

B. Bäuchle, H. Stöcker and L. P. Csernai
The shape of Mach Cones in central lead on lead collisions at

√
sNN = 5.5 TeV are calculated and

discussed using MACE.

4.2.1. Introduction After the discovery of “non-trivial parts” in three-particle correlations at
RHIC [180], which are compatible with the existence of Mach cones [181], it is interesting to
see how the signal for Mach cones will look like under the influence of a medium created at
the LHC in PbPb-Collisions.

Mach cones caused by ultrarelativistic jets going in midrapidity will create a double-
peaked two-particle correlation function dN/d(∆ϕ). Those peaks are located at∆ϕ = π±
cos−1cS, wherecS is the speed of sound as obtained by the equation of state. Themodel
MACE (“Mach Cones Evolution”) has been introduced to simulate the propagation of sound
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Figure 61: Two-particle-correlation function (away-side-part) for central PbPb-Collisions at√
sNN = 5.5 TeV. The peak created by the forward jet is not calculated. (a): minimum jet bias

(see text) with peaks at∆ϕ ≈ π±1.2. (b): Midrapidity jets starting from a position 70 % on
the way outside left and right of as well as in the middle.

waves through a medium and recognize and evaluate mach cones[182].
The medium is calculated without influence of a jet using the hydrodynamical Particle-

in-Cell-method (PIC) [183]. For the equation of state, a massless ideal gas is assumed, so
that cS = 1/

√
3 and cos−1cS = 0.96. The sound waves are propagated independently of the

propagation of the medium and without solving hydrodynamical equations. Only the velocity
field created by PIC is used. To recognize collective phenomena, the shape of the region
affected by sound waves is evaluated.

4.2.2. Correlation functions The correlation functions from the backward peak show a clear
double-peaked structure. The data for arbitrary jet originand jet direction (minimum jet bias)
is shown in figure 61 (a). Here, the peaks are visible at∆ϕ ≈ π±1.2. This corresponds to a
speed of sound ofcS ≈ 0.36. Note that the contributions from the forward jet are not shown.
Deeper insight into different jet directions do not show a qualitatively different picture.

Triggers on the origin of the jet, though, show the dependence of the correlation function
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Figure 62: Three-particle-correlation function for the same data as in figure 61.
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on the position where the jet was created (see figure 61 (b)). It shows that only the jet coming
from the middle of the reaction results in a symmetric correlation function with peaks at the
mach angle∆ϕ = π± 0.96. All other jets result in correlations that have peaks at different
angles, with the deviation getting bigger when going away from the middle. Therefore, the
speed of sound will always appear to be smaller than it actually is.

4.2.3. ConclusionsIf sound waves are produced from jet quenching in LHC-Collisions,
the two-particle correlation function will show the expected double-humped structure in the
backward region. The peaks will, though, be further apart than δ(∆ϕ) = 2cos−1cS, thus
alluding to a speed of sound smaller than is actually presentin the medium.

The only case in which the true speed of sound can be measured is a midrapidity jet that
creates a symmetric correlation function.

4.3. Study of Mach Cones in (3+1)d Ideal Hydrodynamics at LHC Energies

B. Betz, P. Rau, G. Torrieri, D. Rischke and H. Stöcker
The energy loss of jets created in heavy–ion collisions shows an anomalous behaviour of the

angular distribution of particles created by the away-sidejet due to the interaction of the jet with the

medium [184, 185]. Recent three–particle correlations [180, 186, 187] confirm that a Mach cone is

created. Ideal (3+1)d hydrodynamics [188] is used to study the creation and propagation of such Mach

cones under LHC conditions.

Jets are one possible probe to study the medium created in a heavy–ion collision. They
are assumed to be formed in an early stage of the collision andto interact with the hot and
dense nuclear matter.

Experimental results from the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) show a
suppression of the away–side jet in Au+Au collisions for high-p⊥ particles as compared to
the away–side jet in p+p collisions. This effect is commonly interpreted as jet energy loss or
jet quenching [184,185]. However, studies including low-p⊥ particles [180,186,187] exhibit
a double peaked away–side jet. Recent three–particle correlations confirm that this pattern is
due to a creation of a Mach cone [180,186,187].

The interaction of a jet with the medium is theoretically notwell enough understood.
Therefore, we compare two models of energy loss under LHC conditions. We consider a
medium with an initial radius of 3.5 fm and an initial energy density ofe0 = 1.7 GeV/fm3 that
undergoes a Bjorken–like expansion according to a bag–model equation of state (EoS) with a
first–order phase transition from a hadron gas to the quark–gluon plasma (QGP) with a mixed
phase betweeneH = 0.1 GeV/fm3 andeQ = 1.69 GeV/fm3.

In the first scenario, we implement a jet that completely deposits its energy and
momentum during a very short time in a 0.25 fm3 spatial volume. Initially, the jet is located
between−3.5fm< x < −2.5fm, |y| < 0.25fm, |z| < 0.25fm, has a velocity ofvx = 0.99 c and
traverses the medium along the x-axis. Totally, it depositsan energy of 15 GeV, no rapidity
cut is applied.
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In a second step, we study a 15 GeV jet that gradually depositsits energy and momentum
in equal time steps of∆t = 0.8 fm/c. As in the first scenario, the jet traverses the medium with
a velocity ofvx = 0.99 c along the x–axis.

The hydrodynamic evolution is stopped after a time of 7.2 fm/c. Using a Monte Carlo
simulation based on the SHARE program [171], an isochronousfreezeout according to
the Cooper–Frye formula is performed, considering a gas of rhos, pions and etas in the
pseudorapidity interval of [-2.3,2.3].

Figure 63 shows the angular distribution of particles for the first (left panel) and second
(right panel) scenario, without any background subtraction. The omitted near–side jet would
appear atφ = 0.

In case of a short–time energy and momentum deposition, a broad away–side distribution
(left panel) occurs, due to the deposition and dissipation of kinetic energy caused by the
jet. However, if the jet gradually dispenses its energy and momentum (right panel), two
maxima appear. This Mach cone–like structure agrees with the recent STAR and PHENIX
data [180,186,187].

4.4. Forward-Backward (F-B) rapidity correlations in a twostep scenario

J. Dias de Deus and J. G. Milhano
We argue that in models where particles are produced in two steps, formation first of longitudinal

sources (glasma and string models), followed by local emission, the Forward-Backward correlation

parameterb must have the structureb= (〈nB〉/〈nF〉)/(1+K/〈nF〉) where〈nB〉(〈nF〉) is the multiplicity in

the backward (forward) rapidity window and 1/K is the (centrality and energy dependent) normalized

variance of the number of sources.

Two-step scenario models for particle production are basedon:
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Figure 63: Angular distribution of particles after isochronous freeze–out of a (3+1)d ideal
hydrodynamical evolution for a jet that deposits its energyand momentum a) completely
within a very short time (left panel) b) in equal timesteps (right panel) in a medium that
undergoes a Bjorken–like expansion according to a bag–model eos.
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(i) creation of extended objects in rapidity (glasma longitudinal colour fields or coloured
strings); followed by

(ii) local emission of particles.

The first step guarantees the presence of F-B correlations due to fluctuations in the
colour/number of sources, while the second step accounts for local effects such as resonances.

The F-B correlation parameterb is defined via

〈nB〉F = a+bnF , b≡ D2
FB/D

2
FF , (25)

whereD2 is the variance. In general, correlations are measured in two rapidity windows
separated by a rapidity gap so that F-B short range correlations are eliminated. In the two-
step scenario models we write [189–192],

D2
FB ≡ 〈nFnB〉− 〈nF〉〈nB〉 =

〈nF〉〈nB〉
K

, (26)

D2
FF ≡ 〈n2

F〉− 〈nF〉2 =
〈nF〉2

K
+ 〈nF〉 , (27)

where 1/K is the normalized — e.g., in the number of elementary collisions — long range
fluctuation and depends on centrality, energy and rapidity length of the windows. We have
assumed, for simplicity, that local emission is of Poisson type.

From equations (25, 26, 27) we obtain

b=
〈nB〉/〈nF〉
1+K/〈nF〉

. (28)

It should be noticed thatb may be larger than 1, and that a Colour Glass Condensate (CGC)
model calculation [193] shows a structure similar to (28):b= A[1+B]−1 (for a discussion on
general properties of (28) and on the CGC model, see [192]).

A simple way of testing (28) is by fixing the backward rapiditywindow, or〈nB〉, in the
region of high particle density and move the forward window along the rapidity axis. We can
rewrite equation (28) in the form

b=
x

1+K′x
, (29)

whereK′ ≡ K/〈nB〉 is a constant andx ≡ 〈nB〉/〈nF〉. In (29), one has 1< x < ∞ with the
limiting behaviour:

x→ 1, b→ 1
1+K′

; x→∞ , b→ 1
K′

. (30)

The behaviour of (29) is shown in figure 64 (drawn forK′ = 1).
A similar curve is obtained for B-F correlations in the backward region of rapidity. Note

that inaA collisions,a≤ A, the centrality and energy dependence ofK′ is given by [2,191],

K′ ∼ a1/2A−1/6eλY ,

whereY is the beam rapidity andλ a positive parameter. In the symmetric situation,a= A and
K′ increaseswith centrality (and the curve of the figure moves down) whilein the asymmetric
situation,a = 1,2≪ A andK′ decreaseswith centrality (and the curve in the figure moves
up). As the energy increasesK′ increases (and the curve moves down).
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Figure 64: F-B correlation parameterb (29) with K′ = 1.

4.5. Cherenkov rings of hadrons

I. M. Dremin
The ring-like structure of inelastic events in heavy ion collisions becomes pronounced when the

condition for the emission of Cherenkov gluons is fulfilled.

In heavy ion collisions any parton can emit a gluon. On its waythrough the nuclear
medium the gluon collides with some internal modes. Therefore it affects the medium as
an “effective” wave which accounts also for the waves emitted by other scattering centers.
Beside incoherent scattering, there are processes which can be described as the refraction of
the initial wave along the path of the coherent wave. The Cherenkov effect is the induced
coherent radiation by a set of scattering centers placed on the way of propagation of the
gluon. Considered first for events at very high energies [194, 195], the idea about Cherenkov
gluons was extended to resonance production [196,197]. Therefractive index and the forward
scattering amplitudeF(E,0o) at energyE =

√
s are related as

∆n= Ren−1=
8πNsReF(E,0o)

E2
. (31)

Ns is the density of the scattering centers in the medium.
The necessary condition for Cherenkov radiation is

∆n> 0 or ReF(E,0o) > 0. (32)

If these inequalities are satisfied, Cherenkov gluons are emitted along the cone with half-angle
θc in the rest system of the medium determined byn:

cosθc =
1
n

(33)

Prediction The rings of hadrons similar to usual Cherenkov rings of photons can be observed
in the plane perpendicular to the cone (jet) axis ifn> 1.
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ProposalPlot the one-dimensional pseudorapidity (η = − ln tanθ/2) hadron distribution with
trigger jet momentum asz-axis. It should have maximum at (33).

This is the best possible one-dimensional projection of thering. To define the refractive
index in the absence of the theory of nuclear media (for a simplified approach see [198]) I
prefer to rely on our knowledge of hadronic reactions. From experiments at comparatively
low energies we learn that the resonances are abundantly produced. They are described by
the Breit-Wigner amplitudes which have a common feature of the positive real part in the
low-mass wing (e.g., see Feynman lectures). Therefore the hadronic refractive index exceeds
1 in these energy regions.

At high energies the experiment and dispersion relations indicate on positive real parts
of amplitudes for all hadronic reactions above a very high threshold. Considering gluons as
carriers of strong forces one can assume that the similar features are typical for their amplitude
as well. Then one should await for two energy regions in whichCherenkov gluons play a role.
Those are either gluons with energies which fit the left wingsof resonances produced in their
collisions with internal modes of the medium or with very high energies over some threshold.

The indications on “low” energy effects come from RHIC [187] where the two-bump
structure of the angular distribution of hadrons belongingto the so-called companion (away-
side) jet in central heavy-ion collisions has been observed. It arises as the projection of a
ring on its diameter and provides important information on the properties of the nuclear
medium [196, 197]. From the distance between peaks the cone half-angle is found to be
about 60o−70o in the c.m.s. which is equivalent to the target rest system for the trigger at
central rapidities. Derived from it and Eq.(33) are the large refractive index (n≈ 3) and parton
density (ν ≈ 20 within a nucleon volume) that favor the state of a liquid. The energy loss
(dE/dx≈ 1GeV/fm) is moderate and the free path length is of a nuclear size. The three-
particle correlations also favor the ring-like structure.

The indications on high energy effects came from the cosmic ray event [199] at energy
about 1016eV (LHC!) with two ring-like regions. They are formed at suchangles in the target
rest system which are equivalent to 60o−70o and 110o−120o in c.m.s. It corresponds to the
refractive index close to 1 that well fits results of dispersion relations and experiment at these
energies. Such dependence on parton energy shows that the same medium could be seen as a
liquid by rather slow partons and as a gas by very fast ones.

It is crucial for applicability of Eq.(33) to define properlythe target rest system. In RHIC
experiments the parton-trigger moves in the transverse direction to the collision axis and, on
the average, “sees” the target (the primary fireball) at restin c.m.s. dealing with rather low
x andQ2. In the cosmic event the narrow forward ring is produced by fast forward moving
partons (largex) which “see” the target at rest in the lab. system. At LHC one can await for
both types of Cherenkov gluons produced. Thus, the hadronicCherenkov effect can be used
as a tool to scan (1/x,Q2)-plane and plot on it the parton densities (see Eq.(31)) corresponding
to its different regions.

To conclude, the ring-like structure of inelastic processes must be observed if the gluonic
Cherenkov effects are strong enough. The ring parameters reveal the properties of the nuclear
medium and their energy dependence.
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4.6. Evolution of pion HBT radii from RHIC to LHC – predictions from ideal hydrodynamics

E. Frodermann, R. Chatterjee and U. Heinz

We use the longitudinally boost-invariant relativistic ideal hydrodynamic code
AZHYDRO [130] to predict the expected trends for the evolution from RHIC to LHC of
the HBT radii at mid-rapidity in central (A≈200)+(A≈200) collisions, as well as that of their
normalized oscillation amplitudes in non-central collisions. We believe that these trends may
be trustworthy, in spite of the model’s failure to correctlypredict the HBT radii at RHIC [200].
The results shown here are selected from Ref. [201].

Hydrodynamics can not predict the
√

s-dependence of its own initial conditions, but it
relates uniquely the initial entropy density to the final hadron multiplicity. We compute hadron
spectra and HBT radii as functions of final multiplicity, parametrized by the initial peak
entropy densitys0 at thermalization timeτ0 in b=0 collisions. We holdT0τ0 constant (where
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Figure 65: (Color online) Pion HBT radii for central (b=0) Au+Au collisions as a function
of transverse pair momentumKT (left) and of initial entropy densitys0 or final charged
multiplicity dNch

dy (right). For details see [201].

T0 ∼ s1/3
0 is the initial peak temperature). Our results cover a range from dNch

dy =680 (“RHIC
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initial conditions”: s0=117 fm−3 at τ0 = 0.6 fm/c) to dNch
dy =2040 (“LHC initial conditions”:

s0=602 fm−3 atτ0=0.35 fm/c).
1. Central collisions:Figure 65 shows the pion HBT radii for central Au+Au (Pb+Pb) col-
lisions in the (osl) coordinate system [200]. Since we computed the HBT radii from the
space-time variances of the emission function instead of doing a Gaussian fit to the two-pion
correlation function, allRl values should be corrected downward by about 20% [202]. We
see no dramatic changes, neither in magnitude nor inKT-dependence, of the HBT radii as we
increase the multiplicity by up to a factor 3. The largest increase (by∼ 30% at lowKT) is
seen forRs, while Ro even slightly decreases at largeKT . Rl changes hardly at all. The main
deficiency of hydrodynamic predictions for the HBT radii at RHIC (too weakKT -dependence
of Rs andRo and a ratioRo/Rs much larger than 1) is not likely to be resolved at the LHC
unless future LHC data completely break with the systematictendencies observed so far [200].

2. Non-central collisions:Figure 66 shows the normalized azimuthal oscillation amplitudes
[203] of the HBT radii forb=7 fm Au+Au collisions. The dashed line in the lower left panel
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Figure 66: (Color online) Normalized HBT oscillation amplitudes as a function ofKT at
RHIC and LHC (top) and as function ofs0 for two values ofKT (bottom).

gives the spatial eccentricity of the source at freeze-out [203]: ǫf .o.
x ≈ 2limKT→0

(
R2

s,2/R
2
s,0

)
.

The freeze-out eccentricity is seen to flip sign between RHICand LHC: at the LHC the
freeze-out source is elongatedin the reaction plane directionby almost as much as it was
still out-of-plane elongatedat RHIC.
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4.7. Correlation radii by FAST HADRON FREEZE-OUT GENERATOR

Iu. A. Karpenko, R. Lednicky, I. P. Lokhtin, L. V. Malinina, Yu. M. Sinyukov and A. M. Snigirev
The predictions for correlation radii in the central Pb+Pb collisions for LHC

√
sNN = 5500 GeV

are given in the frame of FAST HADRON FREEZE-OUT GENERATOR (FASTMC).

One of the most spectacular features of the RHIC data, refereed as “RHIC puzzle”, is
the impossibility to describe simultaneously momentum-space measurements and the freeze-
out coordinate-space ones (femtoscopy) by the existing hydrodynamic and cascade models
or their hybrids. However, a good description of SPS and RHICdata have been obtained in
various models based on hydro-inspired parametrizations of freeze-out hypersurface. Thus,
we have achieved this goal within our fast hadron freeze-outMC generator (FASTMC) [204].
In FASTMC, particle multiplicities are determined based onthe concept of chemical freeze-
out. Particles and hadronic resonances are generated on thethermal freeze-out hypersurface,
the hadronic composition at this stage is defined by the parameters of the system at chemical
freeze-out [204]. The input parameters which control the execution of our MC hadron
generator in the case of Bjorken-like parameterization of the thermal freeze-out hypersurface
(similar to the well known “Blast-Wave” parametrization with the transverse flow) for central
collisions are the following: temperatureTch and chemical potentials per a unit charge
µ̃B, µ̃S, µ̃Q at chemical freeze-out, temperatureTth at thermal freeze-out, the fireball transverse
radiusR, the mean freeze-out proper timeτ and its standard deviation∆τ (emission duration),
the maximal transverse flow rapidityρmax

u . We considered here the naive “scaling” of
the existing physical picture of heavy ion interactions over two order of magnitude in

√
s

to the maximal LHC energy
√

sNN = 5500 GeV. The model parameters obtained by the
fitting within FASTMC generator of the existing experimental data onmt-spectra, particle
ratios, rapidity densitydN/dy, kt-dependence of the correlation radiiRout,Rside,Rlong from
SPS (

√
sNN = 8.7− 17.3 GeV) to RHIC (

√
sNN = 200 GeV) are shown in Fig. 67. For

LHC energies we have fixed the thermodynamic parameters at chemical freeze-out as the
asymptotic ones:Tch = 170 MeV, µ̃B = µ̃S = µ̃Q=0 MeV. The linear extrapolation of the
model parameters in log(

√
s) to LHC (

√
sNN = 5500 GeV) is shown in Fig. 67 by open

symbols. The extrapolated values are the following:R∼ 11 fm, τ ∼ 10 fm/c, ∆τ ∼ 3.0 fm/c,
ρmax

u ∼ 1.0, Tth ∼ 130 MeV. The density of charged particles at mid-rapidity obtained with
these parameters isdN/dy = 1400, i.e. twice larger than at RHIC

√
sNN = 200 GeV in

coincidence with the naive extrapolation ofdN/dy. These parameters yield only a small
increase of the correlation radiiRout,Rside,Rlong (Fig. 68).

4.8. Exciting the quark-gluon plasma with a relativistic jet

M. Mannarelli and C. Manuel
We discuss the properties of a system composed by a static plasma traversed by a jet of particles.

Assuming that both the jet and the plasma can be described using a hydrodynamical approach, and

in the conformal limit, we find that unstable modes arise whenthe velocity of the jet is larger than

the speed of the sound of the plasma and only modes with momenta smaller than a certain values
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√
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are unstable. Moreover, for ultrarelativistic velocitiesof the jet the most unstable modes correspond

to relative angles between the velocity of the jet and momentum of the collective mode∼ π/4. Our

results suggest an alternative mechanism for the description of the jet quenching phenomenon, where

the jet crossing the plasma loses energy exciting colored unstable modes. In LHC this effect should be

seen with an enhanced production of hadrons for some specificvalues of their momenta and in certain

directions of momenta space.

It has been suggested that a highpT jet crossing the medium produced after a relativistic
heavy ion collision, and travelling at a velocity higher than the speed of sound should form
shock waves with a Mach cone structure [206, 207]. Such shockwaves should be detectable
in the low pT parton distributions at anglesπ±1.2 with respect to the direction of the trigger
particle. A preliminary analysis of the azimuthal dihadroncorrelation performed by the
PHENIX Collaboration [208] seems to suggest the formation of such a conical flow.

We propose a novel possible collective process to describe the jet quenching
phenomenon. In our approach a neutral beam of colored particles crossing an equilibrated
quark-gluon plasma induces plasma instabilities [209]. Such instabilities represent a very
efficient mechanism for converting the energy and momenta stored in the total system
(composed by the plasma and the jet) into (growing) energy and momenta of gauge fields,
which are initially absent. To the best of our knowledge, only reference [210] considers the
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possibility of the appearance of filamentation instabilities produced by hard jets in heavy-ion
collisions.

We have studied this phenomenon using the chromohydrodynamical approach developed
in [211], assuming the conformal limit for the plasma. Sincewe are describing the system
employing ideal fluid-like equations, our results are validat time scales shorter than the
average time for collisions. A similar analysis using kinetic theory, and reaching to similar
results, will soon be reported.

We have studied the dispersion laws of the gauge collective modes and their dependence
on the velocity of the jetv, the magnitude of the momentum of the collective modek, the angle
θ between these quantities, and of the plasma frequencies of both the plasmaωp and the jet
ωjet. We find that there is always one unstable mode if the velocityof the jet is larger than the
speed of soundcs= 1/

√
3, and if the momentum of the collective mode is in modulus smaller

than a threshold value. Quite interestingly we find that the unstable modes with momentum
parallel to the velocity of the jet is the dominant one for velocity of the jetv. 0.8. For larger
values of the jet velocity only the modes with angles larger than∼ π/8 are significant and the
dominant unstable modes correspond to angles∼ π/4 (see figure 69).
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Figure 69: Largest value of the imaginary part of the dispersion law for the unstable mode as
a function ofb= ω2

jet/ω
2
p for two different values of the velocity of the jetv and five different

angles betweenk andv. The left/right panels correspond tov= 0.8/0.9, respectively.

Our numerical results imply that both in RHIC and in the LHC these instabilities develop
very fast, faster in the case of the LHC as there one assumes thatωp will attain larger values.
Further, the soft gauge fields will eventually decay into soft hadrons, and may affect the
hydrodynamical simulations of shock waves mentioned in reference [206,207].

5. Fluctuations

5.1. Fluctuations and the clustering of color sources

L. Cunqueiro, E. G. Ferreiro and C. Pajares
We present our results on multiplicity andpT fluctuations at LHC energies in the framework of

the clustering of color sources. In this approach, elementary color sources -strings- overlap forming
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clusters, so the number of effective sources is modified. We find that the fluctuations are proportional

to the number of those clusters.

Non-statistical event-by-event fluctuations in relativistic heavy ion collisions have been
proposed as a probe of phase instabilities near de QCD phase transition. The transverse
momentum and the multiplicity fluctuations have been measured at SPS and RHIC energies.
These fluctuations show a non-monotonic behavior with the centrality of the collision: they
grow as the centrality increases, showing a maximum at mid centralities, followed by a
decrease at larger centralities. Different mechanisms have been proposed in order to explain
those data. Here, we will apply the clustering of color sources. In this approach, color
strings are stretched between the colliding partons. Thosestrings act as color sources of
particles which are successively broken by creation ofqq̄ pairs from the sea. The color strings
correspond to small areas in the transverse space filled withcolor field created by the colliding
partons. If the density of strings increases, they overlap in the transverse space, giving rise
to a phenomenon of string fusion and percolation [65]. Percolation indicates that the cluster
size diverges, reaching the size of the system. Thus, variations of the initial state can lead to
a transition from disconnected to connected color clusters. The percolation point signals the
onset of color deconfinement.

These clusters decay into particles with mean transverse momentum and mean
multiplicity that depend on the number of elementary sources that conform each cluster,
and the area occupied by the cluster. In this approach, the behavior of thepT [166] and
multiplicity [167] fluctuations can be understood as follows: at low density, most of the
particles are produced by individual strings with the same transverse momentum< pT >1

and the same multiplicity< µ1 >, so fluctuations are small. At large density, above the critical
point of percolation, we have only one cluster, so fluctuations are not expected either. Just
below the percolation critical density, we have a large number of clusters formed by different
number of stringsn, with different size and thus different< pT >n and different< µ >n so the
fluctuations are maximal.

The variables to measure event-by-eventpT fluctuations areφ andFpT , that quantify the
deviation of the observed fluctuations from statistically independent particle emission:

φ =

√
< Z2 >

< µ >
−

√
< z2 > , (34)

wherezi = pT i− < pT > is defined for each particle andZi =
∑Ni

j=1zj is defined for each event,
and

FpT =
ωdata−ωrandom

ωrandom
, ω =

√
< p2

T > − < pT >2

< pT >
. (35)

Moreover, in order to measure the multiplicity fluctuations, the variance of the multiplicity
distribution scaled to the mean value of the multiplicity has been used. Its behavior is similar
to the one obtained forΦ(pT), used to quantify thepT-fluctuations, suggesting that they are
related to each other. TheΦ-measure is independent of the distribution of number of particle
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sources if the sources are identical and independent from each other. That is,Φ should be
independent of the impact parameter if the nucleus-nucleuscollision is a simple superposition
of nucleon-nucleon interactions.

In Fig. 70 we present our results onpT fluctuations at LHC. Note that the increase of
the energy essentially shifts the maximum position to a lower number of participants [166].
In Fig. 71 we show our values for the scaled variance of negatively charged particles at SPS,
RHIC and LHC energies.

Summarizing: thepT and multiplicity fluctuations are due in our approach to the different
mean< pT > and mean multiplicities of the clusters, and they depend essentially on the
number of clusters. In other words, a decrease in the number of effective sources leads to
a decrease of the fluctuations.

5.2. Fluctuations of particle multiplicities from RHIC to LHC

G. Torrieri
We define an observable capable of determining which statistical model, if any, governs freeze-

out in very high energy heavy ion collisions such as RHIC and LHC. We calculate this observable for

K/π fluctuations, and show that it should be the same for RHIC and LHC, as well as independent of

centrality, if the Grand-Canonical statistical model is appropriate and chemical equilibrium applies.

We describe variations of this scaling for deviations from this scenario, such as light quark chemical

non-equilibrium, strange quark over-saturation and local(canonical) equilibrium for strange quarks.

Particle yield fluctuations are a promising observable to falsify the statistical model and
to constrain its parameters (choice of ensemble, strangeness/light quark chemical equilibrium)
[212]. The uncertainities associated with fluctuations, however, warrant that care be taken to
choose a fluctuation observable.
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For instance, volume fluctuations could be originating fromboth initial state effects and
dynamical processes, and are not well understood. Their effect has to be factored out from
multiplicity fluctuations data. One way to do this is to concentrate on fluctuations of particle
ratios, where volume factors out event by event [213]

σ2
N1/N2

=

〈
(∆N1)2

〉

〈N1〉2
+

〈
(∆N2)2

〉

〈N2〉2
−2
〈∆N1∆N2〉
〈N1〉〈N2〉

. (36)

This, however, introduces anaveragehadronization volume dependence through the
〈
N1,2

〉

terms (two in the denominator, one in the numerator of Eq. 36).
This feature allows us to perform an invaluable consistencychech for the statistical

model, since the volume going into the ratio fluctuations must, for consistency, be the same as
the volume going into the yields. Thus, observables such asd〈N1〉

dy σ2
N1/N2

should be strictly
independent of multiplicity and centrality, as long as the statistical model holds and the
physically appropriate ensemble is Grand Canonical.

We propose doing this test, at both RHIC and LHC, using the corrected variance

Ψ
N1
N1/N2

=
dN1

dy
ν

dyn
N1/N2

(37)

whereνdyn
N1/N2

is theoretically equal to the corrected mixed variance [214]

ν
dyn
N1/N2

= (σdyn
N1/N2

)2 = σ2
N1/N2

− (σPoisson
N1/N2

)2 =

=
〈N1(N1−1)〉
〈N1〉2

+
〈N2(N2−1)〉
〈N2〉2

−2
〈N1N2〉
〈N1〉 〈N2〉

(38)

SHAREv2.X [170] provides the possibility of calculating all ingredients ofΨN1
N1/N2

for
any hadrons, incorporating the effect of all resonance decays, as well as chemical
(non)equilibrium. The calculation forΨπ

−
K−/π− , as well asΨπ

−
K−/π− is shown in Fig. 72. These

species were chosen because their correlations (from resonance decays,N∗→ N1N2), which
would need corrections for limited experimental acceptance, are small.

Equilibrium thermal and chemical parameters are very similar at RHIC and the LHC(the
baryo-chemical potential will be lower at the LHC, but it is so low at RHIC that the difference
is not experimentally detectable). Thus,ΨN1

N1/N2
should be identical, to within experimental

error, for both the LHC and RHIC, over all multiplicities were the statistical model is thought
to apply.

According to [168], chemical conditions at freeze-out deviate from equilibrium, and
reflect the higher entropy contect and strangeness per entropy content of the early deconfined
phase through an over-saturated phase space occupancy for the light and strange quarks
(γs> γq > 1). If this is true, thanΨN1

N1/N2
should still be independent of centrality for a given

energy range, but should go markedly up for the LHC from RHIC,because of the increase in
γq andγs. Fig. 72 shows what effect three different sets ofγq,s inferred in [168] would have
onΨπ

−
K−/π− andΨπ

−
K−/K+

If non-statistical processes (minijets, string breaking etc.) dominate event-by-event
physics, the flatΨN1

N1/N2
scaling on centrality/multiplicity should be broken, andΨN1

N1/N2
would

exhibit a non-trivial dependence onNpart or dN/dy.
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This is also true if global correlations persist, such as is the case in Canonical and
micro-canonical models [215] If global correlations persist for particleN2 and/or N1, than
Ψ

N1
N1/N2

becomes reduced, and starts strongly varying with centrality in lower multiplicity

events. Thus, if strangeness at RHIC/the LHC is created and maintained locally,ΨN1
N1/N2

should develop a “wiggle” at low centrality, and be considerably lower than Grand Canonical
expectation. ForΨπ

−
K+/K− it should be lower by a factor of two.

In conclusion, measuringΨπ
−

K−/π− andΨπ
−

K+/K−, at comparing the results between the LHC
and RHIC can provide an invaluable falsification of the statistical model, as well as constraints
as towhichstatistical model applies in these regimes.
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Figure 72:

6. High transverse momentum observables and jets

6.1. Jet quenching parameterq̂ from Wilson loops in a thermal environment

D. Antonov and H. J. Pirner
The gluon jet quenching parameter is calculated in SU(3) quenched QCD within the stochastic

vacuum model. At the LHC-relevant temperatures, it is defined by the gluon condensate and the

vacuum correlation length. Numerically, when the temperature varies fromTc= 270MeV to the inverse

vacuum correlation lengthµ = 894MeV, the jet quenching parameter rises from zero to 1.1GeV2/fm.

At LHC energies, radiative energy loss is the dominant mechanism of jet energy loss in
the quark-gluon plasma. The expectation value of a light-like adjoint Wilson loop provides an
estimate for the radiative energy loss of a gluon [216]:

〈
Wadj.

L‖×L⊥

〉
= exp

(
− q̂

4
√

2
L‖L

2
⊥

)
. (39)

The contour of the loop at zero temperature is depicted in Fig. 73. We have calculated
the jet quenching parameter̂q in the SU(3) quenched theory through the evaluation of the
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Wilson loop (39). To this end, we have used the stochastic vacuum model [217] atT > Tc,
whereTc = 270MeV is the deconfinement temperature. This model incorporates the gluon
condensate which, together with the vacuum correlation length, defines the jet quenching
parameter. This is different from the results obtained within perturbative QCD [218] and
conformal field theories [216], where ˆq∝ T3.

The hierarchy of scales in our problem isµ−1≪ L⊥ ≪ β≪ L‖, whereβ is the inverse
temperature, andµ = 894MeV is the inverse vacuum correlation length. Due to thex4-
periodicity at finite temperature, the contour depicted in Fig. 73 effectively splits into
segments whose extensions along the 3rd and the 4th axes areβ. Furthermore, due to the
short-rangeness of gluonic correlations, which fall off at the vacuum correlation length, the
dominant contribution to ˆq stems from self-interactions of individual segments. We have also
calculated the contribution stemming from the correlations of neighboring segments, which
turns out to be parametrically (and numerically) suppressed by the factor e−µ/T . For this
reason, the even smaller contributions from the next-to-nearest neighboring segments on are
disregarded. The contributions of individual and neighboring segments read

q̂=
g2

〈
(Fa

µν)
2
〉
T=0

16µ

[√
2− T

µ

(
1−e−

√
2µ/T

)] [
coth

(
µ

2T

)
−coth

(
µ

2Tc

)]
and

∆q̂=
g2

〈
(Fa

µν)
2
〉
T=0

16µ
e−µ/T

[
1− T

µ

(
1−e−µ/T

)] [
coth

(
µ

2T

)
−coth

(
µ

2Tc

)]
,

respectively. The right most brackets in these equations define the temperature dependence
of the gluon condensate, corresponding to the exponential fall-off of its nonlocal
counterpart [219]. As for the zero-temperature value of thegluon condensate, it can be
expressed through the vacuum correlation length and the string tension in the fundamental
representation of SU(3),σ = (440MeV)2, and reads [220]g2

〈
(Fa

µν)
2
〉
T=0
= (72/π)σµ2 =

3.55GeV4. The above contributions together with their sum are plotted in Fig. 74. Note
finally that, in the large-Nc limit, our full result for the jet quenching parameter behaves as
N0

c , i.e. it does not scale withNc. This behavior is similar to those of other models [216,218].

6.2. Particle Ratios at High pT at LHC Energies

G. G. Barnaföldi, P. Lévai, B. A. Cole, G. Fai and G. Papp
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Figure 74: The full jet quenching parameter and relative contributions to it.

Hadron production has been calculated in a pQCD improved parton model forpp, dA and heavy

ion collisions. We applied KKP and AKK fragmentation functions. Our jet fragmentation study shows,

that hadron ratios at highpT depend on quark contribution mostly and less on the gluonic one. This

finding can be seen in jet-energy loss calculations, also. Wedisplay the suppression pattern on different

hadron ratios inPbPbcollisions at LHC energies.

The precision of pQCD based parton model calculations was enhanced during the last
decade. The calculated spectra allow to make predictions not only for the hadron yields, but
for sensitive particle ratios and nuclear modifications. For the calculation of particle ratios
new fragmentation functions are needed not only for the mostproduced light mesons, but for
protons also. From the experimental point of view one requires identified particle spectra by
RHIC and LHC. Especially the ALICE detector has a unique capability to measure identified
particles at highest transverse momenta viaČherenkov detectors. Theπ±/K± andK±/p(p̄)
ratios can be measured up to 3 GeV/c and 5 GeV/c respectively.

Here we calculate hadron ratios in our next-to-leading order pQCD improved parton
model based on Ref. [221] with intrinsic transverse momenta, determined by the expected
c.m. energy evolution along the lines of Ref. [221]. The presented ratios are based onπ, K
andp spectra which were calculated by AKK fragmentation functions [14]. First we compare
calculated particle ratios to the data of the STAR collaboration measured inAuAucollisions
at
√

s= 200AGeV RHIC energy [222, 223]. Predictions for high-pT hadron ratios at RHIC
and at LHC energies in most central (0−10%)PbPbcollisions are also shown in Fig. 75.

On theleft panelof Fig. 75, particle ratios are compared toAuAucollisions at
√

s= 200
AGeV STAR K/π (dots) and p/π (triangles) data. The agreement between the RHIC data
and the calculations at RHIC energy can be considered acceptable atpT & 5 GeV/c, with an
opacity ofL/λ = 4. However, at lower momenta, where pQCD is no longer reliable, the ratios
differ from the calculated curves.

The right panelshows calculations forPbPb collisions for
√

s = 5.5 ATeV energy.
Using a simple dN/dy ∼ 1500− 3000 estimation, we expect aL/λ ≈ 8 opacity in most
centralPbPb collisions. For comparison, we plotted theL/λ = 0 and 4 values also. The
lower- and intermediate-pT variation of the hadron ratios arise from the different strengths
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Figure 75: Calculated charge-averagedK/π andp/π ratios inAAcollisions at RHIC and LHC
energies. RHIC curves are compared to STAR [222,223] data at

√
s= 200AGeV.

of the jet quenching for quark and gluon contributions [224]. Due to the quark dominated
fragmentation, the difference disappears at high-pT in the ratios.

6.3.π0 fixed p⊥ suppression and elliptic flow at LHC

A. Capella, E. G. Ferreiro, A. Kaidalov and K. Tywoniuk
Using a final state interaction model which describes the data on these two observables, at RHIC,

we make predictions at the LHC – using the same cross-sectionand p⊥-shift. The increase in the

medium density between these two energies (by a factor closeto three) produces an increase of the

fixed p⊥ π0 suppression by a factor 2 at largep⊥ and ofv2 by a factor 1.5.

6.3.1. π0 fixed p⊥ suppression Final state interaction (FSI) effects have been observed in
AA collisions. They are responsible of strangeness enhancement, J/ψ supression, fixedp⊥
supression, azimuthal asymmetry, ... Is it the manifestation of the formation of a new state
of matter or can it be described in a FSI model with no reference to an equation of state,
thermalization, hydrodynamics, ... ? We take the latter view and try to describe all these
obseervables within a unique formalism : the well known gainand loss differential equations.
We assume [225] that, at least for particles withp⊥ larger than< p⊥ >, the interaction with
the hot medium produces ap⊥-shift δp⊥ towards lower values and thus the yield at a givenp⊥
is reduced. There is also a gain term due to particles produced at p⊥+δp⊥. Due to the strong
decrease of thep⊥-distributions with increasingp⊥, the loss is much larger than the gain.
Asuming boost invariance and dilution of the densities in 1/τ due to longitudinal expansion,
we obtain

τdNπ0(b, s, p⊥)

dτ
= −σN(b, s)

[
Nπ0(b, s, p⊥)−Nπ0(b, s, p⊥+δp⊥)

]
(40)
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HereN ≡ dN/dyd2s is the transverse density of the medium andNπ0 the corresponding
one of theπ0 [226]. This has to be integrated between initial timeτ0 and freeze-out timeτ f .
The solution deepnds only onτ f /τ0. We useσ = 1.4 mb at both energies andδp⊥ = p1.5

⊥ /20
for p⊥ < 2.9 GeV andδp⊥ = p0.8

⊥ /9.5 for p⊥ > 2.9 GeV [227]. Eq. (40) at smallτ describes
an interaction at the partonic level. Indeed, here the densities are very large and the hadrons
not yet formed. At later times the interaction is hadronic. Most of the effect takes place in
the partonic phase. We use a single (effective) value ofσ for all values of the proper timeτ.
The results at RHIC and LHC are given in Fig. 76. At LHC only shadowing [226] has been
included in the initial state. The suppression is given by the dashed line. It coincides withRAA

for p⊥ large enough – when shadowing and Cronin efffects are no longer present. The LHC
suppression is thus a factor of two larger than at RHIC.

6.3.2. Elliptic flow Final state interaction in our approach gives rise to a positive
v2 [227] (no need for an equation of state or hydro). Indeed, when the π0 is
emitted at θR = 90◦ its path length is maximal (maximal absorption). In order to
compute it we assume that the density of the hot medium is proportional to the path
length RθR(b, s) of the π0 inside the interaction region determined by its transverse
position s and its azimuthal angleθR. Hence, we replaceN(b, s) by N(b, s)RθR(b, s)/
< RθR(b, s) > whereRθR is theπ0 path length and<> denotes its average overθR. (In this
way the averaged transverse densityN(b, s) is unchanged). The suppressionSπ0(b, s) depends
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now onθR andv2 is given by

v2(b, p⊥) =

∫
dθRSπ0(b, p⊥, θR)cos2θR

∫
dθRSπ0(b, p⊥, θR)

(41)

The results at RHIC and LHC are presented in Fig. 77.

6.4. Energy dependence of jet transport parameter

J. Casalderrey-Solana and X. N. Wang
We study the evolution and saturation of the gluon distribution function in the quark-gluon plasma

as probed by a propagating parton and its effect on the computation of the jet quenching or transport

parameter ˆq. For hard probes, this evolution at smallx= Q2
s/6ET leads to a jet energy dependence of

q̂

Within the picture of multiple parton scattering in QCD, theenergy loss for an energetic
parton propagating in a dense medium is dominated by inducedgluon bremsstrahlung.
Taking into account of the non-Abelian Landau-Pomeranchuck-Midgal (LPM) interference,
the radiative parton energy loss [228],

∆E =
αsNc

4
q̂RL2, (42)

is found to depend on the jet transport or energy loss parameter q̂ which describes the averaged
transverse momentum transfer squared per unit distance (ormean-free-path). HereR is the
color representation of the propagating parton inS U(3).

The transport parameter ˆqR experienced by a propagating parton can be defined in terms
of the unintegrated gluon distributionsφk(x,q2

T) of the color sources in the quark-gluon
plasma,

q̂R=
4π2CR

N2
c −1

ρ

∫ µ2

0

d2qT

(2π)2

∫
dxδ(x−

q2
T

2p−〈k+〉)αs(q
2
T)φ(x,q2

T), (43)

where〈k+〉 is the average energy of the color sources andφ(x,q2
T) is the corresponding average

unintegrated gluon distribution function per color source. The integrated gluon distribution is

xG(x,µ2) =
∫ µ2

0

d2qT

(2π)2
φ(x,qT). (44)

Since we are interested in the determination of ˆqR at large jet energies, we need to know
the unintegrated parton distributionφ(x,q2

T) in Eq. (43) at smallx ∼
〈
q2

T

〉
/6ET. For a large

path length, the typical total momentum transfer, ˆqL, which will set the scale of the process,
is also large. These scales lead to the evolution of the gluondistribution function. In the
medium, this evolution may be modified due to the interactionof the radiated gluons with
thermal partons. However, since the medium effects are of the order ofµD << T, we neglect
those at hard scales. Given that both the scale and the rapidity are large, we describe the
the (linear) vacuum evolution in the double logarithmic approximation (DLA) [229]. The
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Figure 78: Jet quenching parameter ˆq as a function of the path length (left) and jet energy
(right). The square (triangle) marks the value of ˆq for thermal particle atT = 0.4 GeV (T = 0.6
GeV). Significant corrections to the energy dependence are expected at low energy which
should approach their thermal value atE = 3T.

thermal gluon distribution function at a scaleµ2 = T2 is determined via the hard thermal loop
approximation and it is used as an initial condition for the evolution. As in vacuum, the
growth of the gluon distribution function leads to saturation which tame this growth for scales
µ2 < Q2

s. The saturation scale is estimated from the linearly evolved distribution. The details
of the computation can be found in [230].

The evolution leads to a jet energy dependence of the transport parameter that is stronger
than any power of logarithmic dependence. The saturation effect also gives rise to a non-
trivial length dependence of the jet transport parameter. These two features are shown in
Figure 78, where we compute the transport parameter forT = 0.4 GeV (RHIC) andT = 0.6
GeV (LHC). In both cases, the energy dependence of ˆq is significant, leading to a factor of 2
difference between jets of 20 and 200 GeV. This difference is larger for small jet path lengths.
The computation also shows that ˆq grows as the path length decreases. Both dependences
translate into different amount of radiative energy loss Eq. (42). Let us note, however, that the
derivation of Eq. (42) assumes a constant ˆq; thus, the relation between the radiative energy
loss and the transport parameter should be revisited for an energy/length dependent ˆq.

6.5. PQM prediction of RAA (pT ) and RCP(pT ) at midrapidity in Pb–Pb collisions at the
LHC

A. Dainese, C. Loizides and G. Paić
The Parton Quenching Model (PQM) couples the BDMPS-SW quenching weights for radiative

energy loss with a realistic description of the nucleus–nucleus collision geometry, based on the

Glauber model. We present the predictions for the nuclear modification factors, in Pb–Pb relative

to pp collisions (RAA ) and in central relative to peripheral Pb–Pb collisions (RCP), of the transverse

momentum distributions of light-flavour hadrons at midrapidity.

The Parton Quenching Model (PQM) [231], which combines the pQCD BDMPS-SW
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framework for the probabilistic calculation of parton energy loss in extended partonic matter
of given size and density [232] with a realistic descriptionof the collision overlap geometry
(Glauber model) in a static medium, was shown to describe thetransverse momentum and
centrality dependence of the leading particle suppressionin Au–Au collisions at top RHIC
energy. The model has one single parameter that sets the scale of the BDMPS transport
coefficient q̂, hence of the medium density. The parameter has been tuned [231] on the basis
of the RAA data at

√
sNN = 200 GeV, that indicate a transport coefficient in the range 4–

14 GeV2/ fm. We scale the model parameter to LHC energy assuming its proportionality to
the expected volume-density of gluonsng. Using the value ofng predicted for the LHC by the
EKRT saturation model [74] (which gives dNch/dy≃ 3000), we obtain ˆq≃ 25–100 GeV2/ fm.

In PQM we obtain the leading-particle suppression in nucleus–nucleus collisions by
calculating the hadron-level transverse momentum distributions in a Monte Carlo approach.
The ‘event loop’ that we iterate is the following: 1) Generation of a parton, quark or gluon,
with pT > 5 GeV, using the PYTHIA event generator in pp mode with CTEQ 4Lparton
distribution functions; nuclear shadowing is neglected, since it’s effect is expected to be
small above 5–10 GeV inpT ; the pT -dependence of the quarks-to-gluons ratio is taken
from PYTHIA. 2) Sampling of a parton production point and propagation direction in the
transverse plane, according to the density of binary collisions, and determination of the in-
medium path length and of the path-averaged ˆq, the inputs for the calculation of the quenching
weights, i.e. the energy-loss probability distributionP(∆E). 3) Sampling of an energy
loss∆E according toP(∆E) (non-reweighted case [231]) and definition of the new parton
transverse momentum,pT −∆E; 4) Fragmentation of the parton to a hadron using the leading-
order Kniehl-Kramer-Pötter (KKP) fragmentation functions. Quenched and unquenchedpT

distributions are obtained including or excluding the third step of the chain. The nuclear
modification factorRAA (pT ) is given by their ratio.

The left-hand panel of Fig. 79 shows thepT -dependence of theRAA nuclear modification
factor in 0–10% central Pb–Pb at

√
sNN = 5.5 TeV relative to pp. TheRAA for central Au–

Au collisions at top RHIC energy is also shown and compared toπ0 data from the PHENIX
experiment [233]. PQM predicts for central Pb–Pb at the LHC avery slow increase ofRAA

with pT , from about 0.1 at 10 GeV to about 0.2 at 100 GeV. The right-hand panel of the
figure shows theRCP central-to-peripheral nuclear modification factor for different centrality
classes relative to the peripheral class 70–80%.

6.6. Effect of dynamical QCD medium on radiative heavy quark energy loss

M. Djordjevic and U. Heinz
The computation of radiative energy loss in a dynamically screened QCD medium is a key

ingredient for obtaining reliable predictions for jet quenching in ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions.

We calculate, to first order in the number of scattering centers, the energy loss of a heavy quark

traveling through an infinite and time-independent QCD medium consisting of dynamical constituents.

We show that the result for a dynamical medium is almost twicethat obtained previously for a

medium consisting of randomly distributed static scattering centers. A quantitative description of
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they have a 10% normalization systematic error [233]. Right: RCP(pT ) for Pb–Pb collisions
at
√

sNN = 5.5 TeV.

jet suppression in RHIC and LHC experiments thus must correctly account for the dynamics of the

medium’s constituents.

Heavy flavor suppression is considered to be a powerful tool to study the properties of a
QCD medium created in ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions [234]. The suppression results
from the energy loss of high energy partons moving through the plasma [235]. Therefore, the
reliable computations of heavy quark (collisional and radiative) energy loss mechanisms are
essential for the reliable predictions of jet suppression.

However, currently available heavy quark radiative energyloss studies suffer from one
crucial drawback: The medium induced radiative energy lossis computed in a QCD medium
consisting of randomly distributed but static scattering centers (“static QCD medium”).
Within such approximation, the collisional energy loss is exactly zero, which is contrary to
the recent calculations [236] that showed that the collisional contribution is important and
comparable to the radiative energy loss. Due to this, it became necessary to obtain the heavy
quark radiative energy loss in a dynamical QCD medium, and totest how good is the static
approximation in these calculations.

In this proceeding, we report on a first important step, the calculation of heavy
quark radiative energy loss in an infinite and time-independent QCD medium consisting of
dynamical constituents. By comparing with the static medium calculation this permits us to
qualitatively assess the importance of dynamical effects on radiative energy loss.
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We compute the medium induced radiative energy loss for a heavy quark to first (lowest)
order in number of scattering centers. To compute this process, we consider the radiation
of one gluon induced by one collisional interaction with themedium. In distinction to the
static case, we take into account that the collisional interactions are exhibited with dynamical
(moving) medium partons. To simplify the calculations, we consider an infinite QCD medium
and assume that the on-shell heavy quark is produced at timex0 = −∞, i.e. we consider
the Bethe-Heitler limit. The calculations were performed by using two Hard-Thermal Loop
approach, and are presented in [237]. As the end result, we obtained a closed expression for
the radiative energy loss in dynamical QCD medium. This result allows us to compare the
radiative energy loss in dynamical and static QCD medium, from which we can observe two
main differences. First, there is anO(15%) decrease in the mean free path which increases
the energy loss rate in the dynamical medium byO(20%). Second, there is a change in the
shape and normalization of the emitted gluon spectrum. Thissecond difference leads to an
additional significant increase of the heavy quark energy loss rate and of the emitted gluon
radiation spectrum by about 50% for the dynamical QCD medium. The numerical results are
briefly discussed below.
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Figure 80: Left panel: Ratio of the fractional radiative energy loss in dynamical and static
media for charm quarks as a function of initial quark energyE. Right panel:Asymptotic
value of the radiative energy loss ratio for high energy quarks as a function of their mass, with
marks indicating the light, charm and bottom quarks. For theparameter values, see [237].

Left panel of the Fig. 80 shows the energy loss ratio between dynamical and static media
for charm quark under the LHC conditions. We see that the ratio is almost independent of
the momentump of the fast charm quark, saturating at≃ 1.75 abovep& 100 GeV and being
even somewhat larger at smaller momenta. The dynamical enhancement persists at constant
level to the largest possible charm quark energies. Therefore, we can conclude that there is
no quark energy domain where the assumption of static scatterers in the medium becomes a
valid approximation. Further, the mass of the fast quark plays only a minor role for its energy
loss. The right panel in Fig. 80 shows the asymptotic energy loss ratio for very high energy
quarks as a function of the quark mass. While the dynamical enhancement is largest for light
quarks, the difference between light and bottom quarks is only about 15%, andb quarks still
suffer about 70% more energy loss in a dynamical medium than in onewith static scattering
centers.

In summary, we obtained an important qualitative conclusion that the constituents
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of QCD medium cannot be approximated as static scattering centers in the energy loss
computations. Therefore, the dynamical effects have to be included for the reliable prediction
of radiative energy loss and heavy flavor suppression in the upcoming high luminosity RHIC
and LHC experiments.

6.7. Charged hadron RAA as a function of pT at LHC

T. Renk and K. J. Eskola
We compute the nuclear suppression factorRAA for charged hadrons within a radiative energy

loss picture using a hydrodynamical evolution to describe the soft medium inducing energy loss. A

minijet+ saturation picture provides initial conditions for LHC energies and leading order perturbative

QCD (LO pQCD) is used to compute the parton spectrum before distortion by energy loss.

We calculate the suppression of hard hadrons induced by the presence of a soft medium
produced in central Pb-Pb collisions at

√
sNN = 5.5 TeV at the LHC. Note that this prediction

depends on knowledge of the medium. In the present calculation, the medium evolution is
likewise predicted and has to be confirmed before the suppression can be tested. Note further
that the calculation is only valid where hadron production is dominated by fragmentation and
that it cannot be generalized to the suppression of jets since the requirement of observing a
hard hadron leads to showers in which the momentum flow is predominantly through a single
parton. This is not so for jets in which the momentum flow is shared on average among several
partons (which requires a different framework).

We describe the soft medium evolution by the boost-invariant hydrodynamical model
discussed in [31] where the initial conditions for LHC are computed from perturbative
QCD+saturation [74]. Our calculation for the propagation of partons through the medium
follows the BDMPS formalism for radiative energy loss usingquenching weights [232].
Details of the implementation can be found in [238].

The probability densityP(x0,y0) for finding a hard vertex at the transverse position
r0 = (x0,y0) and impact parameterb is given by the normalized product of the nuclear profile
functions. We compute the energy loss probabilityP(∆E)path for any given path from a vertex
through the medium by evaluating the line integrals

ωc(r0,φ) =
∫ ∞

0
dξ ξq̂(ξ) and 〈q̂L〉(r0,φ) =

∫ ∞

0
dξ q̂(ξ).

Along the path where we assume the relation

q̂(ξ) = K ·2 · ǫ3/4(ξ)(coshρ−sinhρcosα)

between the local transport coefficient q̂(ξ), the energy densityǫ and the local flow rapidityρ
as given in the hydrodynamical model. The angleα is between flow and parton trajectory. We
view the constantK as a tool to account for the uncertainty in the selection ofαs and possible
non-perturbative effects increasing the quenching power of the medium (see [238]) and adjust
it such that pionicRAA for central Au-Au collisions at RHIC is described. The result for LHC
is then an extrapolation withK fixed.
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Using the numerical results of [232], we obtainP(∆E;ωc,R)pathforωc andR= 2ω2
c/〈q̂L〉.

From this distribution given a single path, we can define the averaged energy loss probability
distributionP(∆E)〉TAA by averaging over all possible paths, weighted with the probability
densityP(x0,y0) for finding a hard vertex in the transverse plane.

We consider all partons as absorbed whose energy loss is formally larger than their
initial energy. The momentum spectrum of produced partons is calculated in LO pQCD.
The medium-modified perturbative production of hadrons is obtained from the convolution

dσAA→h+X
med =

∑

f

dσAA→ f+X
vac ⊗〈P(∆E)〉TAA ⊗Dvac

f→h(z,µ2
F)

with Dvac
f→h(z,µ2

F) the fragmentation function. From this we compute the nuclear modification
factorRAA as

RAA (pT ,y) =
dNh

AA/dpTdy

TAA (b)dσpp/dpTdy
.
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Figure 81: Expectation for thepT dependence of the nuclear suppression factorRAA for
charged hadrons in central Pb-Pb collisions at midrapidityat the LHC.

Figure 81 shows the expected behaviour ofRAA with hadronic transverse momentumpT

at midrapidity. On quite general grounds, we expect a rise ofRAA with pT for any energy
loss model in which the energy loss probability does not strongly depend on the initial parton
energy as more of the shift in energy becomes accessible (see[238]). The detailed form of
the rise is then sensitive to the form ofP(∆E)〉TAA .

6.8. Nuclear suppression of jets and RAA at the LHC

G. Y. Qin, J. Ruppert, S. Turbide, C. Gale and S. Jeon
The nuclear modification factorRAA for charged hadron production at the LHC is predicted from

jet energy loss induced by gluon bremsstrahlung. The Arnold, Moore, and Yaffe [239–241] formalism

is used, together with an ideal hydrodynamical model [31].

We present a calculation of the nuclear modification factorRAA for charged hadron
production as a function ofpT in Pb+Pb collisions at

√
sNN = 5.5 TeV in central collisions at
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mid-rapidity at the LHC. The net-energy loss of the partonicjets is calculated by applying the
Arnold, Moore, and Yaffe (AMY) formalism to calculate gluon bremsstrahlung [239–241].
The details of jet suppression relies on an understanding ofthe nuclear medium, namely
the temperatures and flow profiles that are experienced by partonic jets while they interact
with partonic matter atT ≥ Tc. Our predictions use a boost-invariant ideal hydrodynamic
model with initial conditions calculated from perturbative QCD+ saturation [31, 74]. It
is emphasized that the reliability of this work hinges on thevalidity of hydrodynamics at
the LHC. It has been verified thatRAA for π0 production as a function ofpT as obtained
in the same boost-invariant ideal hydrodynamical model adjusted to Au+Au collisions at
√

sNN = 0.2 TeV [31] is in agreement with preliminary data from PHENIX in central collisions
at RHIC (and the result is very close to the one obtained in 3D hydrodynamics presented
in [242]). In AMY the strong coupling constantαs is a direct measure of the interaction
strength between the jet and the thermalized soft medium andis the only quantity not
uniquely determined in the model, once the temperature and flow evolution is fixed by the
initial conditions and subsequent hydrodynamical expansion. We found that assuming a
constantαs = 0.33 describes the experimental data in most central collisions at RHIC. It is
conjectured thatαs should not be changed very much at the LHC since the initial temperature
is about twice larger than the one at RHIC whereasαs is only logarithmically dependent on
temperature. We present results forαs= 0.33 and 0.25.

For details of the calculation of nuclear suppression, we refer the reader to [242]. The
extension to the LHC once the medium evolution andαs are fixed is straightforward. The
initial jets are produced with an initial momentum distribution of jets computed from pQCD
in the factorization formalism including nuclear shadowing effects. The probability density
PAA (~r⊥) of finding a hard jet at the transverse position~r⊥ in central A+A collisions is given
by the normalized product of the nuclear thickness functions,PAA (~r⊥) = TA(~r⊥)TA(~r⊥)/TAA

and is calculated for Pb+Pb collisions. The evolution of the jet momentum distribution
P j(p, t)= dN j(p, t)/dpdy in the medium is calculated by solving a set of coupled rate equations
with the following generic form,

dP j(p, t)

dt
=

∑

ab

∫
dk

Pa(p+k, t)
dΓa

jb(p+k, p)

dkdt
−P j(p, t)

dΓ j
ab(p,k)

dkdt

 ,

where dΓ j
ab(p,k)/ddt is the transition rate for the partonic processj→ a+b which depends on

the temperature and flow profiles experienced by the jets traversing the medium. The hadron
spectrum dNh

AA /d
2pTdy is obtained by the fragmentation of jets after their passingthrough

the medium. The nuclear modification factorRAA is computed as

Rh
AA (~pT ,y) =

1
Ncoll

dNh
AA /d

2pTdy

dNh
pp/d2pTdy

.

In figure 82 we present a prediction for charged hadronRAA as a function ofpT at mid-
rapidity for central collisions at the LHC. We consider thatthese two values ofαs define a
sensible band of physical parameters.
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Figure 82: ThepT dependence of the nuclear modification factorRAA for charged hadrons in
central Pb+Pb collisions at mid-rapidity at the LHC.

6.9. Perturbative jet energy loss mechanisms: learning from RHIC, extrapolating to LHC

S. Wicks and M. Gyulassy
In many recent papers, collisional energy loss has been found to be of the same order as

radiative energy loss for parameters applicable to the QGP at RHIC. As the temperature and jet

energy dependence of collisional energy loss differs from that of radiative loss, the interpretation of the

results at RHIC affects our extrapolation to predictions for the LHC. We present results from a hybrid

collisional plus radiative model, combining DGLV radiative loss with HTL-modified collisional loss,

including the fluctuation spectrum for small numbers of collisions and gluons emitted.

Collisional energy loss is an essential component of the physics of high momentum
partonic jets traversing the quark-gluon plasma [243, 244]. If we do not properly understand
the energy loss mechanisms that are important at RHIC, then we cannot accurately extrapolate
in medium density and jet energy to make predictions for the LHC.

WHDG [244] made a first attempt at including both collisionaland DGLV radiative
energy loss processes. A simple model of the collisional energy loss was used: leading
log average loss with a Gaussian distribution around this average, the width given by
the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. For the short lengthsof interest in the QGP fireball
(≈ 0− 6fm), we expect a jet to undergo only a small number of significant collisions. But
the fluctuation spectrum for this will be different than that implemented in the WHDG
model: instead, the distinctly non-Gaussian fluctuation inenergy loss in 0,1,2,3 collisions
is necessary. We present here results and predictions from an improved hybrid radiative plus
collisional energy loss model which include a full evaluation of these fluctuations.

A significant uncertainty in the model is the use of a fixed strong coupling constant. In
WHDG, a canonical valueαs = 0.3 was used, validated by the fitting of the pionRAA(pT) at
RHIC. Here, for a fixed densitydNg/dy= 1000, an increased couplingαs= 0.4 is necessary to
do the same. In fact, if the collisional component of the energy loss is neglected completely,
a further increased coupling ofαs= 0.5 would be necessary, as shown in the left-hand side of
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Fig. 83. Both values, while large, are still in a possible perturbative kinematical region, and
are evaluated with medium densities constrained by the total entropy and multiplicity of the
collision.

Is it possible to differentiate between these two scenarios: one including collisional loss,
the other neglecting it but increasing the coupling to compensate? Staying with the most
simple observables, single particle inclusives in centralcollisions, we have three dependences
to test: the dependence on medium density, jet energy and jetmass. The first is tested by the
predicted increased density of the medium to be produced at the LHC (consistency between
the left plot and either the central or right plot in Fig. 83).The very high momentum reach
available for measurements involving gluon and light quarkjets is valuable for the second
(radiative versus radiative plus collisional in the central and right hand plots of Fig. 83), and
the separate detection of D and B mesons gives us the third (asin Fig. 84). All these together
will provide very strong constraints on the energy loss models, even before considering
observables beyond the single-particle inclusives.

Figure 83: RAA for pions for RHIC (left) and two possible densities at LHC (central and
right). The main result, the hybrid radiative plus collisional energy loss model forαs= 0.4, is
compared to a radiative energy loss alone model for an increase value of the strong coupling.
The increased range in momentum available at the LHC enablesthe different slopes of the
two models to be seen.

There are still significant uncertainties in the energy lossmodel. The most important
kinematic region for evaluation of both the collisional andradiative energy losses are for
energy and momentum transfers from the medium greater thanµD, the Debye mass. This is
the region in which we know the least about the physics of the QGP: beyond the HTL region,
but before a region of vacuum gluon exchange, especially if processes close to the light-cone
of the exchanged gluon are important (as it is for collisional energy loss). This can produce
an uncertainty of≈ 50% for the average collisional loss, which may not be correlated with an
uncertainty in the radiative loss. Such large uncertainties affect both the explanation of RHIC
data and the extrapolation to the LHC.
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Figure 84:RAA for observable products of heavy quark jets at RHIC (electrons - left) and two
possible densities at the LHC (D and B mesons - right). There is considerable uncertainty
in the perturbative production of c and b jets. This shows up in the results for electrons
at RHIC in the large uncertainty band,±0.1 or greater - as the ratio of c to b jets is very
uncertain. However, the uncertainty in D and B mesonRAAs is small (approximately±0.02) -
the different slopes on the individual spectra have very little effect on the mesonRAA results.

6.10. Jet evolution in the Quark Gluon Plasma

H. J. Pirner, K. Zapp, J. Stachel, G. Ingelman and J. Rathsman
Jet evolution is calculated in the leading log approximation. We solve the evolution equation

for the branching of gluons in vacuum, using a triple differential fragmentation functionD(x,Q2, p2
⊥).

Adding an extra scattering term for evolution in the quark gluon plasma we investigate the influence

of the temperature of the plasma on the differential cross section of partons dN/dln(1/x) in a jet of

virtuality Q2 = (90 GeV)2. Due to scattering on the gluons in the plasma the multiplicity increases, the

centroid of the distribution shifts to smallerx values and the width narrows.

The evolution equation for the transition of a partoni with virtuality Q2 and momentum
(1,k⊥) into a parton j with momentum (z, p⊥) can be constructed in leading logarithmic
approximation [245]. In a dense medium they are modified due to the possibility that the
parton is scattered. The scatterings change the transversemomentum of the leading fast parton
by giving it ~q⊥ kicks, but they do not change the mass scale or virtuality of the fast parton.
The lifetime of a virtual parton can be estimated as dτ = E/Q2

0(dQ2/Q2) using the uncertainty
principle (E is the parton energy andQ2

0 is the infrared scale). Evolving along a straight line
path in a homogeneous plasma with a density of gluonsng we obtain a modified evolution
equation

Q2∂D j
i (z,Q

2, ~p⊥)

∂Q2
=

αs(Q2)
2π

∫ 1

z

du
u

Pr
i (u,αs(Q

2))
d2~q⊥
π

δ

u(1−u)Q2−
Q2

0

4
−q2
⊥

D j
r

( z
u
,Q2, ~p⊥−

z
u
~q⊥

)

+S(z,Q2, ~p⊥)
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with the scattering termS(z,Q2, p⊥)

S(Q2, ~p⊥) =
zEng

Q2
0

∫ 1

z
dw

∫
d2~q⊥

dσr
i

d2~q⊥

[
D j

r (w,Q
2, ~p⊥−w~q⊥)−D j

r (z,Q
2, ~p⊥)

]
δ

(
w−z−

q2
⊥

2mgE

)
.

The scattering term includes the probability for scattering into and out of thep⊥ bin as well as
the energy loss of the parton. The gluon mass in the plasmamg is related [246] to the Debye
massmg = 1/2mD.

There is an analytic solution for thep⊥ integrated equation restricted to gluons, which
give the dominant contribution to the multiplicity. The solution can be found via Mellin
transformation in a similar fashion as in vacuum [247], the running of the coupling is taken
into account.
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Figure 85: LHS: Multiplicity of two jets with invariant massQ2 in vacuum (dashed line), at
T = 0.8 GeV (dotted line) and atT = 1.0 GeV (full line)
RHS: Differential multiplicity dN/dln(1/x) of jet particles inside a jet with invariant mass
Q2 = (90 GeV)2 in vacuum (dashed line) and atT = 1.0 GeV (full line)

One finds an increase of the multiplicity with temperature and a shift of the centroid of the
ln(1/x) distribution towards smallerx, see figure 85. The width of the distribution, however,
becomes smaller. It remains to be studied in vacuum how the choice of the parameters can be
optimized to the LEP data, for simplicity the above curves are calculated forΛQCD= 250 MeV.
It is well known that in the evolution equation the QCD scale parameter may well be adjusted.
Concerning the effects of the plasma, the form of the cross section and its dependence on
αs(Q2) has to be further investigated. The results look encouraging and serve as an analytical
model with which numerical Monte Carlo calculations can be compared.

There has been a calculation of jet evolution in the modified leading log
approximation [248] which has produced similar shapes for the differential multiplicity
distribution. The advantage of our calculation is that it takes into account the scattering term
explicitly and therefore gives results which depend on the plasma properties. The equation
can also be used to investigate thep⊥ broadening of the parton in the medium, since our input
function contains the transverse momentum as an extra variable explicitly.
Note added in proof:The calculation described in the text has been undergoing several
changes during the last months. Therefore we refer to a forthcoming publication where these
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improvements are included.

6.11. Pion and Photon Spectra at LHC

S. Jeon, I. Sarcevic and J. Jalilian-Marian
Using simple modification of jet fragmentation function that is tuned to reproduce the RHICπ0

data, we had previously predicted photon production at RHICwhich is confirmed by recent PHENIX

data. Using the same parameter set, we predict hightpT pion and prompt photon spectra in Pb-Pb

collisions at LHC.

In perturbative QCD, the inclusive cross section for pion production in a hadronic
collision is given by:

Eπ
d3σ

d3pπ
(
√

s, pπ) =
∫

dxadxbdz
∑

i, j

Fi(xa,Q
2)F j(xb,Q

2)Dc/π(z,Q
2
f )Eπ

d3σ̂i j→cX

d3pπ

wherei and j label hadrons or nuclei anda,b,c label partons.
In heavy-ion collisions, one needs to include nuclear effects. In our model, we take the

parton distribution function for a nucleus to be

Fa/A(x,Q2,bt) = TA(bt)Sa/A(x,Q2)Fa/N(x,Q2)

whereTA is the nuclear thickness function andSa/A is the shadowing function (we use EKS98
parametrization).

Unfortunately, the interaction of parton-medium cannot becalculated within perturbative
QCD, but need to be modeled. The purpose of our model [249–251] is to be as simplistic as
possible so that the essential nature of the energy loss process can manifest. To achieve this
goal, we modify the fragmentation function in the followingway [252]

zDc/π(z,∆L,Q2) =
N∑

n=0

Pa(n)za
nD0

c/π(z
a
n,Q

2)+ 〈na〉z′aD0
g/π(z

′
a,Q

2
0),

whereza
n = z/(1−nǫa/ET), z′a = zET/ǫa, N is the maximum number of collisions for which

za
n ≤ 1 andD0

c/π is the hadronic fragmentation function. The second term comes from the
emitted gluons each having energyǫa on the average. The average number of scatterings
within a distance∆L is 〈na〉 = ∆L/λa. We takeλa = 1 fm and∆L = RA. Pa(n) is the Poisson
distribution function with〈n〉 = (∆L/λa).

The three energy loss models we use are∆E = 1.0 GeV (Const)∆E =
√

ELPME (LPM)
and∆E = κE (BH) per collision. For RHIC, BH (Bethe-Heitler) gives bestdescription ofπ0

data, and predictions for direct photons using the same energy loss is recently found to be in
agreement with PHENIX data [253]. Within the same frameworkwe present our predictions
for the LHC.

Photons can be either produced during the primary collisionor via fragmentation. The
reason that the photonRAA behaves qualitatively differently than that ofπ0 is because in this
energy range, the direct photons that come out of the primarycollisions dominate over the
fragmentation photons. Therefore the effect of energy loss is substantially reduced compared
to the pion case.
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Figure 86: Neutral pion spectrum andRAA at LHC. The energy loss parameterκ is fixed by
fitting the RHIC data.
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Figure 87: Direct photonRAA andγ/π0 ratio at LHC.

6.12. Transverse momentum broadening of vector bosons in heavy ion collisions at the LHC

Z.-B. Kang and J.-W. Qiu
We calculate in perturbative QCD the transverse momentum broadening of vector bosons in heavy

ion collisions at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). We predict transverse momentum broadening of

W/Z bosons constructed from their leptonic decay channels, which should be a clean probe of initial-

state medium effect. We also predict the upper limit of transverse momentum broadening of J/ψ andΥ

production as a function ofNpart at the LHC energy.

Nuclear transverse momentum broadening of heavy vector bosons (γ∗, W/Z, and heavy
quarkonia) is defined as a difference between the averaged transverse momentum square
measured in nuclear collisions and that measured in collisions of free nucleons,

∆〈q2
T〉AB≡ 〈q2

T〉AB−〈q2
T〉NN ≈

∫
dq2

T q2
T

dσ(D)
AB

dq2
T

/∫
dq2

T
dσNN

dq2
T

. (45)

Since single scattering is localized in space, the broadening is a result of multiple parton
scattering, and is a good probe for nuclear medium properties. Because the mass scale of the
vector bosons is much larger than the characteristic momentum scale of the hot medium, the
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broadening is likely dominated by double partonic scattering as indicated in equation (45).
The broadening caused by the double scattering can be systematically calculated in terms of
high twist formalism in QCD factorization [254,255].

At the LHC energies, a lotW andZ, and J/ψ andΥ will be produced. Most reconstructed
W/Z bosons will come from their leptonic decays. Their transverse momentum broadening is
a result of purely initial-state multiple scattering. By calculating the double scattering effect,
we obtain [255,256]

∆〈q2
T〉WpA=

4π2αs(MW)
3

λ2
WA1/3 , ∆〈q2

T〉ZpA=
4π2αs(MZ)

3
λ2

ZA1/3 (46)

for hadron-nucleus collisions. Theλ2A1/3 in equation (46) was introduced in [254] as a
ratio of nuclear four parton correlation function over normal parton distribution. Theλ
is proportional to the virtuality or transverse momentum ofsoft gluons participating in the
coherent double scattering. For collisions with a large momentum transfer,Q, theλ2 should
be proportional to ln(Q2) [256] and the saturation scaleQ2

s if the active partonx is small. By
fitting Fermilab E772 Drell-Yan data, it was found thatλ2

DY ≈ 0.01 GeV2 at
√

s= 38.8 GeV
[255]. From theλ2

DY, we estimate the value ofλ2 for production of a vector boson of mass
MV at the LHC energy as

λ2
V(LHC) ≈ λ2

DY

ln(M2
V)

ln(Q2
DY)

(
MV/5500
QDY/38.8

)−0.3

, (47)

where we usedQ2
s ∝ 1/xδ with δ ≈ 0.3 [33] and

√
sNN = 5500 GeV for the LHC heavy ion

collisions. For an averagedQDY ∼ 6 GeV, we obtainλ2
W/Z ≈ 0.05 at the LHC energy. We

can also apply our formula in equation (46) to the broadeningin nucleus-nucleus collisions
by replacingA1/3 by an effective medium lengthLeff . We calculateLeff in Glauber model
with inelastic nucleon-nucleon cross sectionσin

NN = 70 mb at the LHC energy. We plot our
predictions (lower set curves) for the broadening ofW/Z bosons in figure 88.
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Figure 88: Predicted broadening (maximum broadening) forW andZ (J/ψ andΥ) production
in pA (left) and Pb-Pb (right) collisions at

√
sNN = 5500 GeV.

Heavy quark pairs are produced at a distance scale much less than the physical size of
heavy quarkonia in high energy collisions. The pairs produced in heavy ion collisions can
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have final-state interactions before bound quarkonia couldbe formed. We found [256] that
with both initial- and final-state double scattering, the broadening of heavy quarkonia is close
to 2CA/CF times the Drell-Yan broadening in proton-nucleus collision, which is consistent
with existing data [257]. If all soft gluons of heavy ion beams are stopped to form the
hot dense medium in nucleus-nucleus collisions, final-state interaction between the almost
stationary medium and the fast moving heavy quarks (or quarkonia) of transverse momentum
qT is unlikely to broaden theqT spectrum, instead, it is likely to slow down the heavy quarks
(or quarkonia) [256]. From equation (47). we obtainλ2

J/ψ ≈ 0.035, andλ2
Υ
≈ 0.049 at the LHC

energy; and we predict the maximum broadening for J/ψ andΥ production (upper set curves)
in figure 88.

6.13. Nuclear modification factors for high transverse momentum pions and protons at LHC

W. Liu, B.-W. Zhang and C. M. Ko

The inclusion of conversions between quark and gluon jets ina quark-gluon plasma
(QGP) via both elasticqg↔ gq and inelasticqq̄↔ gg reactions [258] has recently been
shown to give a plausible explanation for the observed similar p/π+ and p̄/π− ratios at large
transverse momenta in both central Au+Au and pp collisions at

√
sNN = 200 GeV [223].

Extending this study to LHC, we predict the nuclear modification factor for both protons
and pions as well as their ratios at large transverse momentain central Pb+Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 5.5 TeV.
For the dynamics of formed QGP at LHC, we assume that it evolves boost invariantly

in the longitudinal direction but with an accelerated transverse expansion. Specifically, its
volume expands in the proper timeτ according toV(τ) = πR2(τ)τc, where R(τ) = R0 +

a(τ − τ0)2/2 is the transverse radius with an initial valueR0 = 7 fm, the QGP formation
time τ0 = 0.5 fm/c, and the transverse accelerationa = 0.1 c2/fm. Starting with an initial
temperatureT0 = 700 MeV, the time dependence of the temperature is obtained from entropy
conservation, leading to the critical temperatureTC = 170 MeV at proper timeτC = 8.4 fm/c.
For a quark or gluon jet moving through the QGP, the rate for the change in its mean transverse
momentum〈pT〉 is given by d〈pT〉/dτ ≈ γ(〈pT〉,T)〈pT〉. The drag coefficient γ(〈pT〉,T) is
calculated from two-body scattering with thermal quark andgluon masses and the strong
QCD couplingαs(T) = g2(T)/4π ≈ 2.1αpert(T) from lattice calculations [259]. To take into
account the contribution from two-body radiative scattering, we multiply the calculated drag
coefficient by a factorKE ∼ 2, which is determined from fitting the light meson nuclear
modification factor at RHIC. Because of conversion scatterings, the quark or gluon jet can
also be converted to a gluon or quark jet with a rate given by corresponding collisional widths,
which are also calculated by using the strong QCD coupling constant and multiplying with
KC = KE ∼ 2.

Using initial transverse momentum spectra of minijet gluons, quarks, and anti-quarks
obtained by multiplying those from the PYTHIA forpp collisions at same energy with the
number of binary collisions, we simulate the propagation ofjets in the QGP using the Monte
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Figure 89: (Color online) Left window: Nuclear modificationfactor RAA for π+ (solid line)
and proton (dashed line) in central Pb+Pb collisions at

√
sNN = 5.5 TeV. Right window:p/π+

ratio without (dotted lines) or with jet conversions (solidlines). Dashed lines correspond to
p+p collisions at same energy.

Carlo method with test particles [258]. Resulting charged pion and proton spectra from freeze-
out quark and gluon jets are obtained via the AKK fragmentation functions [14]. In the left
window of figure 89, we show predicted nuclear modification factor RAA for π+ and p at
large transverse momenta in central Pb+Pb collisions at

√
sNN = 5.5 TeV at LHC. It is seen

that theRAA of pions increases from 0.18 atpT = 5 GeV/c to 0.4 atpT = 40 GeV/c due to
a smaller drag coefficient at large transverse momenta. TheRAA of protons has a similar
behavior, but its value is smaller because of stronger suppression of gluon than quark jets.
The resultingp/π+ ratio, shown by the solid line in the right window of figure 89,approaches
that in pp collisions at same energy when the transverse momenta become very large. At
lower transverse momenta, thep/π+ ratio in Pb+Pb collisions remains, however, smaller than
that inppcollisions, which is different from that in heavy ion collisions at RHIC as a result of
the larger ratio of gluon to quark jets at LHC. Without conversions between quark and gluon
jets, thep/π+ ratio decreases by a factor of two as shown by the dotted line.

6.14. Quenching of high-pT hadrons: Alternative scenario

B .Z. Kopeliovich, I. K. Potashnikova and I. Schmidt
A new scenario, alternative to energy loss, for the observedsuppression of high-pT hadrons

observed at RHIC is proposed. In the limit of a very dense medium crated in nuclear collisions

the mean free-path of the produced (pre)hadron vanishes, and and the nuclear suppression,RAA is

completely controlled by the production length. The RHIC data are well explained in a parameter free

way, and predictions for LHC are provided.

The key assumption of the energy loss scenario for the observed suppression of high-pT

hadrons in nuclear collisions is a long length of the quark hadronization which ends up in the
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medium. This has got no justification so far and was challenged in [260].
The quark fragmentation function (FF) was calculated in Born approximation in [261]:

∂DBorn
π/q (z)

∂k2
∝ 1

k4
(1−z)2 , (48)

wherek andz are the transverse and fractional longitudinal momenta of the pion. One can
rewrite this in terms of the coherence lengthlc= z(1−z)E/k2, whereE is the jet energy. Then,
∂DBorn

π/q (z)/∂lc ∝ (1− z), is lc independent. Inclusion of gluon radiation leads to the jet lag
effect [262] which bringslc dependence,

∂Dπ/q(z)

∂lc
∝ (1− z̃)S(lc,z) . (49)

Here z̃= z[1+∆E(lc)/E] accounts for the higher Fock components of the quark, whichare
incorporated via the vacuum energy loss∆E(lc) calculated perturbatively with a running
coupling. The induced energy loss playing a minor role is added as well. S(lc,z) is the
Sudakov suppression caused by energy conservation. Fig. 90shows an example for thelc-
distributions calculated forz= 0.7 and different jet energies at

√
s= 200GeV.
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Figure 90:Left: ∂D(z)/∂lc (in arbitrary units) at jet energies 6, 10, 16, 20GeV andz= 0.7.
Right: Pion suppression in centralAA collisions (A ∼ 200) at

√
s = 200GeV (solid) and√

s= 5500GeV (dashed). Data are from the PHENIX experiment.

The pre-hadron, a ¯qq dipole, may be produced with a rather large initial separation
〈r2

0〉 ≈ 2lc/E+1/E2 and it keeps expanding.
To keep calculations analytic we consider a central,b = 0, collision of identical heavy

nuclei with nuclear densityρA(r) = ρAΘ(RA− r). Then we find,

RAA=
〈l2c〉
R2

A

[
1−A

L
〈lc〉
+B

L2

〈l2c〉

]
, (50)

where the effective absorption length has the form,L3 = 3pT/(8ρ2
ARA X), andX includes the

unknown density of the medium and is to be fitted to data onRAA. However. if the medium
is very dense, i.e.X is large, the last two terms in (50) can be neglected, and we can predict
RAA,

Rh
AA=

〈l2c〉
R2

A

. (51)
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With this expression we calculatedRAA at the energies of RHIC and LHC and in fig. 90
(right). This parameter free result well agrees with the data supporting the assumption that
the medium is very dense. Summarizing:

• TheA-dependence, eq. (51), predictsRAA≈ 0.42 forCu−Cu confirmed by data.

• Vacuum radiation which depends only on the current trajectory should be flavor
independent. This fact and the above consideration explains the strong suppression for
heavy flavors observed at RHIC.

• Since the strength of absorption does not affectRAA, eq. (51), a single hadron and a pair
of hadrons should be suppressed equally.

• The observed suppressionRAA may not contain much information about the medium
properties, except it is very dense.

6.15. Expectations from AdS/CFT for Heavy Ion Collisions at the LHC

H. Liu, K. Rajagopal and U. A. Wiedemann
We summarize results obtained by use of the AdS/CFT correspondence for jet quenching and

quarkonium dissociation, and we discuss the resulting expectations for heavy ion collisions at the

LHC.

The AdS/CFT correspondence maps nonperturbative problems in a large class of strongly
coupled non-abelian gauge theories onto calculable problems in dual gravity theories. The
gravity dual of Quantum Chromodynamics is not known. However, one finds many
commonalities amongst the quark-gluon plasmas in large classes of strongly coupled non-
abelian thermal gauge theories, independent of their significantly differing microscopic
degrees of freedom and interactions. Since these results are generic and do not seem to depend
on microscopic features of the theory such as its particle content at weak coupling, one may
expect that they are shared by QCD. Where this can be tested against QCD lattice results,
the qualitative agreement is fair (see Ref. [216]). However, many measurements in heavy ion
collisions involve strong coupling and real-time dynamics, where lattice QCD results are not
available or in their infancy. The practitioner faces the uncomfortable choice of calculating
either with inappropriate (e.g. perturbative) techniquesin QCD, or using appropriate strong
coupling techniques but working in a class of gauge theoriesthat may not include QCD itself
and seeking universal commonalities. We report on two results from the latter approach.

6.15.1. Jet quenchingIn QCD itself, the jet quenching parameter ˆq has not been calculated
in the strong coupling regime. For theN = 4 SYM theory, it has been calculated for large
t’Hooft couplingλ = g2 Nc by use of the AdS/CFT correspondence [263]:

q̂S Y M=
π3/2Γ(3/4)
Γ(5/4)

√
λT3 . (52)

If one relates this to QCD by fixingNc= 3 andαS Y M= .5, thenq̂S Y M= 32.7T3= 4.5 GeV2/fm
at T = 300 MeV. This shows that a medium characterized by a momentumscaleT can give
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rise to an apparently large quenching parameter, significantly larger thanT3. For a certain
infinite class of theories with gravity dual, one finds that the quenching parameter scales with
the square root of the entropy density [263]. Assuming that QCD follows this systematic, one
finds

q̂QCD=

√
sQCD

sN=4
q̂N=4 =

√
47.5
120

q̂N=4 ≃ 0.63q̂N=4 . (53)

In extrapolating from RHIC to LHC, we assume that the change in q̂ is dominated by
the change inT3, see eq. (52). In the presence of expansion, the relevant temperature
T at RHIC and at the LHC must be compared at thesametime τ. This can be seen,
e.g., in a Bjorken expansion scenario in whichT(τ) = T0 (τ0/τ)1/3. The time-averaged
q̂ = (2/L2)

∫ L
0 dττ q̂(τ), which determines parton energy loss and which is the quantity that

has been extracted by comparison with RHIC data, is thenq̂ ∝ (2τ0/L)T3
0 = (2τ/L)T(τ)3,

independent of the reference timeτ0. Since the volume of the collision region at early
times depends only on the nuclear overlap and is energy independent, we can assume that
at any particularτ, T3

LHC/T
3
RHIC = (dNLHC

ch /dη)/(dNRHIC
ch /dη) and hence make the prediction

q̂LHC = q̂RHIC(dNLHC
ch /dη)/(dNRHIC

ch /dη).

6.15.2. Quarkonium suppressionIn lattice QCD, the temperature dependent potential
between a heavy quark and anti-quark has been calculated as afunction of their separation
L. At finite temperature, this potential is screened above a lengthLs ∼ 0.5/T (see references
in [264]). These studies indicate that theJ/Ψ dissociates at a temperature between 1.5Tc and
2.5Tc. ForN = 4 SYM theory, one findsLs∼ 0.277/T. In contrast to QCD, the calculation in
theories with gravity dual can be done also for heavy quark-antiquark pairs which are moving
with a velocityv through the heat bath. One finds that the screening length decreases with
increasingγ =

√
1/(1−v2) [264]:

Ls(v,T) ≃ Ls(0,T)/
√
γ −→ Tdiss(v) ≃ Tdiss(0)/

√
γ . (54)

So, bound states with a dissociation temperatureTdiss(v) will survive if at rest in a medium at
temperatureT if Tdiss(0)> T. Yet, they will dissociate if they move sufficiently fast through
the medium, such thatTdiss(v) < T. LHC data may test this prediction, depending on the
quarkonium formation mechanism. Let us consider three possibilities for the latter: i) A parent
quark (c or b) propagates through the medium but the quarkonium forms later, outside the
medium. ii) As in (i) but with a parent gluon. iii) A quarkonium bound state forms (from either
a parent quark or gluon) and propagates through the medium. These three scenarios can be
discriminated as follows: i) The nuclear modification factor of quarkonium is the same as that
of open charm or beauty, which are known to be dominated by quark parents. It is the same for
all quarkonium bound states. ii) The nuclear modification factor of quarkonium is the same
as that of light hadrons, which at the LHC are dominated by gluon parents. Again, all bound
states are equally suppressed. iii) The nuclear modification factor will differ for different
bound states, since they will dissociate for different values of the transverse momentumpT .
The hierarchy in thepT-dependence of the quarkonium suppression pattern would test (54).
For example,Υ (or J/Ψ) suppression could set in only above somepT while Υ′ (or Ψ′) are
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suppressed even at lowpT . Details of the formation mechanism cancel in ratios likeΥ/Υ′,
making thepT-dependent pattern predicted by (54) visible as long as the quarkonia form in
the medium.

6.16. High-pT observables in PYQUEN model

I. P. Lokhtin, A. M. Snigirev and C. Yu. Teplov
Predictions of PYQUEN energy loss model for high-pT observables at the LHC are discussed.

Nuclear modification factors and elliptic flow for hard jets and high-pT hadrons, medium-modified jet

fragmentation function,pT-imbalance for dimuon tagged jets, high-mass dimuon and secondaryJ/ψ

spectra are calculated for PbPb collisions.

In this paper, the various high-pT observables in PbPb collisions at
√

sNN = 5.5A TeV
are analyzed in the frame of PYQUEN partonic energy loss model [265]. The pseudorapidity
cuts for jets|ηjet| < 3, charged hadrons|ηh± | < 2.5 and muons|ηµ| < 2.5 were applied. The
jet energy was determined here as the total transverse energy of the final particles around the
direction of a leading particle inside a coneR =

√
∆η2+∆ϕ2 = 0.5 (ϕ is the azimuthal angle).

6.16.1. Nuclear modification factors for jet and high-pT hadrons The nuclear modification
factor is defined as a ratio of particle yields inAAand pp collisions normalized on the number
of binary nucleon-nucleon collisions. Figures 91 and 92 show pT-dependences of nuclear
modification factors for inclusive charged hadrons (in central PbPb events triggered on jets
with Ejet

T > 100 GeV) and for jets respectively. The number of entries andthe statistical errors
correspond to the estimated event rate for one month of LHC run and a nominal integrated
luminosity of 0.5 nb−1 [266]. The predicted hadron suppression factor slightly increases with
pT(> 20 GeV), from∼ 0.25 at pT ∼ 20 GeV to∼ 0.4 at pT ∼ 200 GeV. This behaviour
manifests the specific implementation of partonic energy loss in the model, rather weak
energy dependence of loss and the shape of initial parton spectra. Without event triggering
on high-ET jet(s), the suppression factor is stronger (∼ 0.15 at 20 GeV and slightly increasing
with pT up to∼ 0.3 at 200 GeV). The predicted jet suppression factor (due to partial gluon
bremsstrahlung out of jet cone and collisional loss) is about 2 and almost independent on jet
energy. It is clear that the measured jet nuclear modification factor will be very sensitive to
the fraction of partonic energy loss carried out of the jet cone.

6.16.2. Medium-modified jet fragmentation functionThe “jet fragmentation function” (JFF),
D(z), is defined as the probability for a given product of the jet fragmentation to carry a
fractionz of the jet transverse energy. Figure 93 shows JFF’s in central PbPb collisions with
and without partonic energy loss. The number of entries and the statistical errors correspond
again to the estimated event rate for one month of LHC run. Significant softening of the JFF
(by a factor of∼ 4 and slightly increasing withz) is predicted.

The medium-modified JFF is sensitive to a fractionε of partonic energy loss carried out
of the jet cone. Figure 94 shows theε-dependences of jet nuclear modification factorRjet

AA and
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ratio of JFF with energy loss to JFF without loss,DAA (z> z0)/Dpp(z> z0), for z0= 0.5 and 0.7.
If ε close to 0, thenRjet

AA ∼ 1 (there is no jet rate suppression), and JFF softening is maximal.
Increasingε results in stronger jet rate suppression, but effect on JFF softening becomes
smaller. Indeed, final jet transverse momentum (which is thedenominator in definition of
z) decreases in this case without an influence on the numeratorof z and, as a consequence,
the effect on JFF softening reduces, while the integral jet suppression factor becomes larger.
Thus a novel study of the softening of the JFF and suppressionof the absolute jet rates can be
carried out in order to differentiate between various energy loss mechanisms (“small-angular”
radiative loss versus “wide angular” and collisional loss)[267].

Other correlation measurements which also can be useful extracting information about
medium-modified jets are jet shape broadening and jet quenching versus rapidity [268] and
monojet-to-dijet ratio versus dijet acoplanarity [269].

6.16.3. Azimuthal anisotropy of jet quenchingThe azimuthal anisotropy of particle spectrum
is characterized by the second coefficient of the Fourier expansion of particle azimuthal
distribution, elliptic flow coefficient, v2. The non-uniform dependence of medium-induced
partonic energy loss in non-central heavy ion collisions onthe parton azimuthal angleϕ (with
respect to the reaction plane) is mapped onto the final hadronspectra [270, 271]. Figure 95
shows the calculated impact parameter dependence ofv2 coefficient for jets withEjet

T > 100
GeV and for inclusive charged hadrons withpT > 20 GeV/c in PbPb events triggered on jets.
The absolute values ofv2 for high-pT hadrons is larger that one’s for jets by a factor of∼ 2−3.
However, the shape ofb-dependence ofvh

2 andvjet
2 is similar: it increases almost linearly with

the growth ofb and becomes a maximum atb∼ 1.6RA (whereRA is the nucleus radius). After
that, thev2 coefficients drop rapidly with increasingb.

6.16.4. PT-imbalance in dimuon tagged jet eventsAn important probe of medium-induced
partonic energy loss in ultrarelativistic heavy ion collisions is production of a single jet
opposite to a gauge boson such asγ⋆/Z0 decaying into dileptons. The advantage of such
processes is that the mean initial transverse momentum of the hard jet equal to the mean
initial/final transverse momentum of boson, and the energy lost by theparton can be estimated
from the observedpT-imbalance between the leading particle in a jet and the lepton pair.
Figure 96 shows the difference between the transverse momentum of aµ+µ− pair fromγ⋆/Z0

decay,pµ
+µ−

T , and five times the transverse energy of the leading particlein a jet (since the
average fraction of the parent parton energy carried by a leading hadron at these energies
is z≈ 0.2) for minimum bias PbPb collisions [272]. The cuts,pµ

+µ−

T ,Ejet
T > 50 GeV/c were

applied. Despite the fact that the initial distribution is smeared and asymmetric due to initial-
state gluon radiation, hadronization effects, etc., one can clearly see the additional smearing
and the displaced mean and maximum values of thepT-imbalance due to partonic energy loss.
The pT-imbalance between theµ+µ− pair and a leading particle in a jet is directly related to
the absolute value of partonic energy loss, and almost insensitive to the form of the angular
spectrum of the emitted gluons and to the experimental jet energy resolution [272].
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6.16.5. High-mass dimuon and secondary J/ψ spectra While the study of inclusive high-pT

jet production in heavy ion collisions provides information on the response of created medium
to gluons and light quarks, the study of open heavy flavour production gives corresponding
information on massive colour charges. The open charm and bottom semileptonic decays are
the main sources of muon pairs in the resonance-free high invariant mass region, 10< Mµ+µ− <

70 GeV/c2 [266]. Other processes which also carry information about medium-induced
bottom rescattering are secondaryJ/ψ production from the B meson decay [273, 274] and
muon taggedb-jets [275]. Figures 97 and 98 show the spectra of high-massµ+µ− pairs and the
pT-distributions of the secondaryJ/ψ’s respectively, for minimum bias PbPb collisions with
and without energy loss of bottom quarks (pµT > 5 GeV/c). A factor of around 2.5 suppression
for bb̄→ µ+µ− and 2 for secondaryJ/ψwould be clearly observed over the initial state nuclear
shadowing expected in this kinematic region [273,274].

6.17. Predictions for LHC heavy ion program within finite sQGP formation time

V. S. Pantuev
Predictions for some experimental physical observables innucleus-nucleus collisions at LHC

energies are presented. I extend the previous suggestion that the retarded jet absorption, at RHIC by

time about 2.3 fm/c, in opaque core is a natural explanation of many experimental data. At LHC

this time should be inversely proportional to the square root of parton hard scattering density, thus

about 2 times shorter than at RHIC, or 1.2 fm/c. Predictions were done for hadrons, including charm
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hadrons, with transverse momentum above 5 GeV/c. I calculate nuclear modification factorRAA ,

azimuthal anisotropy parameterv2, jet suppressionIAA for the away side jet and its dependence versus

the reaction plane orientation. The system under consideration is Au+Au at central rapidities.

In previous paper [276] I propose a simple model, driven by experimental data, to
explain the angular dependence of the nuclear modification factor RAA at high transverse
momentum in and out the reaction plane. I introduce one free parameterL ≃ 2.3 fm to
describe the the thickness of the corona area with no absorption wich was adjusted to fit
the experimental data of Au-Au collisions at centrality 50-60%. The model uses realistic
Woods-Saxon nuclear density distribution and nicely describes theRAA dependence for all
centrality classes. I extract the second Fourier componentamplitude,v2, for high pT particle
azimuthal distribution and foundv2 should be at the level of 11-12% purely from the geometry
of the collision with particle absorption in the core. At that time I made a prediction for
RAA in Cu+Cu collisions at 200 GeV which, as later was found, is in very good agreement
with experimental data. Physical interpretation of the parameterL could be that it is actually
retarded jet absorption caused bythe plasma formation time T = L/c ≃ 2.3 fm/c at RHIC,
or at least non-trivial response of strongly interacting plasma to fast moving color charge.

From experimental data at 62 GeV center-of-mass beam energyI found that this time
should be about 3.5 fm/c. This follows the expectation on the significance of mean distance
between the centers with mini jet production (hard scatterings) at particular beam energy. At
LHC energy of about 5 TeV we expect≃ 1.2 fm/c formation time [277].

In figure 99 I show predictions forRAA and IAA at central rapidities. As usual, nuclear
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modification factorRAA is defined as:

RAA (pT) =
(1/Nevt) d2NAA/dpTdη

(〈Nbinary〉/σNN
inel) d2σNN/dpTdη

,

where〈Nbinary〉 is a number of binary nucleon-nucleon collisions at particular centrality class.
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In all cases I consider hadrons (mesons and baryons, including charm) atpT above 4-
5 GeV/c. RAA (pT) at a such momentum should be independent onpT , flat distribution at least
to 20 GeV/c.

IAA is defined as a ratio of away-side yield per trigger highpT particle to the similar
value frompp collisions. The major feature of this model is the dominant tangential back to
back di-jet production from the surface region. Because of that we may expectsignificantly
larger di-jet production out of the reaction plane, figure 99, in contrast to punch through
jet scenario. Predictions for azimuthal asymmetry parameterv2 are shown in figure 100.
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6.18. Hadrochemistry of jet quenching at the LHC

S. Sapeta and U. A. Wiedemann
We point out that jet quenching can leave signatures not onlyin the longitudinal and transverse

multiplicity distributions, but also in the hadrochemicalcomposition of the jet fragments. As a

theoretical framework, we use the MLLA+LPHD formalism, supplemented by medium-modified

splitting functions.

In heavy ion collisions at the LHC, the higher energies of produced jets will facilitate
their separation from the soft background. The interactions of jets with the matter produced
in these collisions is expected to modify both the longitudinal and transverse jet distributions.
In addition, we expect that these interactions affect also the hadrochemical composition of
jets.

Within current models of jet quenching, this may be expected, since color is transfered
between the projectile and the medium - and a changed color flow in the parton shower can
be expected to change the hadronization. More generally, one may imagine that partonic
fragments of the jet participate in hadronization mechanisms not available in the vacuum (such
as a recombination mechanism, which depends on the density of recombination partners), or
that recoil effects kick components of the medium into the jet cone. Also, any exchange
of quantum numbers between medium and jet (e.g. baryon number or strangeness) may be
reflected in the hadrochemical composition. In the following, we consider a model which
does not implement such mechanisms, but considers solely the enhanced parton splitting due
to medium effects [278].

To calculate multiplicities of the identified hadrons we usethe framework of
Modified Leading Logarithmic Approximation (MLLA) [279]. This perturbative approach
supplemented by the hypothesis of Local Parton-Hadron Duality (LPHD) was shown to
reproduce correctly the single inclusive hadron spectra injets both ine+e− and pp/pp̄
collisions. It provides good description not only for the distributions of all charged particles
but also for the spectra of identified hadrons such as pions, kaons and protons [280, 281].
Moreover, the dependence on jet opening angle can be implemented. The general form of the
multiplicity of hadrons of massMh in the jet of energyEjet and opening angleθc is given by

dNh

dξ
= KLPHD D(ξ,Ejet, θc,Mh,Λ) , (55)

whereξ = ln1/x andx= p/Ejet is the fraction of the jet energy carried by the hadronh. The
regularization scaleΛ is a parameter of the model.

The medium-modification of jets is formulated within the MLLA formalism [282] by
enhancing the singular parts of the LO splitting functions by a factor 1+ fmed. This accounts
for the nuclear modification factor at RHIC whenfmed is of the order of 1, and it provides a
model for the distribution of subleading jet fragments.

One result of our studies is shown in Figure 101. We observe a significant difference
of the K±/π± and p±/π± ratios of medium-modified (withfmed= 1) and ’standard’ vacuum
fragmenting jets. We have also shown, that Figure 101 remains largely unchanged if the soft
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Figure 101: Ratios of kaons and protons to pions in the jets with or without medium
modification for jet opening angleθc = 0.28 rad. Theθc-dependence is weak. The kaon
multiplicity was in adjusted by a strangeness suppression factor 0.73 as in [281].

background is included in forming the ratio [278].
The precise numerical change of the hadrochemical composition, shown in Figure 101,

is model-depement of course. We emphasize, however, that inour model, medium effects are
implemented on the partonic level only, and the hadronization mechanism remains unchanged.
Nevertheless, the observed change is significant. Thus, ourmodel provides a first example for
our expectation, that the hadrochemical composition of jets may be very fragile to medium
effects, and provides additional information about the microscopic mechanism underlying jet
quenching.

6.19. GLV predictions for light hadron production and suppression at the LHC

I. Vitev
Simulations of neutral pion quenching in Pb+Pb reactions ats1/2 = 5.5 A.TeV at the LHC are

presented to high transverse momentumpT . At low and moderatepT , we study the contribution

of medium-induced gluon bremsstrahlung to single inclusive hadron production. At the LHC, the

redistribution of the lost energy is shown to play a criticalrole in yielding nuclear suppression that

does not violate the participant scaling limit. Energy lossin cold nuclear matter prior to the formation

of the QGP is also investigated and shown to have effect on particle suppression as large as doubling

the parton rapidity density.

Pb+Pb collisions at the LHC represent the future energy frontier of QGP studies in heavy
ion reactions. Energy loss of jets in the final state is calculated in the GLV formalism [184].
Numerical simulations follow the technique outlined in [283] and incorporate the Cronin
effect [284]. We have explored the sensitivity ofRAA(pT) to the parton rapidity density in
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central nuclear reactions withdNg/dy≃ 2000,3000 and 4000. In this work we adhere to a
more modest two- to four-fold increase of the soft hadron rapidity density and emphasize that
future measurements of jet quenching must be correlated todNg/dy≈ (3/2)dNch/dy [283,
284] to verify the consistency of the phenomenological results. See left panel of Fig. 102.
The contribution of the bremsstrahlung gluons to low- and moderate-pT inclusive particle
production at the LHC is shown to be significant. See right panel of Fig. 102.

Energy loss of jets in cold nuclear matter has not been considered before. Recent
calculations in the GLV approach show that, in contract to final-state energy loss, the
cancellation of the bremsstrahlung in the initial-state isfinite [285]. With∆E/E ∼few %, the
observable effect of the bremsstrahlung associated with the multiple softscattering in nuclei
is non-negligible even for very energetic partons in the nuclear rest frame. See left panel of
Fig. 103. At the LHC, in central Pb+Pb collisions, the effect of cold nuclear matter energy
loss can be as large as doubling the parton rapidity densitydNg/dy mainly due to reduced
sensitivity in the final state. See right panel of Fig. 103.

6.20. NLO Predictions for Single and Dihadron Suppression in Heavy-ion Collisions at LHC

E. Wang, X.-N. Wang and H. Zhang
Suppresions of high transverse momentum single and dihadron spectra at LHC are calculated

within a next-to-leading order perturbative QCD model withenergy parton energy loss.

The predictions presented here are calculated within a NLO pQCD Monte Carlo based
program [286]. For the study of largepT single and dihadron production inA+A collisions,
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we assume that the initial hard scattering cross sections are factorized as inp+ p collisions.
We further assume that the effect of final-state interaction between produced parton and the
bulk medium can be described by the effective medium-modified FF’s. The total parton energy
loss in a finite and expanding medium is approximated as a pathintegral,

∆E ≈ 〈dE
dL
〉1d

∫ ∞

τ0

dτ
τ−τ0

τ0ρ0
ρg(τ,b, r +nτ), (56)

for a parton produced at a transverse positionr and traveling along the directionn. 〈dE/dL〉1d

is the average parton energy loss per unit length in a 1-d expanding medium with an initial
uniform gluon densityρ0 at a formation timeτ0 for the medium gluons. The energy
dependence of the energy loss is parameterized as

〈dE
dL
〉1d = ǫ0(E/µ0−1.6)1.2/(7.5+E/µ0), (57)

from the numerical results in Ref. [287, 288]. The parameterǫ0 should be proportional to the
initial gluon densityρ0. The gluon density distribution in a 1-d expanding medium inA+A
collisions at impact-parameterb is assumed to be proportional to the transverse profile of
participant nucleons ,

ρg(τ,b, r ) =
τ0ρ0

τ

πR2
A

2A
[tA(r )+ tA(|b− r |)]. (58)

In fitting the RHIC data [289] we have chosen the parameters asµ0 = 1.5 GeV,τ0 = 0.2 fm/c
and ǫ0 = 1.68 GeV/fm. We assumeǫ0 is proportional to the final multiplicity density and
ǫ0 = 5.6 GeV/fm in the centralPb+Pb collisions

√
s= 5.5 TeV.
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We use the factorization scaleµ = 1.2pT in both p+ p and A+ A collisions in our
calculation. Shown in Fig. 104(a) are the singleπ0 spectra in bothp+ p and Pb+ Pb
collisions at

√
s = 5.5 TeV and the corresponding nuclear modification factor,RAA =

dσAA/dp2
Tdy[

∫
d2bTAA(b)dσNN/dp2

Tdy]−1.
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Figure 104: (a)π0 spectra and suppression factor inPb+Pb(0−5%) collisions at
√

s= 5.5
TeV. (b)Hadron-triggered fragmentation functionsDAA(zT) and the medium modification
factorsIAA(zT) in NLO pQCD in centralPb+Pb collisions at

√
s= 5.5 TeV.

The hadron-triggered fragmentation function,
DAA(zT , p

trig
T ) ≡ ptrig

T dσh1h2
AA /dytrigdptrig

T dyassodpasso
T [dσh1

AA/dytrigdptrig
T ]−1 as a function ofzT =

passo
T /ptrig

T is essentially the away-side hadron spectrum associated with a triggered hadron
within |ytrig,asso| < 0.5 and the azimuthal angle relative to the triggered hadron isintegrated
over |∆φ| > 2.5.

The factorization scale in the NLO calculation of dihadron spectra is chosen to be
µ = 1.2M, whereM is the invariant mass of the dihadronM2 = (p1+ p2)2. The associated
hadron spectraDpp(zT , p

trig
T ) in p+ p and centralPb+Pb collisions at

√
s= 5.5 TeV and the

suppression factorIAA = DAA(zT , p
trig
T )[Dpp(zT , p

trig
T )]−1 for centralPb+Pb collision at LHC

are shown in Fig. 104(b).

7. Heavy quarks and quarkonium

7.1. Statistical hadronization model predictions for charmed hadrons

A. Andronic, P. Braun-Munzinger, K. Redlich and J. Stachel
We present predictions of the statistical hadronization model for charmed hadrons production in

Pb+Pb collisions at LHC.
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The results presented below are discussed in detail in our recent publication [290].
We summarize here the values of the model parameters: i) characteristics at chemical
freeze-out: temperature,T=161±4 MeV; baryochemical potential,µb=0.8+1.2

−0.6 MeV; volume
corresponding to one unit of rapidityV=6200 fm3; ii) charm production cross section:
σ

pp
cc̄ /y= 0.64+0.64

−0.32 mb.
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Figure 105: Predictions forJ/ψ yield: rapidity distribution for central collisions (leftpanel)
and centrality dependence of the yield relative to the charmproduction yield for different
values of the charm cross section indicated on the curves (right panel).

In Fig. 105 we present predictions for the yield ofJ/ψ. The left panel shows the rapidity
distribution with the band reflecting the uncertainty in thecharm production cross section.
The right panel shows the centrality dependence of the yieldrelative to the charm production
yield for five values of the input charm cross section.

The statistical hadronization model predictions for charmed hadron yield ratios in central
Pb+Pb collisions at LHC are shown in Table 5. We expect that theseratios are independent
of centrality down to values ofNpart ≃100.

Following from our model assumption of charm quark thermalization and assuming
decoupling of charm at hadronization, the transverse momentum spectra of charmed hadrons
can be calculated [290]. As seen in Fig. 106, a precision measurement of the spectrum ofJ/ψ
meson will allow the determination of the expansion velocity in QGP.

7.2. Nuclear suppression for heavy flavors in PbPb collisions at the LHC

N. Armesto, M. Cacciari, A. Dainese, C. A. Salgado and U. A. Wiedemann
We predict the nuclear suppression factors for D and B mesons, and for electrons from their semi-

leptonic decays, in PbPb collisions at the LHC. The results are obtained supplementing a perturbative

next-to-leading order+ next-to-leading log (FONLL) calculation with appropriatenon-perturbative

fragmentation functions and radiative energy loss.
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Table 5: Predictions of the statistical hadronization model for charmed hadron ratios for
Pb+Pb collisions at LHC. The numbers in parantheses represent the error in the last digit(s)
due to the uncertainty ofT.

D−/D+ D̄0/D0 D∗−/D∗+ D−s/D
+
s Λ̄c/Λc D+/D0 D∗+/D0

1.00(0) 1.01(0) 1.01( 0) 1.00(1) 1.00(1) 0.425(18) 0.387(15)

D+s/D0 Λc/D0 ψ′/ψ ηc/ψ χc1/ψ χc2/ψ

0.349(14) 0.163(16) 0.031(3) 0.617(14) 0.086(5) 0.110(8)
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Figure 106: Predictions for momentum
spectrum ofJ/ψ meson for different val-
ues of the average expansion velocity,β,
for central Pb+Pb collisions (Npart=350).
Also included is the measured spectrum in
p p̄ collisions at Tevatron [291], which is
used to calculate the contribution from the
corona (see ref. [290]).

Medium-induced gluon radiation is usually identified as thedominant source of energy
loss of high-pT particles traversing a hot medium. Different models which use
different approximations to this physical mechanism of energy loss, provide a successful
phenomenological description of available experimental data for light hadron suppression.
Most of these calculations assume independent multiple gluon emission to model
the exclusive distributions essential to compute the suppression which convolutes the
fragmentation functions with a steeply falling perturbative spectrum. This convolution biases
the observed particle yields to small in-medium energy losses and surface emission which,
on the other hand, leads to a lack of precision in the determination of the medium parameters
[80, 231]. The value of the transport coefficient obtained in these approaches, by using the
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multiple soft scattering approximation is [80,231]

q̂= 5÷15GeV2/fm. (59)

One proposal to increase the sensitivity to the value of the transport coefficient is to measure
the corresponding effects on heavy mesons as the formalism predicts a calculable hierarchy
of energy losses∆Eg > ∆Eq

mq=0 > ∆EQ
mQ,0, due color factors for the first and mass terms

for the second inequality [292]. The implementation of masseffects does not add any new
parameter to the calculation once the transport coefficient q̂ is fixed by e.g. light hadrons
(59). The description of non-photonic electrons data from RHIC given by this formalism
is reasonable [293] although the uncertainties in the benchmark relative contribution from
beauty and charm quarks are still large.
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Figure 107:RAA for D’s (left) and for electrons coming from bottom decays (right) aty = 0
for 10% PbPb collisions at

√
s= 5.5 TeV/A, for differentq̂ (in GeV2/fm).

At the LHC, where charm and beauty suppression will be measured separately, the
situation will be improved and a definite check on the influence of mass terms in the medium-
induced gluon radiation and the corresponding energy loss will be done. We here present
predictions based on the formalism developed in references[80, 231, 292–294], for 0−10%
and 30− 60% PbPb collisions at LHC energy. This also updates the calculations in [294]
by taking into account the FONLL baseline for the perturbative calculation (see [293] and
references therein).

In Figs. 107 and 108 we present our predictions forRAA, double ratios andv2, for mesons
and/or decay electrons aty = 0. While the mass effects in charm are very modest, they are
clearly visible for bottom quarks atpT . 20 GeV. At largerpT they tend to disappear and the
typical suppression is that of massless particles [80, 231]. We have used several values of ˆq
ranging from 10 GeV2/fm, which is the lowest one still compatible with RHIC non-photonic
electrons data, to 100 GeV2/fm, which is our estimated upper limit, from the most extreme
extrapolation of the multiplicities at the LHC.
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Figure 108: Upper plots: double ratio for mesons (left) and decay electrons (right) for 10%
PbPb collisions at

√
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D’s (left) and from electrons coming from bottom decays (right) aty= 0 for 30−60% PbPb
collisions at

√
s= 5.5 TeV/A, for differentq̂.

7.3. Heavy-quark production from Glauber-Gribov theory atLHC

I. C. Arsene, L. Bravina, A. B. Kaidalov, K. Tywoniuk and E. Zabrodin
We present predictions for heavy-quark production for proton-lead collisions at LHC energy 5.5

TeV from Glauber-Gribov theory of nuclear shadowing. We have also made predictions for baseline

cold-matter (in other words inital-state) nuclear effects in lead-lead collisions at the same energy that

has to be taken into account to understand properly final-state effects.

7.3.1. Introduction In the Glauber-Gribov theory [21] nuclear shadowing at low-x is related
to diffractive structure functions of the nucleon, which are studied experimentally at HERA.
The space-time picture of the interaction for production ofa heavy-quark state on nuclei
changes from longitudinally ordered rescatterings at energies below the critical energy,
corresponding tox2 of an active parton from a nucleus becoming smaller than 1/mNRA, to the
coherent interaction of constituents of the projectile with a target nucleus at energies higher
thant the critical one [295]. For production ofJ/ψ andΥ in the central rapidity region the
transition happens at RHIC energies. In this kinematical region the contribution of Glauber-
type diagrams is small and it is necessary to calculate diagrams with interactions between
pomerons, which, in our approach, are accomodated in the gluon shadowing. A similar model
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√
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GeV. Experimental data are from [296].

for J/ψ-suppression in d+Au collisions at RHIC has been considered in Ref. [51].
Calculation of gluon shadowing was performed in our recent paper [22], where Gribov

approach for the calculation of nuclear structure functions was used. The gluon diffractive
distributions were taken from the most recent experimentalparameterizations of HERA data
[23]. The Schwimmer model was used to account for higher-order rescatterings.

7.3.2. Heavy-quark production at the LHCWe present predictions for the rapidity and
centrality dependence of the nuclear modification factor inproton-lead (p+Pb) collisions
for both J/ψ andΥ in Fig. 109 (the data onJ/ψ suppression at

√
s = 200 GeV is taken

from [296], where also a definition of the nuclear modification factor can be found). We
predict a similar suppression for open charm,cc̄, and bottom,bb̄, as for the hidden-flavour
particles. The observedxF scaling at low energies of the parameterα (fromσpA=σppAα) for
J/ψ production, which is broken already at RHIC, will go to a scaling in x2 at higher energies.
This will also be the case forΥ and open charm and bottom.

In Fig. 110 we present predictions for cold-nuclear matter effects due to gluon shadowing
in lead-lead (Pb+Pb) collisions at LHC energy

√
s= 5.5 TeV for the production ofJ/ψ and

Υ. The suppression is given as a function of rapidity and centrality. .
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7.4. RAA (pt) and RCP(pt) of single muons from heavy quark and vector boson decays at the
LHC

Z. Conesa Del Valle, A. Dainese, H.-T. Ding, G. Martínez and D. Zhou
We study the effect of heavy-quark energy loss on the nuclear modification factorsRAA andRCP

of the high-pt distribution of single muons in Pb–Pb collisions at
√

sNN=5.5 TeV. The energy loss

of heavy quarks is calculated using the mass-dependent BDMPS quenching weights and taking into

account the decrease of medium density at large rapidity. Muons from W and Z decays, that dominate

the yield at highpt, can be used as a medium-blind reference that scales with thenumber of binary

collisions.

The PHENIX and STAR experiments at RHIC have measured a suppression, in central
Au–Au relative to pp collisions, of the high-pt yield of non-photonic electrons, which are
assumed to come from semi-electronic decays of charm and beauty particles. This suppression
is interpreted as an indication of a strong energy loss of c and b quarks in the medium formed
in Au–Au collisions. At the LHC, the nuclear modification factorsRAA andRCP of the single-
muon inclusivept distribution will be among the first measurements sensitiveto heavy-quark
energy loss. Moreover, the very highpt domain (pt > 30 GeV/c) of the muon spectrum will
be dominated by muonic decays of electroweak boson W (mainly) and Z, that should be
medium-insensitive and follow binary scaling, thus makingof the nuclear modification factor
a self-normalized observable.

We obtain the charm and beauty contributions to the muon spectrum from the NLO
pQCD calculation (MNR [297]) supplemented with the mass-dependent BDMPS quenching
weights for radiative energy loss [294], quark fragmentation à la Peterson and semi-muonic
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decay with the spectator model. We account for the medium density decrease at large rapidity
by assuming the transport coefficient to scale as ˆq(η) ∝ dNch/dη. We use PYTHIA to calculate
the W and Z decay contribution [298]. More details can be found in Ref. [299].
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Figure 112:RCP (0–10%)/(40–70%) of single muons in Pb–Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 5.5 TeV.

Fig. 111 shows thept spectrum andRAA (pt) of the single muons from heavy quark and
W/Z bosons in the central Pb–Pb collisions at

√
sNN = 5.5 TeV, with the transport coefficient

valuesq̂ = 0,25,100 GeV2/fm. The crossing point of b and W decay muons shifts down by
5–7 GeV/c. RAA rapidly increases from 0.3 to 0.8 between 20 (b-dominated) and 40 GeV/c
(W-dominated), as doesRCP (0–10%)/(40–70%), shown in Fig. 112. The effect of the heavy-
quark mass on the medium-induced suppression ofRCP is shown in the left-hand panel of
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Fig. 112.

7.5. Quarkonium production in coherent pp/AA collisions and small-x physics

V. P. Gonçalves and M. V. T. Machado
We study the photoproduction of quarkonium in coherent proton-proton and nucleus-nucleus

interactions at the LHC. The integrated cross sections and rapidity distributions are estimated using

the Color Glass Condensate (CGC) formalism, which takes into account the parton saturation effects

at high energies. Nuclear shadowing effects are also taken into account.

In this contribution we study the photoproduction of vectormesons in the coherent
pp/AA interactions at the LHC energies. The main advantage of using colliding hadrons
and nuclear beams for studying photon induced interactionsis the high equivalent photon
energies and luminosities that can be achieved at existing and future accelerators (for a review
see reference [300]). Consequently, studies ofγp interactions at LHC could provide valuable
information on the QCD dynamics at high energies. The basic idea in coherent hadron
collisions is that the total cross section for a given process can be factorized in terms of
the equivalent flux of photons of the hadron projectile and the photon-photon or photon-target
production cross section. In exclusive processes, a certain particle is produced while the
target remains in the ground state (or is only internally excited). The typical examples of
these processes are the exclusive vector meson production,described by the processγh→ Vh
(V= ρ, J/Ψ,Υ). In the last years we have discussed this process in detail consideringpp[301],
pA [302] and AA [301] collisions as an alternative to investigate the QCD dynamics at high
energies. Here, we revised these results and present for thefirst time our predictions for theΥ
production.

The cross section for the photoproduction of a vector mesonX in an ultra-peripheral
hadron-hadron collision is given by

σ(h1h2→ h1h2X) =
∫ ∞

ωmin

dω
dNγ(ω)

dω
σγh→Xh(W

2
γh),

whereω is the photon energy and dNγ(ω)/dω is the equivalent flux of photons from a charged
hadron. The total cross section for vector meson photoproduction is calculated considering
the color dipole approach, which is directly related with the dipole-target forward amplitude
N . In the Color Glass Condensate (CGC) formalism (see e.g. [303]), N encodes all the
information about the hadronic scattering, and thus about the non-linear and quantum effects
in the hadron wave function. In our analyzes we have used the phenomenological saturation
model proposed in references [33,304]. Nuclear effects are also properly taken into account.

Our predictions for the rapidity distributions are presented in figure 113 and for the total
cross section in table 6. The main uncertainties are the photon flux, the quark mass and the
size of nuclear effects for the photonuclear case. In addition, specific predictions forρ and
J/Ψ phoproduction inpA collisions can be found in reference [302]. The rates are very high,
mostly for light mesons. Although the rates are lower than hadroproduction, the coherent
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Figure 113:The rapidity distribution for nuclear vector meson photoproduction on coherent
pp (left panel) andAA (right panel) reactions at the LHC.

Table 6:The integrated cross section for nuclear vector mesons photoproduction in coherent
pp andAA collisions at the LHC.

Υ (9460) J/Ψ (3097) φ (1019) ω (782) ρ (770)

pp 0.8 nb 132 nb 980 nb 1.24µb 9.75µb
Ca-Ca 9.7µb 436µb 12 mb 14 mb 128 mb
Pb-Pb 96µb 41.5 mb 998 mb 1131 mb 10069 mb

photoproduction signal would be clearly separated by applying a transverse momentum cut
pT < 1 GeV and two rapidity gaps in the final state.

7.6. Heavy-Quark Kinetics in the QGP at LHC

H. van Hees, V. Greco and R. Rapp
We present predictions for the nuclear modification factor and elliptic flow of D andB mesons,

as well as of their decay electrons, in semicentral Pb-Pb collisions at the LHC. Heavy quarks are

propagated in a Quark-Gluon Plasma using a relativistic Langevin simulation with drag and diffusion

coefficients from elastic interactions with light anti-/quarks and gluons, including non-perturbative

resonance scattering. Hadronization atTc is performed within a combined coalescence-fragmentation

scheme.

In Au-Au collisions at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) a surprisingly
large suppression and elliptic flow of “non-photonic” single electrons (e±, originating from
semileptonic decays ofD and B mesons) has been found, indicating a strong coupling of
charm (c) and bottom (b) quarks in the Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP).
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We employ a Fokker-Planck approach to evaluate drag and diffusion coefficients for
c and b quarks in the QGP based on elastic scattering with light quarks and antiquarks
via D- and B-meson resonances (supplemented by perturbative interactions in color non-
singlet channels) [305]. This picture is motivated by lattice QCD computations which
suggest a survival of mesonic states above the critical temperature,Tc. Heavy-quark (HQ)
kinetics in the QGP is simulated with a relativistic Langevin process [306]. Since the initial
temperatures at the LHC are expected to exceed the resonancedissociation temperatures,
we implement a “melting” ofD- and B-mesons aboveTdiss=2Tc=360 MeV by a factor
(1+exp[(T −Tdiss)/∆])−1 (∆=50 MeV) in the transport coefficients.

The medium in a heavy-ion reaction is modeled by a spatially homogeneous elliptic
thermal fireball which expands isentropically. The temperature is inferred from an ideal
gas QGP equation of state withNf=2.5 massless quark flavors, with the total entropy
fixed by the number of charged hadrons which we extrapolate todNch/dy≃1400 for central√

sNN=5.5 TeV Pb-Pb collisions. The expansion parameters are adjusted to hydrodynamic
simulations, resulting in a total lifetime ofτfb≃6 fm/c at the end of a hadron-gas QGP mixed
phase and an inclusive light-quark elliptic flow of〈v2〉=7.5%. The QGP formation time,τ0, is
estimated usingτ0T0=const (T0: initial temperature), which for semicentral collisions (impact
parameterb≃7 fm) yieldsT0≃520 MeV.

Initial HQ pT spectra are computed using PYTHIA with parameters as used bythe
ALICE Collaboration. c and b quarks are hadronized intoD and B mesons atTc by
coalescence with light quarks [62]; “left over” heavy quarks are hadronized withδ-function
fragmentation. For semileptonic electron decays we assume3-body kinematics [306].

Fig. 114 summarizes our results for HQ diffusion in a QGP in terms ofRAA(pT)
and v2(pT) at the quark, meson ande± level for b=7 fm Pb-Pb collisions at the LHC
(approximately representing minimum-bias conditions). Our most important findings are:
(a) resonance interactions substantially increase (decrease)v2 (RAA) compared to perturbative
interactions; (b)b quarks are much less affected thanc quarks, reducing the effects in the
e± spectra; (c) there is a strong correlation between a largev2 and a smallRAA at the quark
level, which, however, is partially reversed by coalescence contributions which increaseboth
v2 and RAA at the meson (ande±) level. This feature turned out to be important in the
prediction ofe± spectra at RHIC; (d) the predictions for LHC are quantitatively rather similar
to our RHIC results [306, 307], due to a combination of harderinitial HQ-pT spectra with a
moderate increase in interaction strength in the early phases where non-perturbative resonance
scattering is inoperative.

7.7. Ratio of charm to bottom RAA as a test of pQCD vs. AdS/CFT energy loss

W. A. Horowitz

The theoretical framework of a weakly-coupled QGP used in pQCD models that
quantitatively describe the high-pT π0, η suppression at RHIC is challenged by several
experimental observables, not limited to high-pT only, suggesting the possibility that a
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Figure 114: (Color online) Predictions of relativistic Langevin simulations for heavy quarks in
a sQGP forb=7 fm

√
sNN=5.5 TeV Pb-Pb collisions:RAA (left column) andv2 (right column)

for heavy quarks (1st row), D andB mesons (2nd row) and decay-e± (3rd row).

strongly-coupled picture might be more accurate. One seeksa measurement that may clearly
falsify one or both approaches; heavy quark jet suppressionis one possibility. Strongly-
coupled calculations, utilizing the AdS/CFT correspondence, have been applied to high-
pT jets in three ways [263, 308, 309]. We will focus on predictions from the AdS/CFT
heavy quark drag model and compare them to pQCD predictions from the full radiative and
elastic loss WHDG model and radiative alone WHDG model [244]. Comparisons between
AdS/CFT models and data are difficult. First, one must accept the double conjecture of
QCD↔SYM↔AdS/CFT. Second, to make contact with experiment, one must make further
assumptions to map quantities such as the coupling and temperature in QCD into the SUGRA
calculation. For example, the AdS/CFT prediction for the heavy quark diffusion coefficient
is D = 4/

√
λ(/2πT) [308], whereλ = g2

S Y MNc is the ’t Hooft coupling. The “obvious” first
such mapping [310] simply equates constant couplings,gs= gS Y M, and temperatures,TS Y M=

TQCD. Using this prescription with the canonicalNc = 3 andαs = .3 yieldsD ≈ 1.2(/2πT).
It was claimed in [308] thatD = 3(/2πT) agrees better with data; this requiresαs ≈ .05. An
“alternative” mapping [310] equates the quark-antiquark force found on the lattice to that
computed using AdS/CFT, givingλ ≈ 5.5, and the QCD and SYM energy densities, yielding
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TS Y M= TQCD/31/4.The medium density to be created at LHC is unknown; we will take the
PHOBOS extrapolation ofdNg/dy= 1750 and the KLN model of the CGC,dNg/dy= 2900, as
two sample values.We will search for general trends associated with AdS/CFT drag (denoted
hereafter simply as AdS/CFT) or pQCD as these uncertainties mean little constrains the
possible normalizations of AdS/CFT RQ

AA predictions for LHC.
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Figure 115: (a) Charm and bottomRAA(pT) predictions with representative input parameters
for LHC. The generic trend of pQCD curves increasing withpT while AdS/CFT curves
decrease is seen for representative input parameters; similar trends occurred for the other
input possibilities considered. (b) Ratio of charm to bottom RAA(pT) bunches the two models
for a wide range of input parameters; the LHC should easily distinguish between the two
trends.

AdS/CFT calculations of the drag on a heavy quark yielddpT/dt = −µQpT =

−(π
√
λT2

S Y M/2mQ)pT [309], giving an average fractional energy loss of ¯ǫ = 1−exp(−
∫

dtµQ).
Asymptotic pQCD energy loss for heavy quarks in a static medium goes as ¯ǫ ≈
κL2q̂log(pT/mQ)/pT , whereκ is a proportionality constant andL is the pathlength traversed
by the heavy quark. Note that AdS/CFT fractional momentum loss is independent of
momentum while pQCD loss decreases with jet energy. The heavy quark production
spectrum may be approximated by a slowly varying power law ofindex nQ(pT)+ 1, then
RQ

AA ≈ (1− ǭ)nQ(pT ). SincenQ(pT) is a slowly increasing function of momentum, we expect

RQ
AA,S Y M(pT) to decrease whileRQ

AA,pQCD(pT) to increase as momentum increases. This
behavior is reflected in the full numerical calculations shown in Fig. 115 (a); details of the
model can be found in [311].

For high suppression pQCD predicts nearly flatRQ
AA, masking the difference between

AdS/CFT and pQCD. One can see in Fig. 115 (b) that the separation ofAdS/CFT
and pQCD predictions is enhanced when the double ratio of charm to bottom nuclear
modification,Rcb(pT) = Rc

AA(pT)/Rb
AA(pT), is considered. Asymptotic pQCD energy loss

goes as log(mQ/pT)/pT , becoming insensitive to quark mass forpT ≫mQ; henceRcb
pQCD→

1. Expanding theRAA formula for smallǫ yields Rcb
pQCD(pT) ≈ 1− pcb/pT , where pcb =

κn(pT)L2 log(mb/mc)q̂ andnc ≈ nb = n. Therefore the ratio approaches unity more slowly for
larger suppression. This behavior is reflected in the full numerical results for the moderately
quenched pQCD curves, but is violated by the highly oversuppressed ˆq = 100 curve. The
AdS/CFT drag, however, is independent ofpT . A back of the envelope approximation gives
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RQ
AA ≈

∫ L
0 dℓexp(−nQµqℓ) ≈ 1/nQµq which yieldsRcb(pT) ≈ nb(pT)mc/nc(pT)mb ≈ mc/mb ≈

.27. This behavior is also reflected in the full numerical results shown in Fig. 115 (b), and so,
remarkably, the pQCD and AdS/CFT curves fall into easily distinguishable bunches, robust
to changes in input parameters. An estimate for the momentumafter which corrections to
the above AdS/CFT drag formula are needed,γ > γc, found in the static string geometry is
γc = 1/1+ (2mQ/T

√
λ) [312]. Since temperature is not constant we show the smallest speed

limit, using T(τ0, ~x = ~0), and largest, fromTc, represented by “O” and “|,” respectively. A
deviation ofRcb away from unity at LHC in year 1 would pose a serious challengeto the usual
pQCD paradigm. An observation of a significant increase inRcb with jet momenta would
imply that the current AdS/CFT picture is only applicable at low momenta, if at all. For a
definitive statement to be made ap+Pb control run will be crucial.

7.8. Thermal charm production at LHC

B.-W. Zhang, C. M. Ko and W. Liu

Charm production from an equilibrated quark-gluon plasma (QGP) produced in heavy
ion collisions at LHC is studied to the next-to-leading order in perturbative QCD [313].
Specifically, we consider the processq(g)+ q̄(g) → c+ c̄ and its virtual correction as well
as the processesq(g)+ q̄(g) → c+ c̄+ g, and g+ q(q̄) → c+ c̄+ q(q̄). The amplitudes for
these processes are taken from Refs. [314–317] using massless quarks and gluons, the QCD
coupling constantαs(mc) ≈ 0.37, and a charm quark massmc = 1.3 GeV. The charm quark
production rate in the QGP is then evaluated by integrating over the thermal quark and gluon
distributions in the QGP. Both thermal quarks and gluons aretaken to have thermal masses
given bymq = mg = gT/

√
6, whereT is the temperature of the QGP andg is related to the

thermal QCD coupling constantαs(2πT) = g2/4π, which has values ranging from∼ 0.23 for
T = 700 MeV to∼ 0.42 forT = 170 MeV.

For the dynamics of formed QGP in central Pb+Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 5.5 TeV at
LHC, we assume that it evolves boost invariantly in the longitudinal direction but with an
accelerated transverse expansion. Specifically, its volume expands in the proper timeτ
according toV(τ) = πR2(τ)τc, whereR(τ) = R0+a(τ−τ0)2/2 is the transverse radius with an
initial valueR0 = 7 fm, the QGP formation timeτ0=0.2 fm/c, and the transverse acceleration
a = 0.1 c2/fm. Starting with an initial temperatureT0 = 700 MeV, which gives an initial
energy density of about 50% higher than that predicted by theAMPT model [52] or the Color
Glass Condensate [179], the time dependence of the temperature is obtained from entropy
conservation, leading to the critical temperatureTC = 170 MeV at proper timeτC = 6.4 fm/c.
The initial number of charm pairs is taken to bedNcc̄/dy= 20 at midrapidity, which is of
similar magnitude as that estimated from initial hard nucleon-nucleon collisions based on the
next-to-leading order pQCD calculations.

In the left window of Fig. 116, we show the temperature dependence of the charm quark
pair production rates from the leading order (dashed line) and the next-to-leading order (solid
line) with their ratio shown in the inset. The contributionsfrom the leading order and next-
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Figure 116: Time evolution of charm pair production rate (left window) and number (right
window) in central Pb+Pb collisions at

√
sNN = 5.5 TeV for an initial QGP temperature of

700 MeV. Dashed and solid lines are results from the leading order and next-to-leading order
calculations, respectively. The inset in left window givesthe ratio of charm production rate in
the next-to-leading order to that in the leading order.

leading order are of similar magnitude and both are appreciable at high temperatures. The
total number of charm pairs as a function of the proper timeτ in an expanding QGP produced
at LHC is shown in the right window of Fig. 116. As shown by the dashed line, including only
the leading-order contribution from two-body processes increases the number of charm pairs
by about 10% during the evolution of the QGP. Adding the next-leading-order contribution
through virtual corrections to two-body precesses as well as the 2→ 3 processes further
increases the charm quark pair number by about 25% as shown bythe solid line. The charm
quark pair number reaches its peak value atτ ∼ 2 fm/c and then deceases with the proper
time as a result of larger charm annihilation than creation rates when the temperature of the
QGP drops. At the end of the QGP phase, it remains greater thanboth its initial value and the
chemically equilibrium value of about 5 atTC = 170 MeV. The number of charm quark pairs
produced from the QGP would be reduced by a factor of about 3 ifa larger charm quark mass
of 1.5 GeV or a lower initial temperature ofT0 = 630 MeV is used. It is, however, not much
affected by using massless gluons due to increase in the gluon density. On the other hand,
increasing the initial temperature to 750 MeV would enhancethe thermally produced charm
quark pairs by about a factor of 2.

7.9. Charm production in nuclear collisions

B. Z. Kopeliovich and I. Schmidt
Nuclear suppression of heavy flavor inclusive production inhard partonic collisions has a leading

twist component related to gluon shadowing, as well as a higher twist contribution related to the

nonzero separation of the produced̄QQ pair. Both terms are evaluated and suppression for charm

production in heavy ion collisions at LHC is predicted.
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7.9.1. Higher twist shadowingHeavy flavors are produced via gluon fusion, therefore they
serve as a good probe for the gluon distribution function in nuclei. The light-cone dipole
approach is an effective tool for the calculation of nuclear effects in these processes, since the
phenomenological dipole cross section includes by defaultall higher order and higher twist
terms.

The production of heavy flavors can be treated as freeing of aQ̄Q fluctuation in the
incoming hadron, in which the interaction with such a small dipole (actually, with a three-body
Q̄Qg dipole) results in nuclear shadowing, which is a higher twist, 1/m2

Q, effect. Although
very small, it steeply rises with energy and reaches sizablemagnitude at the energy of LHC.
The effect of this higher twist shadowing on charm production in minimal bias and central
collisions of heavy ions at the energies of RHIC and LHC is shown in figure 117 as the
difference between solid and dashed curves.

Figure 117: Shadowing for DY reaction inpA (upper curves) anddA (lower curves) collisions
at the energies of RHIC (

√
sNN = 200 GeV) and LHC (

√
sNN = 5500 GeV), as function ofxF

and dilepton massM2. The left and right figures are calculated atM = 4.5 GeV andxF = 0.5
respectively.

7.9.2. Process dependent leading twist gluon shadowingThe projectile fluctuations
containing, besides thēQQ, also gluons, are responsible for gluon shadowing, which isa
leading twist effect. Indeed, the aligned jet configurations, i.e. the fluctuation in which the
Q̄Q pair carries the main fraction of the momentum, have a large and scale independent,
transverse size. Gluon shadowing is expected to be a rather weak effect [318] due to the
localization of the glue inside small spots in the proton [96]. This is confirmed by the latest
NLO analysis [15] of data on DIS on nuclei.

Unlike for the DIS case, where the produced ¯qq is predominantly in a color octet state,
in the case of hadroproduction thēQQ may be either colorless or a color octet. Moreover,
in the latter case it may have different symmetries [319, 320]. Nonperturbative effects, which
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cause a contraction of the gluon cloud, may be absent for a colorlessQ̄Q, leading to a much
stronger shadowing compared to DIS. This possibility was taken into account predicting the
rather strong nuclear effects depicted in figure 117. This part of the prediction should be taken
with precaution, since it has never been tested by data.

Figure 117 shows our results forRAA/NN as function of rapidity for minimal bias and
central collisions. These calculations do not include the suppression caused by energy
conservation at the ends of the rapidity interval [321].

The rather strong suppression of charm production that we found should be taken into
account as part of the strong suppression of highpT charm production observed in central
nuclear collisions at RHIC. At highpT this effect should fade away because of the rise ofx2,
although at the LHC this may be a considerable correction.

7.10. Charm and Beauty Hadrons from Strangeness-rich QGP atLHC

I. Kuznetsova and J. Rafelski
The yields of heavy flavored hadrons emitted by strangeness rich QGP are evaluated within

chemical non-equilibrium statistical hadronization model, conserving strangeness, heavy flavor, and

entropy yields at hadronization.

A relatively large number of hadrons containing charm (dNc/dy ≃ 10) and bottom
(dNb/dy≃ 1) quarks are expected to be produced at central rapidity in heavy ion (Pb–Pb)
collisions at the Large Hadrons Collider (LHC). This reportsummarized results of our more
extensive recent report [322], and amplifies its findings with reference to the ‘first day’ LHC-
ion results. Differing from other recent studies which assume that the hadronyields after
hadronization are in chemical equilibrium [323], we form the charm hadron yields in the
statistical hadronization approach based on an abundance of u,d, s quark pairs fixed by the
bulk properties of a practically chemically equilibrated QGP phase.

In proceeding in this fashion we are respecting the constraints of the recombinant
dynamic model [324]. The absolute yields (absolute chemical equilibrium) depend in addition
to recombination on absolute heavy quark yielddNb,c/dy. We are fully implementing the
relative chemical equilibrium, that is the formation of heavy (charmed) hadrons according
the the relative phase space, thus ratios of yields presented here are a complete and reliable
prediction characterized by QGP entropy and strangeness content.

It is energetically more effective for strange quarks to emerge bound to heavy quarks.
Said differently, the reaction K+D→ π+Ds is strongly exothermic, with∆Q ≃ 240 MeV,
and similarly for the bottom quark. Considering that the phase space for hadronization is
characterized by a domain temperatureT = 160± 20 MeV, in presence of strangeness the
yield tilts in favor Ds over D, andBs over B.The variability in the light and strange quark
content at given hadronization temperatureT is accomplished introducing the phase space
occupancyγH

s > 1, γH
q > 1 of strange, and, respectively, light constituent quarks in the hadron

phase. In chemical equilibriumγH
s = γ

H
q = 1.

A phase space evaluation of the relative yields leads to the results presented in figure 118,
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lines) andcqq/cqs= (Λc+Σc)/Ξc (lower lines) ratios.

where we show ratio of open charm strange meson and baryons with the corresponding ‘less’
strange open charmed (strange) meson and baryons, as a function of γH

s /γ
H
q , which is the

controlling variable for three valuesT = 200 MeV,T = 180–160 MeV andT = 140 MeV. The
corresponding chemical reference results are indicated bythe crossing vertical and horizontal
lines. ForB, Bs mesons the results are the same as forD, Ds mesons, see [322] for details.

The challenge is to understand what values ofγH
s /γ

H
q a fast hadronizing QGP implies.

We obtain these by requiring that the hadronization of QGP proceeds conserving the entropy
dS/dy and strangenessds/dy= ds̄/dy content of QGP. For LHC the expected ratios/S =
0.038 [169] atT = 140–180 MeV which implies in the hadron phaseγs/γq= 1.8–2 [168]. This
entails a considerable shift of open charm hadrons away fromhadron chemical equilibrium
yield towards states containing strangeness in all cases considered in figure 118 (and similarly
for the bottom flavor). The hadronization process, as expected, favors formation of strange
charmed meson and baryons, once the actual QGP strangeness yield near/above-chemical
equilibrium is allowed for.

7.11. Charmonium Suppression in Strangeness-rich QGP

I. Kuznetsova and J. Rafelski
The yields ofcc̄ mesons formed in presence of entropy and strangeness rich QGP are evaluated

within chemical non-equilibrium statistical hadronization model, conserving strangeness and entropy

yields at hadronization. We find that for a givendNc/dycharm yield, the abundant presence of light an

strange quarks favors formation ofD, Ds mesons and to suppression of charmonium.

There is considerable energetic advantage for a charm quarkto bind with a strange quark
– most, if not all, charmonium–strange meson/baryon reactions of the typecc̄+ sX→ cX+ c̄s,
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where X ≡ q̄ = ū, d̄ or X ≡ qq,qs, ss are strongly exothermic. In statistical hadronization
this phase space effect favors formation ofDs over cc̄. Seen from the kinetic model
perspective [324], this observation shows a strong channelof charmonium destruction. Thus
presence of strangeness facilitates a novel charmonium suppression mechanism [322, 325].
To implement this effect hadronization of QGP must conserve strangeness and entropy and
thus cannot be ad-hoc associated with chemical equilibrium.

In the non-equilibrium statistical hadronization model webalance total yield of charmed
particles within a given volumedV/dy to the level available in the QGP phasedNc/dy∝
dV/dy(γH

c γ
H
i + . . .), where a few percent of the yield is in multi-charm baryons and

charmonium involving higher powers ofγH
c . This constraint determines a value ofγH

c , which
for the case of LHC can be considerably above unity. Therefore, the hadronization yields we
compute for hidden charm mesons:dNcc̄/dy∝ dV/dyγH 2

c ∝ (dNc/dy)2/(γH 2
i dV/dy). depends

on the inverse of the model dependent reaction volume, and scales with the square of the total
charm yields [324]. We also show above that for the case thatγH

i > 1 a hereto unexpected
suppression of ’onium yield is expected.

In figure 119 the yield of all hidden charmcc̄ (sum over allcc̄ mesons) is shown,
normalized by the square ofdNc/dy= 10 (middle panel for LHC environment) anddNc/dy= 3
(left panel, RHIC environment), as a function of hadronization temperatureT. We show
result for s/S = 0.03 with dV/dy= 600 fm3, T = 200 MeV (solid line, left panel) and for
s/S = 0.04 with dV/dy= 800 fm3, T = 200 MeV (solid line, middle panel). Results shown
for chemical equilibrium case (dashed lines) are for the valuesγs= γq = 1. For the chemical
non-equilibrium hadronization (solid linesγH

i > 1, i = q, s), the QGP and hadron phase space
is evaluated conserving entropySQ = SH and strangenesssQ = sH between phases.

We see, comparing the left and middle panel that the yield ofcc̄ mesons decreases with
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increasing specific strangeness content (note logarithmicscale). The chemical suppression
effect is further quantified in third, right panel in figure 119, where we show the ratio
J/Ψ/J/Ψeq= γ

2
c/γ

2
ceq as a function ofγH

s /γ
H
q at fixed value ofγH

q and, as required, entropy
conservation forT = 140,170 MeV. ForT = 140 MeV we show result withγq = 1.6 (solid
dotted line) which corresponds entropy conservation between QGP and hadronic phase for this
hadronization temperature. ForT = 170 MeV we show results withγq ≈ γcr

q = 1.51≡ emπ/2T

(dash-dot line),γq = 1.12 (solid line) andγq = 1 (dashed line). Forγq = 1.12 entropy is
conserved in hadronization atT = 170 MeV .

The formation of theBc(b̄c) proposed as another QGP signature [326] has not been
evaluated in the present work, since this particle yield suffers from additional (canonical)
suppression. Kinetic formation models suggest significantenhancement of this double exotic
meson, as compared to a cascade of NN reactions.

7.12. J/ψ pT spectra from in-medium recombination

R. L. Thews and M. L. Mangano
We consider production ofJ/ψ by recombination of c, ¯c quarks produced in separate N-N

interactions during Pb-Pb collisions. Inputs for the calculation include the NLO pQCD spectra of

charm quarks, plus a range of nuclear parameters taken from extrapolation of results at RHIC energy.

The possibility thatJ/ψ could be formed in AA collisions by recombination in a region
of color deconfinement was first developed in Ref. [324]. It was motivated by the realization
that the total formation probability would be proportionalto the square of the total number
of cc̄ pairs, which at RHIC and especially LHC provide a large enhancement factor. One can
calculate thepT andy spectra ofJ/ψ formed either through recombination or direct initial
production, using the corresponding quark spectra from a pQCD NLO calculation [297] in
individual nucleon-nucleon interactions. The method involves generating a sample of these
initially-producedcc̄ pairs, smearing the transverse momentum with a gaussian distribution
of width 〈kT

2〉 to simulate nuclear broadening and confinement effects, and weighting each
pair with a formation cross section. This procedure naturally divides the total pair sample
into two categories: the so-called “diagonal" sample, which pairs the c and ¯c from the same
nucleon-nucleon interaction and the “off-diagonal" sample, where c and ¯c come from different
nucleon-nucleon interactions. The spectra of the resulting J/ψ will retain some memory of
the charm quark spectra and provide signatures of the two different origins. For example, one
expects thepT spectrum of non-diagonal pairs to be softer, since it is lesslikely for high-pT

c and c̄ quarks from independent scatterings to be close enough in phase-space to coalesce
into a J/ψ. Results for RHIC were presented in Ref. [327], where the primary signal was
found to be a narrowing of the non-diagonaly andpT spectra, relative to the diagonal ones.
We show in Fig. 120 the calculatedJ/ψ width 〈pT

2〉 as a function of〈kT
2〉, for central and

forward production in ALICE.〈pT
2〉 grows with〈kT

2〉 for both the direct initial production
and the in-medium formation, but the latter widths are always smaller than the former. Widths
at smally are also greater than at largey, reflecting the underlying pQCD distributions. To fix
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Figure 120: Upper: Variation ofJ/ψ 〈pT
2〉 with the nuclear smearing parameter. Lower:

dependence on the intrinsic〈kT
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2〉pp = 0.0 (left) and 5.0 (right).

the nuclear smearing parameter values, we use a relation between measurable〈pT
2〉 in pp and

pA interactions,

〈pT
2〉pA−〈pT

2〉pp = λ
2 [n̄A−1], (60)

wheren̄A is the impact-averaged number of inelastic interactions ofthe proton projectile in
nucleus A, andλ2 is proportional to the square of the transverse momentum transfer per
initial state collision. We use a Glauber model to calculatethe centrality dependence of
the n̄A, and parameterize the centrality by the total number of collisions,Ncoll. Thus with
measurements of〈pT

2〉pp and 〈pT
2〉pA one can extractλ2 and calculate the corresponding

nuclear broadening for AA interactions. The lower plots of Fig. 120 show the results for
Pb-Pb at 5.5 TeV, with〈kT

2〉pp=0 and 5GeV2. For both cases theJ/ψ widths will provide a
clear discrimination between direct initial production and in-medium formation. In general,
one would expect some combination of initial production andin-medium formation, so the
prediction is bounded from above and below. There is almost no change in thepT(c) spectra
between 5.5 and 14 TeV. Thus we can use the 14 TeV pp data to determine〈kT

2〉pp at 5.5 TeV.
One can then expect that the absence of energy dependence will also hold for p-Pb results,
allowing us to also determineλ2 at 5.5 TeV from a measurement at any LHC energy, thus
fixing the prediction for curves such as those in Fig. 120.
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states. For better visibility, in the limit of small binding, the open squares show the width of
the 1S bottomonium state multiplied by six.

7.13. Predictions for quarkonia dissociation

Á. Mócsy and P. Petreczky
We predict the upper bound on the dissociation temperaturesof different quarkonium states.

In a recent paper [328] we analyzed in detail the quarkonium spectral functions. This
analysis has shown that spectral functions calculated using potential model for the non-
relativistic Green’s function combined with perturbativeQCD can describe the available
lattice data on quarkonium correlators both at zero and finite temperature in QCD with no light
quarks [328]. Charmonia, however, were found to be dissolved at temperatures significantly
lower than quoted in lattice QCD studies, and in contradiction with other claims made in
recent years from different potential model studies. In [329] we extended the analysis to
real QCD with one strange quark and two light quarks using newlattice QCD data on quark
anti-quark free energy obtained with small quark masses [330].

Here we briefly outline the main results of the analysis of [329], in particular the estimate
for the upper limit on the dissociation temperatures. Thereis an uncertainty in choosing
the quark-antiquark potential at finite temperature. In [329] we considered two choices of
the potential, both consistent with the lattice data [330].The more extreme choice, still
compatible with lattice data, leads to the largest possiblebinding energy. In this most binding
potential some of the quarkonium states survive above deconfinement, but their strongly
temperature-dependent binding energy is significantly reduced. This is shown in figure 121.
Due to the reduced binding energy thermal activation can lead to the dissociation of quarkonia,
even when the corresponding peak is present in the spectral function. Knowing the binding
energy we estimate the thermal width using the analysis of [331]. The expression of the rate
of thermal excitation has particularly simple form in the two limiting cases:

Γ(T) =
(LT)2

3π
Me−Ebin/T , Ebin≫ T Γ(T) =

4
L

√
T

2πM
, Ebin≪ T .

HereM is the quarkonium mass,L is the size of the spatial region of the potential, given by the
distance from the average quarkonium radius to the top of thepotential, i.e.L = rmed−〈r2〉1/2,
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rmedbeing the effective range of the potential [329]. Using the above formulas we estimate the
thermal width of charmonium and bottomonium states. Since in the deconfined phaseEbin<T
the 1S charmonium and 2S and 1P bottomonium states are in the regime of weak binding,
and their width is large, as shown in figure 121. The 1S bottomonium is strongly bound for
T < 1.6Tc and its thermal width is smaller than 40 MeV. ForT > 1.6Tc, however, even the 1S
bottomonium states is in the weak binding regime resulting in the large increase of the width,
see figure 121. When the thermal width is significantly largerthan the binding energy no peak
structure will be present in the spectral functions, even though the simple potential model
calculation predicts a peak. Therefore, we define a conservative dissociation temperature by
the conditionΓ> 2Ebin. The obtained dissociation temperatures are summarized intable 7.13.

Table 7: Upper bound on quarkonium dissociation temperatures.
state χc ψ′ J/ψ Υ′ χb Υ

Tdis ≤ Tc ≤ Tc 1.2Tc 1.2Tc 1.3Tc 2Tc

From the table it is clear that all quarkonium states, exceptthe 1S bottomonium, will melt
at temperatures considerably smaller than previous estimates, and will for certain be dissolved
in the matter produced in heavy ion collision at LHC. Furthermore, it is likely that at energy
densities reached at the LHC a large fraction of the 1S bottomonium states will also dissolve.
It has to be seen to what extent these findings will result in largeRAA suppression at LHC. For
this more information about initial state effects is needed. Moreover, the spectral functions are
strongly enhanced over the free case even when quarkonium states are dissolved [328, 329]
indicating significant correlations between the heavy quark and antiquark. Therefore, one
should take into account also the possibility of quarkoniumregeneration from correlated initial
quark-antiquark pairs.

7.14. Heavy flavor production and suppression at the LHC

I. Vitev
Predictions for the baselineD- and B-mesons production cross sections ats1/2 = 5.5 TeV at

the LHC in p+p collisions are given forpT > Mc,b, respectively. New measurements that allow to

identify the underlying hard partonic processes in heavy flavor production are discussed. Based on

the shortD- andB-mesons formation times, medium-induced dissociation is proposed as a mechanism

of heavy flavor suppression in the QGP at intermediatepT . In contrast to previous results on heavy

quark modification, this approach predicts suppression ofB-mesons comparable to that ofD-mesons at

transverse momenta as low aspT ∼ 10 GeV. Suppression of non-photonic electrons form the primary

semi-leptonic decays of charm and beauty hadrons is calculated in thepT region where collisional

dissociation is expected to be relevant.

Predictions for the baselineD0,D+,B0,B+ cross sections in p+p collisions at the LHC
at s1/2 = 5.5 TeV are given in the left panel of Fig. 122 [332]. At lowest order we also include
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Figure 122: Left panel:D- andB-meson production cross sections sts1/2 = 5.5 TeV [332].
Comparison to available data at Tevatron is also shown. Away-side hadron composition of
pT = 10 GeVD-meson triggered jet [332]. Right panel: Hadron composition of the away-
sideD-meson triggered jet at LHC energies as a function of the hardness of the heavy quark
fragmentation function.

Q+g→ Q+g, Q+q(q̄)→ Q+q(q̄) and processes that give a dominant contribution to the
single inclusiveD- andB-mesons [332]. The right panel of Fig. 122 illustrates a method to
determine the underlying heavy flavor production mechanismthrough the away-side hadron
composition ofD− andB−meson triggered jets [332].

The GLV approach is to multiple parton scattering [333] can be easily generalized to
various compelling high energy nuclear physics problems, such as meson dissociation in
dense nuclear matter [334].RAA(pT) results for charm and beauty from this novel suppression
mechanism at RHIC and LHC are shown in the left panel of Fig. 123. Attenuation rate similar
to the light hadron quenching from radiative energy loss [333] is achieved. The right panel
of Fig. 123 shows the suppression of the single non-photonic0.5(e++e−) in central Au+Au
and Pb+Pb collisions at RHIC and LHC respectively [334]. The separate measurement of
intermediatepT D− and B−meson quenching will allow to experimentally determine the
correct physics mechanism of heavy flavor suppression [335].

7.15. Quarkonium shadowing in pPb and Pb+Pb collisions

R. Vogt

The d+Au data from RHIC, including thepA results from the fixed-target CERN SPS
pA data, suggest increased importance of initial-state shadowing and decreasing nuclear
absorption with increasing energy [336]. This is not surprising since smallerx is probed
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Figure 123: Left panel: Suppression ofD- and B-meson production via collisional
dissociation in the QGP. Results onRAA(pT) in central Pb+Pb collisions at the LHC are
compared to central Au+Au and Cu+Cu collisions at RHIC [334, 335]. Right panel:
Suppression of inclusive non-photonic electrons fromD- and B-meson spectra softened by
collisional dissociation in central Au+Au collisions at RHIC compared to data and Pb+Pb
collisions at the LHC.

at higher energy while absorption due to multiple scattering is predicted to decrease with
energy [337]. The CERN SPS data suggest aJ/ψ absorption cross section of about 4 mb
without shadowing, and a larger absorption cross section ifit is included since the SPSx range
is in the antishadowing region. The d+Au RHIC data support smaller absorption,σ

J/ψ
abs ∼ 0−2

mb. Thus our predictions forJ/ψ andΥ production inpPb and Pb+Pb interactions at the LHC
are shown for initial-state shadowing alone with no absorption or dense matter effects. We
note that including absorption would only move the calculated ratios down in proportion to the
absorption survival probability since, at LHC energies, any rapidity dependence of absorption
is at very large|y| [338], outside the detector acceptance.

We presentRpPb(y) = pPb/pp andRPbPb(y) = PbPb/pp for J/ψ andΥ. Since thepp,
pPb and Pb+Pb data are likely to be taken at different energies (14 TeV, 8.8 TeV and 5.5
TeV respectively), to make the calculations as realistic aspossible we show several different
scenarios forRpPb(y) andRPbPb(y). The lead nucleus is assumed to come from the right in
pPb. All thepA calculations employ the EKS98 shadowing parameterization[339,340]. The
difference in theJ/ψ andΥ results is primarily due to the largerΥ mass which increases the
x values by about a factor of three. In addition, the higherQ2 reduces the overall shadowing
effect.

The top of Fig. 124 showsRpPb(y) for pPb/pp with both systems at
√

SNN = 8.8 and 5.5
TeV (dashed and dot-dashed curves respectively), ignoringthe∆y= 0.46 rapidity shift at 8.8
TeV. For theJ/ψ, these ratios are relatively flat at forward rapidity where the x in the lead
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is small. The largerx and greaterQ2 for theΥ brings the onset of antishadowing closer to
midrapidity, within the range of the ALICE dimuon spectrometer. At far backward rapidity, a
rise due to the antishadowing region is seen. The lower energy moves the antishadowing peak
to the right for both quarkonia states. We showRpPb(y) with pPb at 8.8 TeV andppat 14 TeV
with ∆y= 0 in the dotted curves. The effect on theJ/ψ is an apparent lowering of the dashed
curve. Since theΥ rapidity distribution is narrower at 8.8 TeV than at 14 TeV inthe rapidity
range shown here, theΥ curve turns over at large|y|. (This effect occurs at|y| > 6 for theJ/ψ.)
The solid curves showRpPb(y) for 8.8 TeV pPb and 14 TeVpp with the rapidity shift. Both
theJ/ψ andΥ ratios are essentially constant fory> −2.5. Thus relying on ratios ofpA to pp
collisions at different energies to study shadowing (or other smallx effects) may be difficult
because the shadowing function is hard to unfold when accounting for thepA∆y as well as
the difference inx. If d+Pb collisions were used,∆y would be significantly reduced [341].

The lower part of Fig. 124 showsRPbPb(y) for the J/ψ and Υ at 5.5 TeV for both
systems. No additional dense matter effects such asQQ coalescence or plasma screening
are included. The EKS98 (dashed) and nDSg [15] (dot-dashed)shadowing parameterizations
are compared. The results are very similar over the entire rapidity range. (Other shadowing
parameterizations,which do not agree with the RHIC d+Au data, give differentRPbPb(y).)
There are antishadowing peaks at far forward and backward rapidity. As at RHIC, including
shadowing on both nuclei lowers the overall ratio relative to RpPb(y) as well as making
RPbPb(y > 2) similar to or larger thanRPbPb(y = 0) because, without any other effects,
RPbPb(y) ∼ RpPb(y)RpPb(−y) when all systems are compared at the same

√
SNN. The solid

curves show the ratios for Pb+Pb at 5.5 TeV relative topp at 14 TeV with the EKS98
parameterization. The trends are similar but the magnitudeis lower.

Since these calculations reflect what should be seen if nothing else occurs,RPbPb(y) is
expected to differ significantly due to dense matter effects. If the initialJ/ψ production is
strongly suppressed by plasma screening, then the only observed J/ψ’s would be fromcc
coalesence [327] orB meson decays. It should be possible to experimentally distinguish
secondary production from the primordial distributions bydisplaced vertex cuts. Secondary
J/ψ production should have a narrower rapidity distribution and a lower averagepT . Both are
indicated in central Au+Au collisions at

√
SNN = 200 GeV at RHIC [342]. IfJ/ψ production

in central collisions is dominated by secondaryJ/ψ’s, peripheral collisions should still reflect
initial-state effects. Predictions of the centrality dependence of shadowing onJ/ψ production
at RHIC agree with the most peripheral Au+Au data.

Finally, the J/ψ andΥ rapidity distributions are likely to be inclusive, including feed
down from higher quarkonium states. Initial-state effects should be the same for all members
of a quarkonium family so that these ratios would be the same for direct and inclusive
production.

7.16. Quarkonium suppression as a function of pT

R. Vogt
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Figure 124: TheJ/ψ (left) andΥ (right) pPb/pp (top) and PbPb/pp (bottom) ratios as a
function of rapidity. ThepPb/pp ratios are given for 8.8 (dashed) and 5.5 (dot-dashed) TeV
collisions in both cases and 8.8 TeVpPb to 14 TeVpp without (dotted) and with (solid) the
beam rapidity shift taken into account. The Pb beam comes from the right. The PbPb/pp ratios
are shown for 5.5 TeV in both cases with EKS98 (dashed) and nDSg (dot-dashed) shadowing
and also for 5.5 TeV Pb+Pb and 14 TeVpp (solid).

We present a revised look at the predictions of Ref. [343], taking into account
newer calculations of the screening mass with temperature and the quarkonia dissociation
temperature based on both potential models and calculations of quarkonium spectral
functions. The estimates of Digalet al. [344] predict lower quarkonium dissociation
temperatures, 1.1Tc for the J/ψ and 2.3Tc for the Υ, with µ = 1.15T. A later review by
Satz [345], predicts higher values, more in line with the recent calculations of quarkonium
spectral functions, 2.1Tc for theJ/ψ and 4.1Tc for theΥ, as well asµ ∼ 1.45T for T > 1.1Tc.
We assume 700< T0 < 850 MeV andτ0 = 0.2 fm [346]. ThepT dependence of the screening
is calculated as first discussed in Ref. [347]. Since it may beunlikely for feed down
contributions to be separated from the inclusiveψ andΥ yields in AA collisions, we present
the indirectψ′/ψ andΥ′/Υ ratios, with feed down included, in Fig. 125. While the individual
suppression factors are smooth as a function ofpT , as shown in Fig. 126 for all four sets of
initial conditions and dissociation temperatures, due to their different predicted dissociation
temperatures and formation times, they contribute differently to the ratios in Fig. 125.

We have assumed that theψ′/ψ andΥ′/Υ ratios are independent ofpT , as predicted in
the color evaporation model [348]. However, if this is not the case, any slope of thepT ratios
in pp collisions can be calculated and/or evalulated experimentally and deconvoluted from
the data. Quarkonium regeneration by coalescence [327] hasnot been included here. While
it is unknown how coalescence production populates the quarkonium levels, since thepT of
quarkonium states produced by coalescence is lower than those produced in the initialNN
collisions, higherpT quarkonia should have a smaller coalescence contribution.The lower
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Figure 125: The indirectψ′/ψ (left) andΥ′/Υ (right) ratios as a function ofpT in Pb+Pb
collisions at 5.5 TeV forT0 = 700 MeV (solid and dashed) and 850 MeV (dot-dashed and
dotted). Theψ (Υ) results are shown for assumed dissociation temperatures of 1.1Tc (2.3Tc)
(solid and dot-dashed) and 2.1Tc (4.1Tc) (dashed and dotted) respectively.

BB rates should reduce the coalescence probability ofΥ production. By taking theψ′/ψ and
Υ′/Υ ratios, we reduce systematics and initial-state effects.

In the case whereTD = 1.1Tc for theJ/ψ, its shorter formation time leads to suppression
over a largerpT range than that for theχc andψ′, leading to a largerψ′/ψ ratio than thepp
value over allpT . On the other hand, for the higher dissociation temperature, thepT range of
J/ψ suppression is shorter than for the other charmonium states, giving a smaller ratio than in
pp. The lowpT behavior of the dashed and dotted curves in the left-hand side of Fig. 125 is
due to the disappearance ofχc suppression since theχc is suppressed over a shorterpT range
than theψ′.

Since there are more states below theBB threshold for theΥ family, the suppression is
more complicated, in part because there are also feed down contributions to theΥ′, leading
to more structure in theΥ′/Υ ratios on the right-hand side of Fig. 125. Forµ = 1.15T, the
Υ itself is suppressed, albeit over a shortpT range. The dips in the solid and dashed curves
occur at thepT where directΥ suppression ceases. In the case whereTD = 4.1Tc for theΥ,
the initial temperature is not large enough to suppress direct Υ production so thatΥ′/Υ < 1
for all pT . Theχb contributions are responsible for the slopes of the ratios at pT > 12 GeV.

8. Leptonic probes and photons

8.1. Thermal photons to dileptons ratio at LHC

J. K. Nayak, J. Alam, S. Sarkar and B. Sinha

Photons and dileptons are considered to be efficient probes of quark gluon plasma
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Figure 126: The survival probabilities as a function ofpT for the charmonium (left-hand side)
and bottomonium (right-hand side) states for initial conditions at the LHC. The charmonium
survival probabilities areJ/ψ (solid), χc (dot-dashed) andψ′ (dashed) respectively. The
bottomonium survival probabilities are given forΥ (solid), χ1b (dot-dashed),Υ′ (dashed),
χ2b (dot-dot-dash-dashed) andΥ′′ (dotted) respectively. The top plots are forT0 = 700 MeV
while the bottom are forT0 = 850 MeV. The left-hand sides of the plots for each state are for
the lower dissociation temperatures, 1.1Tc for the J/ψ and 2.3Tc for theΥ while the right-
hand sides show the results for the higher dissociation temperatures, 2.1Tc for the J/ψ and
4.1Tc for theΥ.

(QGP) expected to be created in heavy ion collisions at ultra-relativistic energies.
However, the theoretical calculations of the transverse momentum (pT) spectra of photons
(d2Nγ/d2pTdyy=0) and dileptons (d2Nγ∗/d2pTdyy=0) depend on several parameters which are
model dependent (see [349, 350] and references therein). Inthe present work it is shown that
the model dependences involved in individual photon and dilepton spectra are canceled out in
the ratio,Rem defined as:Rem= (d2Nγ/d2pTdy)y=0/(d2Nγ∗/d2pTdy)y=0.

The invariant yield of thermal photons can be written asd2Nγ/d2pTdy =∑
i=Q,M,H

∫
i

(
d2Rγ/d2pTdy

)
i
d4x, whereQ,M andH represent QGP, mixed (coexisting phase

of QGP and hadrons) and hadronic phases respectively. (d2R/d2pTdy)i is the static rate of
photon production from the phasei, which is convoluted over the expansion dynamics through
the integration overd4x. The thermal photon rate from QGP up toO(ααs) have been consid-
ered. For photons from hadronic matter an exhaustive set of reactions (including those involv-
ing strange mesons) and radiative decays of higher resonance states have been considered in
which form factor effects have been included.

Similar to photons, thepT distribution of thermal dileptons is given by,d2Nγ∗/d2pTdy=∑
i=Q,M,H

∫
i

(
d2Rγ∗/d2pTdydM2

)
i
dM2d4x. The limits for the integration overM are fixed from

experimental measurements. Here we consider 2mπ < M < 1.05 GeV. Thermal dilepton
rate from QGP up toO(α2αs) has been considered. For the hadronic phase we include the
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Figure 127: Left panel: Variation ofRem with pT , right panel: variation ofRem(pT = 2GeV)
with Ti .

Table 8: The values of various parameters - thermalization time (τi), initial temperature (Ti),
freeze-out temperature (T f ) and hadronic multiplicitydN/dy- used in the present calculations.
Accelerator dN

dy τi( f m) Ti(GeV) T f (MeV)

SPS 700 1 0.2 120
RHIC 1100 0.2 0.4 120
LHC 4000 0.08 0.85 120
LHC 4730 0.08 0.905 120

dileptons from the decays of light vector mesons [349]. The space time evolution of the
system has been studied using (2+1) dimensional relativistic hydrodynamics with longitudinal
boost invariance and cylindrical symmetry. The calculations have been performed for the
initial conditions mentioned in table 8 (see also [349]). The values of parameters shown
in table 8 reproduce the various experimental data from SPS and RHIC. For LHC we have
chosen two values ofTi corresponding to two values ofdN/dy. We use the Bag model EOS
for the QGP phase. For EOS of the hadronic matter all resonances with mass≤ 2.5 GeV have
been considered

The variation ofRem with pT for different initial conditions are depicted in Fig. 127 (left
panel). At SPS, the contributions from hadronic matter (HM)coincides with the total and
hence it becomes difficult to make any conclusion about the formation of QGP. However,
for RHIC and LHC the contributions from HM are less than the total indicating large
contributions from quark matter. The quantity,Rem, reaches a plateau beyondpT = 1 GeV
for all the three casesi.e. for SPS, RHIC and LHC. However, it is very important to note that
the values ofRem at the plateau region are different,e.g. RLHC

em > RRHIC
em > RS PS

em . Now for all
the three cases, SPS, RHIC and LHC, exceptTi all other quantitiese.g. Tc, v0, T f and EOS
are same, indicating that the difference in the value ofRem in the plateau region originates
only due to different values ofTi for the three cases (Fig. 127, right panel). This, hence can
be used as a measure ofTi .
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We have observed that although the individualpT distribution of photons and lepton pairs
are sensitive to different EOS (lattice QCD, for example) the ratioRem is not. It is also noticed
thatRem in the plateau region is not sensitive to the medium effects on hadrons, radial flow,
Tc, T f and other parameters.

It is interesting to note that the nature of variation of the quantity,RpQCD
em , which is the

corresponding ratio of photons and lepton pairs from hard processes only is quite different
from Rthermal

em for pT up to∼ 3 GeV indicating that the observed saturation is a thermal effect.

8.2. Prompt photon in heavy ion collisions at the LHC: A “multi-purpose” observable

F. Arleo
I emphasize in this contribution how prompt photons can be used to probe nuclear parton densities

as well as medium-modified fragmentation functions in heavyion collisions. Various predictions in

p–A and A–A collisions at LHC energies are given.

Prompt photon production in hadronic collisions has been extensively studied, both
experimentally and theoretically, over the past 25 years (see [351] and references therein).
As indicated in Ref. [351], it is remarkable that almost all existing data from fixed-target
to collider energies can be very well understood within perturbative QCD at NLO. In
these proceedings, I briefly discuss how prompt photons in nuclear collisions (p–A and
A–A) may allow for a better understanding of interesting aspects discussed in heavy-ion
collisions, namely the physics of nuclear parton distribution functions and medium-modified
fragmentation functions. Parton distribution functions in nuclei are so far poorly constrained,
especially in contrast with the high degree of accuracy currently reached in the proton
channel, over a widex and Q2 domain. In particular, only high-x (x & 10−2) and low Q2

(Q2
. 100 GeV2) have been probed in fixed-target experiments. In order to predict hard

processes in nuclear collisions at the LHC, a more accurate knowledge on a wider kinematic
range is necessary. As stressed in [352], the nuclear production ratio of isolated photons in
p-A collisions,

RpA (xT ,y) =
1
A

d3σ

dy d2p⊥
(p+A→ γ+X)

/ d3σ

dy d2p⊥
(p+ p→ γ+X)

can be related to a good accuracy (say, less than 5%) to the parton density ratios

R
approx

(xT ,y= 0)≃ 0.5 R
A

F2
(xT )+0.5 R

A

G
(xT ) ; R

approx
(xT ,y= 3)≃ R

A

G
(xT e−y),

with xT = 2p⊥/
√

sNN. To illustrate this, the ratioRpA is computed for isolated photons
produced at mid-rapidity inp–Pb collisions at

√
sNN = 8.8 TeV in Fig. 128 (solid line),

assuming the de Florian and Sassot (nDSg) nuclear parton distributions [15]. The
above analytic approximationR

approx

y=0 (dotted line) demonstrates how well this observable is
connected to the nuclear modifications of the gluon density and structure function; see also the
agreement (RpA −R

approx

y=0 )/RpA as a dash-dotted line in Fig. 128. In nucleus-nucleus scattering,
the energy loss of hard quarks and gluons in the dense medium presumably produced at
LHC may lead to the suppression of prompt photons coming fromthe collinear fragmentation
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process. In Fig. 129, the expected photon quenching in Pb–Pbcollisions at
√

sNN = 5.5 TeV
is plotted. A significant suppression due to energy loss (taking ωc = 50 GeV, see [16] for
details) is observed, unlike what is expected when only nuclear effects in the parton densities
are assumed in the calculation (dash-dotted line).
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Finally performing momentum correlations between a promptphoton and a leading
hadron in p–p and A–A collisions, yet experimentally challenging, appears to be an
interesting probe of vacuum and medium-modified fragmentation function, as discussed in
detail in Refs. [353, 354]. We refer in particular the interested reader to Fig. 10 of [353] for
the predictions ofγ–π0 momentum-imbalance distributions at the LHC.

8.3. Direct photon spectra in Pb-Pb at
√

sNN = 5.5 TeV: hydrodynamics+pQCD predictions

F. Arleo, D. d’Enterria and D. Peressounko
The pT-differential spectra for direct photons produced in Pb-Pb collisions at the LHC, including

thermal (hydrodynamics) and prompt (pQCD) emissions are presented.

We present predictions for the transverse momentum distributions of direct-γ (i.e.
photons not coming from hadron decays) produced at mid-rapidity in Pb-Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 5.5 TeV based on a combined hydrodynamics+pQCD approach. Thermal photon
emission in Pb-Pb at the LHC is computed with a hydrodynamical model successfully used in
nucleus-nucleus collisions at RHIC energies [10]. The initial entropy density of the produced
system at LHC is obtained by extrapolating empirically the hadron multiplicities measured
at RHIC [355]. AbovepT ≈ 3 GeV/c, additional prompt-γ production from parton-parton
scatterings is computed perturbatively at next-to-leading-order (NLO) accuracy [356]. We use
recent parton distribution functions (PDF) [13] and parton-to-photon fragmentation functions
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(FF) [357], modified resp. to account for initial-state shadowing+isospin effects [15] and
final-state parton energy loss [358].

We follow the evolution of the hot and dense system produced in central Pb-Pb at LHC
by solving the equations of (ideal) relativistic 2D+1 hydrodynamics [10, 355] starting at
a time τ0 = 1/Qs ≈ 0.1 fm/c. The system is assumed to have an initial entropy density
of s0 = 1120 fm−3, which corresponds to a maximum temperature at the center ofT0 ≈
650 MeV (〈T0〉 ≈ 470 MeV). We use a quark gluon plasma (QGP) and hadron resonance
gas (HRG) equation of state above and belowTcrit ≈ 170 MeV resp., connected by a
standard Maxwell construction assuming a first-order phasetransition atTcrit. Thermal
photon emission is computed using the most recent parametrizations of the QGP and HRG
γ rates. For the QGP phase we use the AMY complete leading-log emission rates including
LPM suppression [240]. For the HRG phase, we employ the improved parametrization from
Turbideet al. [359].

Our NLO pQCD predictions are obtained with the code of ref. [356] with all scales
set toµ = pT . Pb-Pb yields are obtained scaling the NLO cross-sections by the number of
incoherent nucleon-nucleon collisions:Ncoll = 1670, 12.9 for 0-10% central (〈b〉 = 3.2 fm)
and 60-90% peripheral (〈b〉 = 13 fm). Nuclear (isospin and shadowing) corrections of the
CTEQ6.5M PDFs [13] are introduced using the NLO nDSg parametrization [15]. At relatively
low pT , prompt photon yields have a large contribution from jet fragmentation processes.
As a result, final-state parton energy loss in central Pb-Pb affects also the expected prompt
γ yields. We account for medium-effects on theγ-fragmentation component by modifying
the BFG parton-to-photon FFs [357] with BDMPS quenching weights. The effects of the
energy loss are encoded in a single parameter,ωc= 〈q̂〉 L2 ≈ 50 GeV, extrapolated from RHIC.
The combination of initial-state (shadowing) and final-state (energy loss) effects results in a
quenching factor for prompt photons ofRPbPb≈ 0.2 (0.8) atpT = 10 (100) GeV/c [358].

Our predictions for the direct photon spectra at y=0 in Pb-Pb at 5.5 TeV are shown in
Fig. 130. The thermal contribution dominates over the (quenched) pQCD one up topT ≈
4 (1.5) GeV/c in central (peripheral) Pb-Pb. Two differences are worth noting compared to
RHIC results [10]: (i) the thermal-prompt crossing point moves up frompT ≈ 2.5 GeV/c
to pT ≈ 4.5 GeV/c, and (ii) most of the thermal production in this transition region comes
solely from the QGP phase. Both characteristics make of semi-hard direct photons at LHC, a
valuable probe of the thermodynamical properties of the system.

8.4. Elliptic flow of thermal photons from RHIC to LHC

R. Chatterjee, E. Frodermann, U. Heinz and D. K. Srivastava

We use the longitudinally boost-invariant relativistic ideal hydrodynamic code
AZHYDRO [130] to predict the evolution from RHIC to LHC of thetransverse
momentum spectra and elliptic flow of thermal photons and dileptons at mid-rapidity in
(A≈200)+(A≈200) collisions. Here we discuss only photons for Au+Au collisions atb=7 fm;
for other results and more details see Refs. [360].

The hydrodynamic initial conditions for RHIC collisions are described in [360]. For the
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LHC simulations shown in comparison we assume a final chargedhadron multiplicity near
the upper end of the predicted range:dNch

dy (b=y=0)=2350 (680 at RHIC). Correspondingly

we increase the initial peak entropy density in central Au+Au collisions froms0=351 fm−3

atτ0=0.2 fm/c for RHIC to s0=2438 fm−3 atτ0 = 0.1 fm/c for LHC.
1. Thermal photon spectra: Figure 131 shows the thermal photonpT-spectra (angle-
integrated) for RHIC and LHC. At both collision energies thetotal spectrum is dominated
by quark matter oncepT exceeds a few hundred MeV. Its inverse slope (“effective tempera-
ture”) in the range 1.5< pT <3 GeV/c increases by almost 50%, from 303 MeV at RHIC to
442 MeV at LHC, reflecting the higher initial temperature andsignificantly increased radial
flow (visible in the HM contribution) at LHC.

2. Thermal photon elliptic flow:Figure 132 shows the differential elliptic flow of thermal
photons at RHIC and LHC, with quark matter (QM) and hadronic matter (HM) radiation
shown separately for comparison. The decrease at highpT of the QM and total photon
v2 reflects the dominance of QM radiation at highpT (emission from the early, hot stage
when radial and elliptic flow are still small). At fixedpT , the photon elliptic flow from QM
radiation is larger at LHC than at RHIC since the LHC fireballsstart hotter and fluid cells
with a given temperature thus flow more rapidly. At lowpT , hadronic radiation dominates,
and since it flows more rapidly at LHC than at RHIC the corresponding photon elliptic is
significantly larger at LHC than RHIC. This is different from hadrons whose elliptic flow at
low pT decreasesfrom RHIC to LHC, reflecting a redistribution of the momentumanisotropy
to higherpT by increased radial flow [361]. For photons, the elliptic flowis not yet saturated
at RHIC, and at lowpT it keeps increasing towards LHC at a rate that overwhelms theloss of
momentum anisotropy to the high-pT domain via radial flow. Contrary to pionv2 [361], the
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pT-integrated photon elliptic flow roughly doubles (!) from RHIC to LHC.

8.5. Asymmetrical in-medium mesons

I. M. Dremin
Cherenkov gluons may be in charge of mass asymmetry of in-medium mesons which reveals

itself in the asymmetry of dilepton spectra.

The hypothesis about the nuclear analogue of the well known Cherenkov effect [194–
198] is widely discussed now. The necessary condition for Cherenkov effect in usual or
hadronic media is the excess of the corresponding refractive indexn over 1. There exists the
general linear relation between this excess∆n= n−1 and the real part of the forward scattering
amplitudeF(E,0o). In electrodynamics, it is the dipole excitation of atoms in the medium by
light which results in the Breit-Wigner shape of the photon amplitude. In a nuclear medium,
this should be the amplitude of gluon scattering on some internal modes of the medium. In
absence of the theory of such media I prefer to rely on our knowledge of hadronic reactions.
From experiments at comparatively low energies we learn that the resonances are abundantly
produced. They are described by the Breit-Wigner amplitudes which have a common feature
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Figure 131: (Color online) Thermal photon spectra Au+Au collisions at RHIC and Pb+Pb
collisions at LHC, both atb=7 fm.
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of the positive real part in the low-mass wing (for the electrodynamic analogy see, e.g.,
Feynman lectures). Therefore the hadronic refractive index exceeds 1 in these energy regions.
Prediction Masses of Cherenkov states are less than in-vacuum meson masses. This leads to
the asymmetry of decay spectra of resonances with increasedrole of low masses.
ProposalPlot the mass distribution ofπ+π−, µ+µ−, e+e−-pairs near resonance peaks. Thus,
apart from the ordinary Breit-Wigner shape of the cross section for resonance production, the
dilepton mass spectrum would acquire the additional term proportional to∆n (that is typical
for Cherenkov effects) at masses below the resonance peak [362]. Therefore its excess (e.g.,
near theρ-meson) can be described by the following formula♯

dNll

dM
=

A

(m2
ρ−M2)2+M2Γ2

1+w
m2
ρ−M2

M2
θ(mρ−M)

 (61)

HereM is the total c.m.s. energy of two colliding objects (the dilepton mass),mρ = 775 MeV
is the in-vacuumρ-meson mass. The first term corresponds to the Breit-Wigner cross section.
According to the optical theorem it is proportional to the imaginary part of the forward
scattering amplitude. The second term is proportional to∆n where the well known ratio of real
to imaginary parts of Breit-Wigner amplitudes has been used. It vanishes forM >mρ because

♯ We consider onlyρ-mesons here because the most precise experimental data areavailable for them. To include
other mesons, one should evaluate the corresponding sum of similar expressions.
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only positive∆n lead to the Cherenkov effect. Namely it describes the distribution of masses
of Cherenkov states. In Eq.(61) one should take into accountthe in-medium modification of
the height of the peak and its width. We just fit the parametersA andΓ by describing the
shape of the mass spectrum at 0.75< M < 0.9 GeV measured in [363–365]. Let us note that
w is not used in this procedure. The valuesA= 104GeV3 andΓ = 0.354 GeV were obtained.
The width of the in-medium peak is larger than the in-vacuumρ-meson width equal to 150
MeV.

Thus the low mass spectrum atM < mρ depends only on a single parameterw which is
determined by the relative role of Cherenkov effects and ordinary mechanism of resonance
production. It is clearly seen from Eq.(61) that the role of the second term in the brackets
increases for smaller massesM. The excess spectrum [363–365]. in the mass region from 0.4
GeV to 0.75 GeV has been fitted byw = 0.19. The slight downward shift about 40 MeV of
the peak of the distribution compared withmρ may be estimated from Eq.(61) at these values
of the parameters.

Whether the in-medium Cherenkov gluonic effect is strong can be verified by measuring
the angular distribution of the lepton pairs with different masses. The trigger-jet experiments
similar to that at RHIC are necessary to check this prediction. One should measure the angles
between the companion jet axis and the total momentum of the lepton pair. The Cherenkov
pairs with masses between 0.4 GeV and 0.7 GeV should tend to fill in the rings around the jet
axis. The angular radiusθ of the ring is determined by the usual condition

cosθ =
1
n

(62)

Another way to demonstrate it is to measure the average mass of lepton pairs as a function of
their polar emission angle (pseudorapidity) with the companion jet direction chosen asz-axis.
Some excess of low-mass pairs may be observed at the angle (62).

The prediction of asymmetric in-medium widening of any resonance at its low-mass side
due to Cherenkov gluons is universal. This universality is definitely supported by experiment.
Very clear signals of the excess on the low-mass sides ofρ,ω andφ mesons have been seen
in KEK. This effect forω-meson is also studied by CBELSA/TAPScollaboration. There are
some indications at RHIC on this effect forJ/ψ-meson.

To conclude, the universal asymmetry of in-medium mesons with an excess over the
usual Breit-Wigner form at low masses is predicted as a signature of Cherenkov gluons
produced with energies which fit the left wings of resonanceswheren exceeds 1.

8.6. Photons and Dileptons at LHC

R. J. Fries, S. Turbide, C. Gale and D. K. Srivastava
We discuss real and virtual photon sources in heavy ion collisions and present results for dilepton

yields in Pb+Pb collisions at the LHC at intermediate and large transverse momentumpT .

Electromagnetic radiation provides a valuable tool to understand the dynamics of heavy
ion collisions. Due to their long mean free path real and virtual photons carry information
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from very early times and from deep inside the fireball. We discuss the sources of photons
which will be important for the upcoming heavy ion experiments at LHC. We focus on
intermediate and large transverse momentapT and massesM. We also present our numerical
results for dilepton yields.

At asymptotically largepT the most important source of real and virtual photons is the
direct hard production in primary parton-parton collisions between the nuclei, via Compton
scattering, annihilation, and the Drell-Yan processes. These photons do not carry any
signature of the fireball. They are augmented by photons fragmenting from hard jets also
created in primary parton-parton collisions. The emissionof this vacuum bremsstrahlung
is described by real and virtual photon fragmentation functions. Vacuum fragmentation is
assumed to happen outside the fireball, so the jets are subject to the full energy loss in the
medium. This contribution to the photon and dilepton yield is therefore depleted in heavy ion
collisions analogous to the high-pT hadron yield.

At intermediate scales jet-induced photons from the mediumbecome important. It has
been shown that high-pT jets interacting with the medium can produce real and virtual photons
by one of two processes: (i) by Compton scattering or annihilation with a thermal parton,
leading to an effective conversion of the jet into a photon [366]; (ii) by medium induced
Bremsstrahlung [367]. Jet-medium photons have a steeper spectrum than primary photons
and carry information about the temperature of the medium. They are also sensitive to the
partial energy loss that a jet suffers from its creation to the point of emission of the photon. At
even lowerpT andM thermal radiation from the quark gluon plasma (and also the hadronic
phase not considered here) has to be taken into account.

Figure 133 shows numerical evaluations of the different contributions discussed above to
the e+e− transverse momentum and mass spectrum for central Pb+Pb collisions at LHC. We
use next-to-leading order pQCD calculations for Drell Yan and a leading order calculation
for jet production. Energy loss of jets is computed with the AMY formalism [368]. Jet-
medium emission and thermal emission have been evaluated inthe Hard Thermal Loop (HTL)
resummation scheme. For the mass spectrum we also show the expected background from
correlated heavy quark decays. The full calculation for dileptons with a more extended
discussion is presented in [369]. Predictions for direct photon yields including jet-medium
photons can be found in [368].

Dileptons from jet-medium interactions will be more important at LHC than at previous
lower energy experiments. They will be as important or even exceeding the Drell-Yan yields
at intermediate masses up to about 8 GeV. They offer a new way to access information about
the temperature and the partonic nature of the fireball.

8.7. Direct photons at LHC

A. H. Rezaeian, B. Z. Kopeliovich, H. J. Pirner and I. Schmidt
The DGLAP improved color dipole approach provides a good description of data for inclusive

direct photon spectra at the energies of RHIC and Tevatron. Within the same framework we predict the

transverse momentum distribution of direct photons at the CERN LHC energies.
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Figure 133: The yield of e+e− pairs in central Pb+Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 5.5 TeV.Left: Mass
spectrumdN/(dyddM2) integrated over the transverse momentumpT of the pair forpT > 8
GeV/c. Right: Transverse momentum spectrumdN/(dydd2pT) integrated over a mass range
0.5 GeV< M < 1 GeV. Both panels show the caseyd = 0 for the pair rapidityyd and a cut
|ye| < 0.5 for the single electron rapidity.

8.7.1. Introduction Direct photons, i.e. photons not from hadronic decay, provide a powerful
probe for the initial state of matter created in heavy ion collisions, since they interact with the
medium only electromagnetically and therefore provide a baseline for the interpretation of jet-
quenching models. The primary motivation for studying the direct photons has been to extract
information about the gluon density inside proton in conjunction with DIS data. However, this
task has yet to be fulfilled due to difference between the measurement and perturbative QCD
calculation which is difficult to explain by altering the gluon density function (see Ref. [370]
and references therein). We have recently shown that the color dipole formalism coupled to
DGLAP evolution is an viable alternative to the parton modeland provided a good description
of inclusive photon and dilepton pair production in hadron-hadron collisions [370]. Here we
predict the transverse momentum spectra of direct photons at the LHC energies

√
s= 5.5 TeV

and 14 TeV within the same framework.

8.7.2. Color dipole approach and predictions for LHCAlthough in the process of
electromagnetic bremsstrahlung by a quark no dipole participates, the cross section can be
expressed via the more elementary cross sectionσqq̄ of interaction of a ¯qq dipole. For
the dipole cross section, we employ the saturation model of Golec-Biernat and Wüsthoff
coupled to DGLAP evolution (GBW-DGLAP) [371] which is better suited at large transverse
momenta. Without inclusion of DGLAP evolution, the direct photon cross section is
overestimated [370]. In Fig. 134, we show the GBW-DGLAP dipole model predictions for
inclusive direct photon production at midrapidities for RHIC, CDF and LHC energies. We
stress that the theoretical curves in Fig. 134, are the results of a parameter free calculation.
Notice also that in contrast to the parton model, neitherK-factor (NLO corrections), nor higher
twist corrections are to be added. No quark-to-photon fragmentation function is needed either.
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Indeed, the phenomenological dipole cross section is fittedto DIS data and incorporates all
perturbative and non-perturbative radiation contributions. For the same reason, in contrast
to the parton model, in the dipole approach there is no ambiguity in defining the primordial
transverse momentum of partons. Such a small purely non-perturbative primordial momentum
does not play a significant role for direct photon productionat the given range ofpT in
Fig. 134. Notice that the color dipole picture accounts onlyfor Pomeron exchange from
the target, while ignoring its valence content. Therefore,Reggeons are not taken into account,
and as a consequence, the dipole is well suited mainly for high-energy processes. As our
result for RHIC and CDF energies indicate, we expect that dipole prescription to be at work
for the LHC energies. At the Tevatron, in order to reject the overwhelming background of
secondary photons isolation cuts are imposed [372]. Isolation conditions are not imposed
in our calculation. However, the cross section does not varyby more than 10% under CDF
isolation conditions [370]. One should also notice that theparametrizations of the dipole cross
section and proton structure function employed in our computation have been fitted to data at
considerably lowerpT values [370].

8.8. Thermal Dileptons at LHC

H. van Hees and R. Rapp
We predict dilepton invariant-mass spectra for central 5.5ATeV Pb-Pb collisions at LHC.

Hadronic emission in the low-mass region is calculated using in-medium spectral functions of light

vector mesons within hadronic many-body theory. In the intermediate-mass region thermal radiation

from the Quark-Gluon Plasma, evaluated perturbatively with hard-thermal loop corrections, takes over.

An important source over the entire mass range are decays of correlated open-charm hadrons, rendering

the nuclear modification of charm and bottom spectra a critical ingredient.
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Due to their penetrating nature, electromagnetic probes (dileptons and photons) are an
invaluable tool to investigate direct radiation from the hot/dense matter created in heavy-ion
collisions. At low invariant mass,M≤1 GeV, the main source of dileptons is the decay of the
light vector mesons,ρ, ω andφ, giving unique access to their in-medium spectral properties,
most prominently for the short-livedρ meson. If the chiral properties of theρ-meson can be
understood theoretically, dilepton spectra can serve as a signal for the restoration of chiral
symmetry at high temperatures and densities.

We employ medium-modified vector-meson spectral functionsin hot/dense matter
following from hadronic many-body theory, phenomenologically constrained by vacuumππ
scattering, decay branching ratios for baryonic and mesonic resonances, photo-absorption
cross sections on nucleons and nuclei, etc. [374]. The resulting spectral functions, especially
for the ρ meson, exhibit large broadening with little mass shift, with baryonic interactions
as the prevalent agent, especially in the mass region below the resonance peaks. Note that
CP invariance of strong interactions implies equal interactions with baryons and antibaryons.
Thus, even in a net-baryon free environment, theρ resonance essentially “melts” around the
expected phase transition temperature,Tc≃180 MeV. Other sources of thermal dileptons taken
into account are (i) four-pion type annihilation in the hadronic phase (augmented by chiral
vector-axialvector mixing) [375], which takes over the resonance contributions at intermediate
mass, and (ii) radiation from the Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP),computed within hard-thermal
loop improved perturbation theory for in-mediumq-q̄ annihilation.

Thermal dilepton spectra are computed by evolving pertinent emission rates over the
time evolution of the medium in central 5.5 ATeV Pb-Pb collisions. To this end, we employ a
cylindrical homogeneous thermal fireball with isentropic expansion and a total entropy fixed
by the number of charged particles, which we estimate from a phenomenological extrapolation
to be dNch/dy≃1400. We use an ideal-gas equation of state (EoS) with massless gluons and
Nf=2.5 quark flavors for the QGP, and a resonance gas for the hadronic EoS with chemical
freezeout at (µc

B,Tc)=(2,180) MeV (finite meson and anti-/baryon chemical potentials are
implemented to conserve the particle ratios until thermal freezeout atTfo≃100 MeV, with a
mass-action law for short-lived resonances). We start the evolution in the QGP phase at initial
timeτ0=0.17 fm/c, translating intoT0≃560 MeV. The volume expansion parameters are taken
to resemble hydrodynamic simulations. A standard mixed-phase construction connects QGP
and hadronic phase atTc, and the total fireball lifetime isτfb≃18 fm/c.

As for non-thermal sources, we include primordial Drell-Yan annihilation and decays
of correlated charm pairs. The latter are estimated by scaling the spectrum at RHIC with a
charm-cross section anticipated at LHC, which implies somewhat softer charm spectra than
expected for primordial N-N collisions (and thus softer invariant-mass spectra). We neglect
contributions from jet-plasma interactions.

Our predictions are summarized in Fig. 135. At low mass thermal dileptons are
dominated by hadronic radiation, with large modifications due to in-medium vector-meson
spectral functions. The QGP contribution takes over at around M&1.1 GeV. The yield
from correlated open-charm decays is comparable to hadronic emission already at low mass,
and dominant at intermediate mass. However, this result will have to be scrutinized by
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Figure 135: (Color online) Predictions for dilepton spectra in central 5.5 ATeV Pb-Pb
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including the nuclear modification of heavy-quark spectra in the QGP (as well as analogous
contributions from correlated bottom decays). Also, larger values of dNch/dy would help to
outshine correlated open-charm decays, at least at low mass.

8.9. Directγ production and modification at the LHC

I. Vitev
Baseline direct photon production cross sections are studied in

√
s= 5.5 TeV p+p collisions at the

LHC. The fraction of fragmentation photons, which suffer QGP effects, is shown to be non-negligible

even at very highpT ∼ 200 GeV. We first examine important cold nuclear matter effects for direct

photon production, related to dynamical shadowing, isospin and initial state energy loss, in comparison

to neutral pion production at
√

s= 200 GeV. Simulations of directγ suppression in Pb+Pb reactions at

s1/2 = 5.5 A.TeV at the LHC are also presented to high transverse momentum. Results are given in for

central nuclear collisions and energy loss in the QGP calculated in the GLV approach. Direct photon

quenching is shown to strongly depend on the ratioγprompt/γfragmentationAt high pT > 100 GeV cold

nuclear matter attenuation can be as large as the QGP effects for the net suppression of direct photons.

It has been argued that direct photon production and direct photon tagged jets provide
error-free gauge for the quenching of quarks and gluons and for fixing their initial energy.
We show that quantitatively large nuclear corrections mustbe taken into account for direct
γ to become precision probes of the QGP. The left panel of Fig. 136 shows the direct
photon production cross section in p+p collisions at

√
s= 5.5 TeV the LHC compared to

the corresponding cross section at RHIC
√

s= 200 GeV to LO in perturbative QCD [376].
Insert shows the fraction of fragmentation to prompt photons versuspT . The right panel of
Fig. 136 shows cold nuclear effects, the Cronin [283], dynamical shadowing [377] and cold
nuclear matter energy loss [285], in d+A reactions at LHC energies. Comparison to data in
0-20% central d+Au collisions at RHIC is also presented.
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The left panel of Fig. 137 shows the QGP effect (final-state interactions) in central Pb+Pb
collisions at

√
s= 5.5 TeV. Parton rapidity densitiesdNg/dy∼ 2000−4000 [283], as forπ0

quenching and heavy meson dissociation, are used. Direct photon quenching closely follows
the ratioγprompt/γfragmentation[376]. At low pT attenuation is QGP-dominated with significant
and measurable suppressionRAA(pT) ∼ 0.5. Nevertheless, such quenching is smaller than
the one forπ0’s and reflects theCF/CA average squared color charge difference for quark
and gluon jets. The right panel of Fig. 137 includes the effect of initial-state cold nuclear
matter energy loss. At highpT these can be comparable to the final-state quenching in the
QGP [285,376,377].

9. Others

9.1. The effects of angular momentum conservation in relativistic heavy ion collisions at the
LHC

F. Becattini and F. Piccinini
We argue that in peripheral heavy ion collisions at the LHC there might be the formation of

a spinning plasma with large intrinsic angular momentum. Ifthe angular momentum is sufficiently

large, there could be striking observable effects: a decrease of chemical freeze-out temperature and an

increase of transverse momentum spectra broadening (enhanced radial flow) as a function of centrality;
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Figure 136: Left panel: Direct photon production cross section in p+p collisions at the LHC√
s= 5.5 TeV. Comparison to the same cross section calculation at RHIC at

√
s= 200 GeV

and to current highpT data is also shown. Insert illustrates the ratio of fragmentation to
prompt photons vspT at LO. Right panel: Nuclear modification factorRdA in central d+Au
collisions at RHIC and central d+Pb at the LHC, 0-20%. The highpT behavior indicates
the isospin (charge) effect and initial-state energy loss in cold nuclear matter. Comparison to
similar effects on neutral pion production in d+Au collisions at RHIC, indicative for the first
time for cold nuclear matter−∆Erad effects at highpT is also shown.
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a large enhancement of elliptic flow; a polarization of emitted particles along the direction of angular

momentum. The latter would be the cleanest signature of sucheffect.

In peripheral relativistic heavy ion collisions collidingions have a large relative orbital
angular momentum. While the fragments keep flying away from the interaction region
essentially unaffected, a fraction of the initial angular momentum is transferred to the
interaction region. Much of it is probably spent into relative orbital angular momentum of
the newly formed fireballs at large rapidity, but it may happen that another significant fraction
is given to the midrapidity region giving rise to a spinning plasma with an intrinsic angular
momentumJ. If J is sufficiently large, one has remarkable observable effects. It has been
suggested that such a phenomenon can produce an azimuthal anisotropy in the transverse
plane very similar to the well known elliptic flow [150]. Also, a largeJ may result in a
polarization of emitted particles [378]. We make a quantitative determination of observable
effects by assuming that the spinning system is at statistical equilibrium, taking advantage of
a recent calculation of the microcanonical partition function of a relativistic quantum gas with
fixed angular momentum [379, 380] which allowed us to providethe expression of particle
spin density matrix and polarization in a rotating thermodynamical system. Here, a possible
scenario for the LHC energy is just sketched; a more detailedpaper will appear [380].

Under reasonable assumptions, the main observables which signal the presence of
an equilibrated spinning system are (see figure 138): a decrease of chemical freeze-out
temperature and an increase of transverse momentum spectrabroadening (enhanced radial
flow) as a function of centrality; a large enhancement of elliptic flow and a polarization of
emitted particles along the direction of angular momentum.The latter is the cleanest signature
of a spinning system. These observables scale with the parameterJ/T4

c R4, Tc being the critical
temperature andR the maximal transverse radius of the system. They are shown in figures
below, as a function of the impact parameter or transverse momentum, for the upper bound
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Figure 137: Left panel: Comparison of cold nuclear matter effects to QGP effects on
direct photon production at the LHC. Central d+Pb and central Pb+Pb at

√
s = 5.5 TeV

are shown. Calculations do not include initial-state energy loss. QGP suppression trend
with dNg/dy∼ 2000−4000 follows the fragmentation/prompt ratio for directγ. Right panel:
Similar calculations including initial-state cold nuclear matter energy loss effects. Note that
these can yield 50% larger suppression at highpT .
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of this parameter set by the RHICΛ polarization measurement (=0.2, blue line) and at LHC
(=1.0, black line) under the assumption of a scaling ofJ/T4

c R4 by
√

s/ ln
√

s5/3.
Caveat: the calculations shown in the plots concern only primary hadrons emitted from an
equilibrated source. Dilution effects such as resonance decays, perturbative production at
largepT and partial equilibration are not taken into account.
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Figure 138:

9.2. Black hole predictions for LHC

H. Stöcker and B. Koch
The speculative prediction of the production of microscopical black holes, which would be

possible at the large hadron collider due to large extra dimensions, is discussed. We review observables

for such black holes and for the their possibly stable final state.
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9.2.1. From the hierarchy-problem to black holes in large extra dimensions One of the
problems in the search for a unified description of gravity and the forces of the standard model
(SM), is the fact that the Planck-scalemPl ∼ 1019 GeV (derived from Newtons constantGN) is
much bigger than the energy scales like the Z-massmZ ∼ 90 GeV. This huge difference is the
so-called hierarchy problem. Several theories can explainthis hierarchy by the assumption
of extra spatial dimensions [381–383]. These theories assume a true fundamental scaleM f

which is of the order of just a few TeV and they interpret the Planck scalemPl as an effective
magnitude which comes into the game due to unobservable and compactified extra spatial
dimensions. In the model suggested by Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos and Dvali [381, 382]
the d extra space-like dimensions are compactified on tori with radii R. In this model the
SM particles are confined to our 3+1-dimensional sub-manifold (brane) and the gravitons
are allowed to propagate freely in the (3+d)+1-dimensional bulk. Planck massmPl and the
fundamental massM f are related by

m2
Pl = Md+2

f Rd . (63)

One exciting consequence of such models is that up to 109 black holes (BH) might be
produced at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [384]. The intuitive approximation of the cross
section for such events can be made by using the Hoop conjecture and taking the classical
area of the (to be produced) BH with radiusRH

σ(M) ≈ πR2
H , (64)

whereM is the BH mass. The Scharzschild radius is given at distancessmaller than the size
of the extra dimensions by

Rd+1
H =

2
d+1

(
1

M f

)d+1 M
M f

. (65)

This radius is much larger than the Schwarzschild radius corresponding to the same BH mass
in 3+1 dimensions, which translates directly into a much larger cross section (64). This esti-
mate seems to keep its validity also in more elaborated picture .

9.2.2. From black hole evaporation to LHC observablesOnce a BH is produced it is
assumed to undergo a rapid evaporation process. This happens first in the so called
bolding phase where angular momentum and internal degrees of freedom are assumed to
be radiated off. For a BH mass much bigger than the fundamental mass scale (M≫ M f ) the
following phase is the Hawking phase, where particles are thermally radiated off according
to the Hawking temperature†† [385] TH ≈ M f (M f /M)1/(d+1). As soon as the BH mass
becomes comparable to the fundamental mass scale, the underlying physics of the BH is
not understood and exact predictions are hardly possible atthe current state of knowledge.
Discussed scenarios reach from a sudden final explosion overa slowed down evaporation to
the formation of stable black hole remnant (BHR) As most BHs would be produced close to

††The process of Hawking radiation would in principle allow totransform the BH mass into thermal energy and
was therefore subject to further speculations
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the production threshold the experimental outcome will be influenced strongly by this final
phase of BH evolution.

We analyzed the predictions for different scenarios. It turned out that the, suppression of
hard (TeV) di-jets above the BH formation threshold would bethe most scenario independent
observable for the LHC. Other observables such as event multiplicities or pT distributions
should be definitely studied although they are more model dependent. Speculations about the
formation of BHRs can be tested experimentally at the LHC: Charged stable BHRs would
leave single stiff tracks in the LHC detectors. Uncharged BHRs with their very small reaction
cross sections could be observed by searching for events with ∼ 1 TeV missing energy and
quenching of the highpT hadron spectra. For further references on BHs, BHRs and their
observables please see [386].

We conclude that BHs at the LHC could provide a unique experimental window to the
understanding of quantum gravity. As many principles of BH production and decay are not
fully understood, a large variability of experimental observables is absolutely essential to pin
down the underlying physics.

9.3. Charmed exotics from heavy ion collision

S. H. Lee, S. Yasui, W. Liu and C. M. Ko
We discuss why charmed multiquark hadrons are likely to exist and explore the possibility of

observing such states in heavy ion reactions at the LHC.

Multiquark hadronic states are usually unstable as their quark configurations are
energetically above those of combined meson and/or baryon states. However, constituent
quark model calculations suggest that multiquark states might become stable when some of
the light quarks are replaced by heavy quarks. Two possible states that could be realistically
observed in heavy ion collisions at LHC are the tetraquarkTcc(udc̄c̄) [387] and the pentaquark
Θcs(udus̄c) [388]. The driving mechanism for the stability of these states can be traced to
the quark color-spin interaction, which can be effectively parameterized asCH

∑
i> j ~si · ~sj

1
mimj

.
Baryon mass splittings between states sensitive to the color-spin interaction are well explained
with a single constant coefficient CB

m2
u
= 193 MeV [389]. Similarly, corresponding meson mass

splittings are well reproduced withCM

m2
u
= 635 MeV [389]. Hence, the correlation energy

in a quark-antiquark pair is about a factor 3 larger than thatin a quark-quark pair that is
in the color antitriplet channel. For heavy quarks, the sizeof the relative wave function
decreases substantially, and the parameterCH extracted from the mass difference between
J/ψ andηc is Ccc̄

m2
c
= 117 MeV. As in the case of light quarks, we chooseCcc

m2
c
= 1

3
Ccc̄

m2
c
= 39 MeV.

These numbers suggest that two quarks and two antiquarks would rather become two mesons
than form a single tetraquark state. However, when one or both of the antiquarks become
heavy, the attractions to form mesons are relatively suppressed compared to the strong diquark
correlation among light quarks, making multiquark states possibly stable. Using the constants
CH discussed above, we find that the mass ofTcc (Θcs) is -79 MeV below (8 MeV above) its
hadronic decay threshold. These results are well reproduced by full constituent quark model
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calculations. Although the binding becomes larger when thec quark is replaced by ab quark,
the expected number ofb quarks produced in a heavy ion collision at the LHC is small for
a realistic observation of such states. Therefore, we only give predictions for the multiquark
states containingc quarks.

Employing the coalescence model [390], we have studiedTcc andΘcs production in
central Au+Au collisions at RHIC and Pb+Pb collisions at LHC. Using theu (or d) quark
numbers 245 and 662, the anti-strange quark numbers 150 and 405, and the charm quark
numbers 3 and 20 based on initial hard collisions at RHIC and LHC, respectively all in one
unit of midrapidity, we find that the numbers ofTcc produced at RHIC and LHC are about
5.4×10−6 and 8.9×10−5, respectively, while those ofΘcs are about 1.2×10−4 and 8.3×10−4,
respectively. Since these numbers are significantly smaller than 7.5×10−4 and 8.6×10−3 for
Tcc, and 4.5×10−3 and 2.7×10−2 for Θcs from the statistical hadronization model for RHIC
and LHC, respectively, we expect additional production of these exotic charmed hadrons from
the hadronic stage of the collisions. We note that these charmed hadrons would be more
abundantly produced, particularly theTcc, if charm quarks are produced from the QGP formed
in these collisions.

Table 9: Possible decay modes ofTcc. Additional (π+π−)’s are possible in the bracket.
threshold decay mode life time

MTcc > MD∗ +MD D∗−D̄0 hadronic decay
2MD+Mπ < MTcc < MD∗ +MD D̄0D̄0π− hadronic decay

MTcc < 2MD+Mπ D∗−(K+π−) 0.41×10−12 s
D̄0(π−K+π−) weak decay

Table 10: Possible decay modes ofΘcs.
threshold decay mode life time

MΘcs > MN+MDs pD−s hadronic decay
MΛ+MD < MΘcs < MN+MDs ΛD̄0 hadronic decay

ΛD− hadronic decay
MΘcs < MΛ+MD ΛK+π−, ΛK+π+π−π− 0.41×10−12 s

ΛK+π−π− 1.05×10−12 s

To observeTcc andΘcs in experiments, we need to know their decay modes. While our
analysis suggests thatTcc is bound andΘcs is slightly unbound with respect to their hadronic
decays, we give predictions in tables 9 and 10 for all possibleTcc andΘcsmasses. These exotic
hadrons can then be observed through reconstructed final states if they decay hadronically or
reconstructed final-state vertices if they decay weakly.
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9.4. Alignment as a result from QCD jet production or new still unknown physics at the
LHC?

I. P. Lokhtin, A. M. Managadze, L. I. Sarycheva and A. M. Snigirev
We would like to draw attention of the high-energy physics community to very important

experimental results indicating our lack of understandingof features of hadron interactions at super-

high energies and the necessity of improving recent theories.

The intriguing phenomenon of the strong collinearity of cores in emulsion experiments,
closely related to coplanar scattering of secondary particles in the interaction, has been
observed a long time ago. So far there is no simple satisfactory explanation of these cosmic
ray observations in spite of numerous attempts to find it (see, for instance, [391, 392] and
references therein). Among them, the jet-like mechanism [393] looks very attractive and
gives a natural explanation of alignment of three spots along a straight line which results from
momentum conservation in a simple parton picture of scattering.

In the Pamir experiment [391] the families with the total energy of theγ-quanta larger
than a certain threshold and at least one hadron present wereselected and analyzed. The
alignment becomes apparent considerably at

∑
Eγ > 0.5 PeV (that corresponds to interaction

energies
√

s≥ 4 TeV). The families are produced, mostly, by a proton with energy≥ 104 TeV
interacting at a heighth of several hundred meters to several kilometers in the atmosphere
above the chamber [391]. The collision products are observed within a radial distancermax up
to several centimeters in the emulsion where the spot separation rmin is of the order of 1 mm.

Our analysis [394, 395] shows that the jet-like mechanism can, in principle, attempt to
explain the results of emulsion experiments. For such an explanation it is necessary that
particles from both hard jets (with rapidities close to zeroin the center-of-mass system) hit the
observation region due to the large Lorentz factor under thetransformation from the center-
of-mass system to the laboratory one. This is possible when the combination ofh,

√
s and

rmax meets the following condition:

2hmp/
√

s≤ krmax, (66)

wheremp is the proton mass.k∼ 1/2 is needed in order to have particles with adjoint positive
and negative rapidities in the center-of-mass system that hit the detection region. At the height
h= 1000 m (mostly used in emulsion experiment estimations) andrmax= 15 mm the condition
(66) is fulfilled at the energy

√
s ≥ 270 TeV that is much higher than the LHC energies√

s≃ 5.5÷14 TeV and the threshold efficient interaction energies
√

seff ≃ 4 TeV [391, 392],
corresponding to the alignment phenomenon. Eq. (66) can be fulfilled and at the LHC energy
(14 TeV) also, but at the considerably lesser heighth≤ 50 m which is in some contradiction
with emulsion experiment vague estimations.

On the other hand if particles from the central rapidity region and the jet-like mechanism
are insufficient to describe the observed alignment, and there is another still unknown
mechanism of its appearance at the energy

√
s ∼ 5.5÷ 14 TeV and the accepted height

h ∼ 1000 m, then in any case some sort of alignment should arise atthe LHC too in the
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mid-forward rapidity region (following from the laboratory acceptance criterion for, e.g., pp
collisions) [394,395]:

rmin < r i =⇒ ηi < ηmax= ln(r0/rmin) ≃ 4.95, (67)

r i < rmax=⇒ ηi > ηmin = ln(r0/rmax) ≃ 2.25, (68)

where r0 = 2h/eηo, η0 = 9.55 is the rapidity of center-of-mass system in the laboratory
reference frame,ηi is the particle rapidity in the center-of-mass system,r i is the radial particle
spacing in thex-ray film. Namely, at the LHC thestrong azimuthal anisotropy of energy
flux (almost all main energy deposition along a radial direction) will be observedfor all
events with the total energy deposition in the rapidity interval (67, 68) larger than some
threshold∼ 1 TeV. Stress once more that at present there are no models or theories giving such
azimuthal anisotropy following from the experimentally observed alignment phenomenon at√

s≥ √seff ≃ 4TeV andh∼ 1000 m [391,392].
This mid-forward rapidity region must be investigated morecarefully on the purpose to

study the azimuthal anisotropy of energy flux in accordance with the procedure applied in the
emulsion and other experiments, i.e. one should analyze theenergy deposition in the cells
of η× φ-space in the rapidity interval (67, 68). Note that the absolute rapidity interval can
be shifted in correspondence with the variation of the height: it is necessary only that the
difference (ηmax−ηmin) is equal to≃ 2.7 in accordance with the variation of radial distance by
a factor of∼ 15 (rmax/rmin = 15 independently ofr0(h)) due to the relationshipr i ≃ r0/eηi .

Such an investigation both in pp and in heavy ion collisions (to differentiate between
hadronic and nuclear interaction effects) at the LHC can clarify the origin of the alignment
phenomenon, give the new restrictions on the values of height and energy, and possibly
discover new still unknown physics.
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